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THE two Cone Speakers, the
Marconiphone Model 75 and
the Marconiphone Cabinet Cone,
represent a long -sought success
in sensitivity, up to now a weak

,

P4

point in cones, compared with

horn speakers. These new
models know nothing of such
weakness, being of an acutesensitivity that is not surpassed
by any type on the market. In
appearance they are distinctive

well within the
means of the average buyer.

and in price

MARCONIPHONE
Model 75 CONE SPEAKER

Though convenient in shape and attractive in
design the many cone speakers on the market
have had to offer a slightly less sensitive

reception as compared with the horn type.
But the Mat ecnichone Model 75 Cone
Speaker has triumphed over this difficulty,

end now presents a sensitivity as acute as any
horn speaker, with still greater attractiveness
cf form and at a price within the means of the
average purchaser. Adjustment is controlled
from the front, while the back is amply protected. A feature of no little value is the
ease with which it can be kept free from dust.

5/-

MARCONIPHONE
Model 105 CABINET CONE
The Marconiphone Cabinet Cone Speaker
stands eut even among the list of triumphs
achieved by the vast Marconiphone organisation. A. hitherto untouched beauty cf tone

is attained, as well as a design of unusual
distinction. Both back and front art finished

with the same charming decorative effect.
Sound emission is from both sides, in fact
the entin". musical scale is heard to perfection whichever way the cone is turned.

105/ -

Fill

from --

THE MARCONIPHONE CO., LTD.

(AND REDUCED)

210-232, Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.1
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EACH MODEL
A MASTERPIECE
OF MELODY
Model A.C.4.
(Oak) £4 :0 :0

Model A.C.5,
£6 : 0 : 0

(Mahogany) £4 :4:0

See them at

Hear them at

OLYMPIA
STAND No. 137
(Facing Main Entrance)

AMPLION
HOUSE

Model A.C.7. £6 : 10 : 0

(Next door to Olympia)

Alatatul Tone _rota coeciheits
Announcement of Graham Amplion Limited, 25, Savile Row, London, W.I.
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THE NEW DUBILIER PRODUCTS
Amongst the several new products which we have put on the market this season, we
reproduce here- particulars of four. The enthusiastic reception which has already been
accorded to these products makes it certain that they' will be amongst the most popular
components of 1928.

If you have not already visited Olympia be sure and inspect Stand No. 162, and ask for
your copy of our interesting and useful booklet, " The Story of the Toroid and the K.C.".

The Dubilier K.C. Condenser
A beautifully finished instrument in which both Electrical
and Mechanical efficiency have been minutely considered.
When used in conjunction with either , of the Dubilier
Toroids this condenser will give perfectly even, spacing of
stations all round the dial-no crowding and difficulty in
selecting the desired station. Maximum capacity 0.0005
mfd. one hole fixing, and a slow motion adjustment giving
a reduction ratio of 200 to I.
The Dubilier K.C. Condenser,

In every respect a first-class condenser at a very modest price.

max. cap. 09.0005 mfd., slow
motion reduction 200. to .r.

Price

12/- Each.

The
Dubilier
Toroids
These can be used either as High Frequency Transformers or as
couplers in crystal or valve sets.
OWing to the special ingenious way in which they are wound, they

have ho external electro-magnetic field.

Consequently two or
more Toroids can,be fitted in a set close together without possibility
of interaction. 'Metal screens with their attendant losses are
obviated. Another important point is that Toroids are unaffected
by even poweTful oscillations from a neighbouring station, this ensures
the maximum -stability in working.

Dubilier Toroids are made in two ranges, to cover 23o to 600
Metres, and 750' to 2,000 metres respectively when shunted by
a 0.0005 mfd. condenser in each case.

Complete with terminal and solder tag base they cost only

The Dubilier Broadcast

10/6 Each.

in holder with terminals
and solder tags.

Actin. of The Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd

DurnuER

(Red)

Toroid

complete

Ducon Works, North Acton, W.3.
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DUBILIER

ARE BEING WIDELY DISCUSSED
Dubilier ii.T. Supply Units
Made in models suitable for all voltages and frequencies
and to supply large Or small valve sets.

The particular .feature of these units is the generow
margin of safety, especially as regards condensers, pro
vided for in the design. They comply with the wiring
rules of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, a feature
upon which supply companies will shortly insist.
Model No. i for D.C. supply and for sets employing a:small
number of valves. Three different H.T. supplies available,
one of which is variable.

.

The Dubilier H.T. Unit
1110 -del No. I for D.C. Mains.

Model No. 2. (De Luxe) for D.C. supply where large
multi -valve -sets are used. Extra special filtering. Two
variable, and two fixed H.T. voltages available. -Model No. 3. Rectifying Unit, to be used in conjunction
with No. i or No. 2 above on A.C. Supply.

ModeLl (D.C.) £4 : 12 : 6
Model 2 (D.C.) £8 : 10 : 0
Model 3 (A.C.) £6 : 6 : 0

The Dubilier R.C. Coupling Unit
A highly efficient Resistance Capacity Coupling Unit

which, introduced a few weeks ago, has met with an overwhelming reception. It employs the famous Dumetohm
-Resistances., whose constancy and noiseless working under
<variations of -temperature and load are guaranteed. Self
capacity and self inductance are infinitesimal. You are
recommended to use them in conjunction with such High
Amplification factor valves as the B.T.H. B.8, the Osram
DEH 6io, 410 and 210, etc., and you will obtain perfect
amplification over the entire range of audible frequencies.

The Dumetohms supplied being detachable, can be replaced by values to suit your own wishes.

Price 7/- Each.
STAN D

Ada. of The Dubilier Condenser Co, (1925)

162

The Dubilier R.C. Coupling
Unit. Standard Dumetohms
are Grid 3 megohms4 node
megoh

.

.11),y,WM1///fIf

Ducon 11, orhs, North Acton, . W.3.
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Electrify your
Gramophone!

GRAMOPHONE

The 13rown Electrical

Pick-up, with an amplifier
and loud speaker, will give
you unlimited volume. It is
invaluable whenever there

results never before
obtainable are now
made possible by the
131:0Wil Electrical Pick-up.

is dancing, and an orchestra
is not possible or desirable.
For the first time, too,

' Wonderful reproduction'
was the description-- given
by the " Wireless Constructor " last month.

No need now to buy a

new gramophone to

appreciate fully the new
standard of reproduction
set by the electrical record.

Just electrify your present

gramophone by fitting a
krown Electrical Pick-up
in place of the sound box
and connecting to an
amplifier and loud speaker.
The result will be an
entirely new pitch of tone

and get

Greater tone perfection.
Large increase in volume
Reduced

needle

scratch.

Controllable volume.
fit any model-no
alteration necessary.

Will

volume can be controlled.
With this new instrument, gramophone reproduction is infinitely nearer
the original. Needle scratch

is nearly eliminated. Old
gramophones are rejuvenated; old records are
re -born.
The Electrical

Pick-up,

price £4, can rapidly be
fitted to any gramophone,
and an amplifier connected.
No alteration to the gramo-

perfection that will command instant admiration.
Reproduction will be infinitely
purer ; the lower notes with equal fidelity
to the high notes. c'.

phone is necessary. Ask your Dealer to demonstrate ; or in case of difficulty, write mentioning your nearest Dealer, to S. G. Brown,

Ltd., Western Av., N. Acton, London, W.3.

tccw-)

6,,W411

Puts

ELECTRICAL PICK-UP
Life into your Gramophone

Advt. S. G. Brown, Ltd.. Western:Avenue, North Acton, London, W.3.

9363

LIM
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gives wireless reception

and control in EVERY
room at small cost.
No interference between listeners ; no
journeying to the set to switch on and off.

You simply place the " Lotus " Relay
near the set, wire to the rooms desired,
11

and there connect with a " Lotus
Wall Jack and Plug. The last plug
withdrawn cuts off the filament circuit.

FILL IN THE COUPON BELOW

FOR FREE BLUE PRINTS

AND INSTRUCTIONS HOW
TO WIRE TWO ROOMS IN
HALF -AN -HOUR.

Complete Outfit for
Wiring Two Rooms
2 Lotus Relay
Filament Control Wall Jacks.
1 Lotus Relay.

Special 4 -Strand ir>
Wire .

.

.

.

.

/.

21 yards of

2 Lotus Jack Plugs.
.

Each additional
room

See these Components

7 /6

at Stand 93 at the

National Radio Exhibition, Olympia

THE

"aims

REMOTE CONTROL
Ask also for "Lotus" Coil Holders,

Jacks, Switches and Plugs. You
can't buy better.
From all Radio Dealers.

Garnett, Whiteley & Co.,

Ltd.,

Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.

P.N. ///0/2z;
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No. 1- Bijou" Crystal Receiver. A sin pie easi y timed set

Price

...

15s Cd

No. 2-Two Valve L. F. R center. This set can be (VI,' C I

by a dry battery or a 4 -volt
accumulator
Price
...

£3 les Cd

No. 3--R. K. Loud Speaker.
The finest sound nproduc ng
device yet designed.

Price

...

£45 Cs Od

No. 4-C2 Lodi

Spc'a' cr.

A. lid -sited, full -toned loud
speaker.

Price

-..

£3 Os Od

No. 5 --Head Telephones. Light
weight and extremely SCUSit 4c,
these phones are eminently suit-

able for long range. secepacn.
Price
... 15s Cd
...

No. 6-L. F. nansforfitcr. A

guaranteed mitten ent which
give. a high, uniform amp ification over the entire range
requencies in speech or music.

PI ice

...

...

15s ad

Nos. 7 & 8-B.T.H. Valves 2, 4 and 6 volt.
Ceneral Purpose
Bright Emitt
Dull Emitter
H.F.Ampli ficatien
Fe seer Amplification

5s ad
tos fid
10s 6d

Us 6d

No. 9 - Anti -7vficrophonic

Valve Holder. A holder to ensure complete absorption of
vibrations.
-.. 2s 6d
Price
...

No. 1C-Resistante Capacity
Coupling Unit. A comp/et,
amplifying stage, less the vett e.
-..
Price
"... 1 Os 6d

No. 11 -3 -valve Resistor Receiver. Ass extremely efficient
receiver giving perfect loud
speaker results.

Price

£8 Os ed

xeifitive of valves & bar, rifJ)
Royalties

extra .£1 17s 6d

The above prices are a pp'ic-

able in Gre t Britain and
Nor hem Ireland only.

is always short at exhibitions, so

TIME
make at once for Stands 138 and 139
and see the most interesting things first.
Whatever you may have to miss,
do not fail to see the B.T.H. exhibits,
and particularly the new apparatus
illustrated and described

on the

opposite page.

1927.
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AOILO
TUS
STA.NDS NOS 138 and 139
ApparatUS
Below is ilustrated new apparatus which
merits your spec:al attention whether you
are interested in components or receivers.

9
The B.T.H. Anti-Microphonic Valve
Holder is a holder, mounted on rubber
which ensures perfect absorption of shock.

8
B.T.H. 2 -VOLT VALVES

The new B T.H. series represent the
let st development in the design and
construction of 2 -volt Valves.
0.1 amp.
1321 H.F.
0.1 amp.
B 22 G.P.
B 23 Power 0.2 amp.

The B.T.H. 3 -Valve Resistor Receiver. An extremely
efficient receiver, employing resistance couplin which
gives perfect loud speaker results. It employs B.I.H.,
Valves in the detector and first L.F. stage and a B.T.H,

13 23 in the power stage. Changing from low to high

wave lengths is carried out by a simple movement of
a switch-no coil changing.

The B.T.H. Resistance Capacity Coupling Unit. This is a
complete amplifying stage, less the valve, and used in
conjunction with the B.T.H. 138 Valve -will give perfect amplification over an extremely wide range of frequencies.

advertisement of The British Thomson -Houston Co, La
2.stoO
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NO CRYSTAL SET USER
SHOULD

WITHOUT

BE

The NON -VALVE MAGNETIC MICROPHONE

BAR AMPLIFIER

.4A

v:g:8:

which operates a LOUD SPEAKER direct from ANY
CRYSTAL SET up to 6 miles or more from main Broad-

casting Stations; or makes WEAK RECEPTION LOVD AND
CLEAR in Headphones under any conditions.
Enables

even VERY DEAF persons to hear from Crystal Sets.
Works perfectly on one or two dry cells,. no other
accessories being needed.

May be used on small valVe sets.

EVERY AMPLIFIER GUARANTEED.

NO

Valves, Accumulators
or H.T. Batteries.

NO FRAGILE
PARTS

EASY TO ADJUST. NOTHING TO GET OUT OF ORDER
PricePrice

7/-r
Al

Battery., .1`.

2 DRY CELLS,

Post free.

lasting 3 months 4/.

ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE SENT FREE ON REQUEST.
Obtainable from your Dealer or from Sole Manufacturers and Patentees :

NEW WILSON ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.,

1 8, FITZROY ST., LONDON, W.I.

Telephone : Museum 8974

%%%%0000%%%%%%00000 ,000000000'20000000 20000000',0 ,00
Be sure to secure YOUR copy of the OCTOBER ISSUE OF

"MODERN WIRELESS"
Packed with informative articles covering every phase of radio-written
by acknowledged experts for all those who are interested in wireless
-it is the most wonderful shillingsworth ever offered to readers of
radio journals.

Amongst the special features and
constructional articles will be

The enlarged October issue

The " New Midget

is a

A " Straight " Two-

Special Exhibition
Number

One -Valuer
Valuer
and full details

of

THE SUPER -SCREEN
FOUR
-a "last -word set incorporating
the latest shielded -grid valve and

Price - ONE SHILLING
" MODERN WIRELESS "

the new copper cube.

- Now On Sale, 1;-
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NOW HERE'SOMETHING

S,/

ENTIRELY

NEW

The ing

ved

R.C.Threesome
It is equal in reception qualities to the original

R.C. Threesome-the set that started the R.C.
vogue. By means of a " brain -wave " idea of
plugged -together coupling units the new R.C.
Threesome is easier than ever to build. No
soldering is required. Wiring has been reduced
from 24 to 5 connections. The parts can be
purchased for 50!-, or less. Use the Coupon and
get all the particulars.

EIDISWAhl
Always a laj ahead
To THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.,
(Publicity) 122/5 Qu:en Victoria St., London, E.C. 4.

P.W. 1.10.27.

Yes ! I'll have a c3py of your free Instruction Book and Blue Print. Thanks !

NAME
ADDRESS

BLUEPRINT

AND
INSTRUCTIONS
Fill in and post
the Coupon now.

-k

The new R.C. Threefoine

is the centre of interest
at the NatiGnai
Radio Exhibition

Stands 144 & 146
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IF you are not satisfied with your
Receiver don't blame it without

The fault may
investigation.
lie in the Valves. Even the best Set
will be handicapped when the wrong
Valves are used. Fit Cossor Valves
and you'll be certain of good results.
Cossor Valves owe their wonderful
efficiency largely to their super
sensitive Kalenised filaments. No

other valve can equal them for

length of service, economy and
quality of reproduction. Fit Cossor

Valves and hear the living music

of the Studio-not a travesty of
jumbled, muffled sounds.

fit

Cossor
Valves
--and enjoy trouble -free Radio
Advt. of A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Higlibury Grove, N.5:

(G) 9560
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Scientific Adviser
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
Editor
NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst.R..E., M.R.S.L., F.Ft.G.S.
Technical Editor G, V. DOWDING, Qrad.I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors : K. D. ROGERS, P. R. BIRD,
P KENDALL B.Sc. A JOHNSON RANDALL.

RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
A Treat in Store-Justice For Birmingham-Try Our Wave-Trap-Indian BroadcastingLondon and 5 X X-A Televiston Society-A Word to the Wise.
A Treat in Store.

ABSOLUTELY not to be missed is Sir
Oliver Lodge's new series of broadcast talks, "Pioneers in Astronomy,"
which began on September 29th. Sir
Oliver is one of those geniuses who, like
Tyndall, Huxley, Sylvanus Thoinpson, and
Dr. J. A. Fleming, can clothe the dry bones

of science with living flesh and make it

glow with life. Added to this happy faculty
he possesses the mysterious power of

radiating his charming " personality."
Justice for Birmingham.

THE complaints from Birmingham (and
district) listeners that they have been

let down by the opening of 5 G B

and the closing of their local station continue

to be heard. Crystal users are the hardest
hit, and, goodness knows, they cannot spare
much aerial juice. I hope the B.B.C. will
investigate this matter thoroughly. as the
public does not want to enjoy 5 G B at the

New and Good Idea.

THE Munich Postal Administration now
permits wireless dealers to instal radio
sets in the houses of prospective
customers for a week's trial; without insistin that the set be'covered by a licence for
that' period. A commonsense rule, encouraging to trade, and one which might well be
imitated here.
Mr. Marcuse.

IN beginning his Empire broadcasting,

Mr. Marcuse did not enjoy " beginner's
luck."
The breakdowns were the
" deuce and all." But the subject of this
note is experienced enough in radio to have
acquired the professional radio engineer's
philosophic mind. These things happen even
to a Marconi. All electrical engineers sub.

consciously reserve a factor .to account for

the " Old Boy " which seems to inhabit
their apparatus, and who, despite every

precaution, bobs up when the show begins.
In my opinion, Mr. Marcuse put up a fine

performance-and I have studied all available overseas reports.

Accumulator Tests.

1F my grandma had known about that
astounding young lady, Miss Violette
Cordery, she would have been much

more severe than she was about Aunt
Sarah's swimming lessons. That particular
flare-up seems to have occurred only a few
years ago, and now here we have a. " young
girl " actually- gallivanting round the world
'

(Continued on next page.)

BRITAIN'S AMATEUR BROADCASTER.

expense of a whole community.
Daventry Junior.

H. A. (Churwell, near Leeds), thinks I
RD .

have unduly alarmed listeners by

. quoting Mr. P. W. Harris to the effect

that 5 G B interferes with Langenberg.
He gets Langenberg at full L.S. strength
on a neutrodyne with no difficulty, and
there is on his dial a silent band of 1 divsions between it and 5 G B. On the other
hand, he finds that 5 G B interferes badly
with Aberdeen, and he loses Berlin .altogether on 483 metres. As Mr. Harris is no
raw beginner in Manipulation, I can only
suppose that direction and distance operate
in favour of R. H. A.
Try Our Wave -Trap.

THIS is a convenient place in which to
refer readers to Mr. Kendall's descrip-

tion, of a wave -trap for use when

,

receiving 5 G B, whiCh is to' be foUnd in
" P.W." for Angust 13th. A London
reader (G. E. T.) writes of its virtues like
a Poet Laureate. LiVing less than a mile
from 2 L 0, he gets 5 G B with a perfectly
silent 'background Of course he can ! That
is why we got Mr. Kendall to tell " P.W."ites all about -it. -We thank G. E. T. for reminding us of this.

Scme of the gear used by Mr. Marcuse in his experimental Empire broadcasts. From left to right can be
seen the wave -meter, receiving set (with the microphone standing on it) and the control board and line
output apparatus. An article by Mr. Marcuse appears' in another page in - this issue entitled " 2 N
(Phut°, " P.JV ." exclusive.)
Makes a Start."
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example of blither.

has another ready-that of conjuror and

She carried

always another core and encore a core. In
fact, the set is all core-" so far as absence
from distortion is concerned."

and calibrate thermometers in his spare

stands the most cavalier treatment but

SI R RICHARD TERRY lecturing on
music, is reported to haVe said that
" the music which comes over the
wireless is for the most part on the same

NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)

in a " horseless carriage."

" Exide " accumulators which " never
gave a second's trouble," says Miss Cordery.
Hot or cold, rough or smooth, the cells did
their job. And the Exide service all over the
world was " charming." My own Exide

is always " the little gentleman."
Indian Broadcasting.

NEWS in " The Times of India " shows
that the Bombay station is heard .satisfactorily, barring " atmospherics,"
from Simla to Colombo. The programmes

show a brave attempt to serve English and
Indian alike, as is only right. And I see
that on August 1st, Colombo broadcast
orchestral selections from eight Gilbert and
Sullivan operas. Pity the B.B.C. can't do it !
Short -Wave Transmissions.
J will broadcast special

transmissions on October 4th, 6th and Ilth,
at 17.20 G.M.T., and on October 13th
at 0.3 G.M.T.
PC J

London and 5 X X.

THE morning transmissions from I hese
stations are as follows : Monday to
Friday (inclusive), 2 L 0, 12 noon
to 2 p.m. ; 5 X X, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturdays, both from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m.
Workshop Note.

WY] V. T. (Kilkhampton) having seen in

" PW." how to make a keyhole saw

VV .

from a hacksaw blade, has kindly

sent us a fascinating little screwdriver made
from a motor -cycle spoke. The business
end is filed to shape and hardened, and for a

But even if you are
O.K. on H.T., you will find that there is

which hitherto only an eel could reach.
This is a dodge well worth imitating.
Bolivia to Begin.

BOLIVIA is to have its first broadcasting

station at La Paz, a five years' con-

cession having been granted to a

private contractor. Power, 1 kw. ; minimum radius, 3,000 kms. ! Sounds opti-

Advertising matter is to be admitted for five minutes per hour, which is
reasonable, as a station in Bolivia is not
likely to be able to pay for even its rent
unless it accepts ads.-cash with order.
mistic !

(I believe yeh.-ED.)
" Chang."

IN this film you meet-harmlessly-a
number of the aristocrats of the jungle,

besides monkeys, and at the Plaza

(London) their authentic voices are caused
to synchronise with the film at appropriate
moments. This is done as a result of the
co-operation of the Columbia Gramophone

Co. and Graham Amplion Ltd., the first named having made the records, which are
reproduced by the Amplion Public Speech
equipment.

I am told that this arrange-

ment adds vastly to the interest and thrills
of the film.
Cores and Causes.

I READ in a weekly newspaper, " The
H.T. battery is the very core of a set
so far as absence from distortion is

concerned," a sentence which is a perfect

time. An unique example of a parson who
" knows the ropes " turning into a person
who knows the wires.

" Go Hon."

intellectual level as the old ' penny dread-

ful' " ! I bow before the intellect of Sir
R. Terry and humbly inquire whether the
compositions of Beethoven, Mozart, Handel,

Brahms and Verdi are indeed as low as all
that. Oh, Sir Richard ! Let us drop this
" superior " tone ; the public is getting
sick and tired of it. Besides, the public sees
through it Pose, my dear sir !
!

.

A New Terror.

A Television Society.
" Television Society of

of the
Post Office, so I hear, has stated that

the P.O. is co-operating with the
Marconi Company in automatically standardising the voice of the ordinary telephone subscriber in order to make it as
perfect as possible for wireless telephony.
Ye -es ! but whose voice has been taken for
the standard ? That's what we want to
know. Dame Clara Butt's, or Leslie Hen son's, or Philip's (of Hyde Park Corner) ?
It matters
Sublime to Mundane.

At the age of 40 the

DID you ever ?

Rev. A. B. Grosvenor has relinquished his cure of souls for the cure of

radio sets ; he is now a " wireless doctor."
But in case that profession should fail, he

The road repairing work in Piccadilly is to

be broadcast. It is rather unnerving to think

that the
the remarks of a workman struck on the E.
thumb by the hammer of a careless comrade
may be be heard in a million happy homes.-- =
" London Opinion."

.

Great

THEBritain " has been formed. It has
forty-five members, all belonging to
the British Association.

I only hope some-

thing will come of it. My experience has
been that the amateurs have been hard on
the heels of the commercials, but that the

commercials have generally done the heavy
work. Thus I expect that the new society
will always be one jump behind Mr. Baird.
However, television needs encouragement,
and I rejoice at the advent of the society for
the improvement of " eagles' eyes."

AN assistant engineer -in -chief

handle the other end is bent over to form
a loop, seized with wire, and soldered fast.
I find that it will deal with screws in my set

entertainer, Versatile sort of chap, I should
say. I wonder whether he could shoe horses

IN his

A Reassuring Statement.
book, " The Post Office,"

Sir

Evelyn Murray, K.C.B , who is the
Secretary of the Post Office, says :

"Unless driven to intervention on major
issues by Parliamentary action, the func-

tions of the Postmaster -General will practically be limited to providing the Corpora-

tion with revenue and deciding upon any
application for the licensing of new broadcasting stations which the Government
may submit." That is quite in order.
We should not expect the P.O. to be able
to provide anything besides revenueunless it were regulations.
A Word to the Wise.

OVER eighty pages of excellent matter
for sixpence. That is the " Wireless
Constructor," and this month's issue
is better than ever. It is a special Exhibition Number, but includes " constructional " articles on five new sets. Capt.

Round writes about the wonderful new

shielded valve and the Editor introduces a
specially selective

two-valver. There is

described also a novelty in the shape of a
" knobless " three-valver. If you don't

.,

Radio Commission makes two stations
The Radio
share time on the air on the same wave. Stations

not so particular about the programmes they =
give become mighty particular about the com- =
pzny they keep.--" Radio World."

know what to do this winter, the " Wireless
Constructor " will show you.

:-_-.

*

*

E=
A USELESS LOUD SPEAKER.
Mr. Newlyrich (proudly exhibiting latest pug- :-ehase) : " My dear, here's a little present for =
you --a French loud speaker ; isn't it a beauty ?" =
Mrs. Newlyrich : " Whatever made you go =

and buy that thing, James, when you know I =
can't understand a word of French ? "

.

*

E.

*

Ad. inserted by wireless enthusiast in matri-

menial column :

" Young man

of

=

parts E.
She must

good component

wishes to meet refined loud speaker.
iaterested in the ohm. Only those of A class
be interested

station in life need apply, and preference will E.
be given to short -waves style of hairdress."

E--.

A seaside hoarding -house advertises that

every bed is equipped with wireless.

A returned Ezz

holiday-maker says that his bed was very wire- =
less, judging by the lack of springs.-" London FS

-

Opinion."

*

Miss B. : " On what grounds did she sue for :=
=
_
divorce ? "
Miss C. : " Cruelty ; her husband compelled -1=
her to use a 1922 radio set."
=

"The wave -band is CROWED into 100 =
divisions on the ordinary receiver," we read in =
an American journal.
It is suggested that all roosters should be =
muzzled in future.
g:
This week's Great Thought :

A valve in the country is worth two in the
city.
-:"..;1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111filfifilli.

Brain -Storms at Birmingham.

I UNDERSTAND that during this month
a meeting of Midland licensing autho-

rities will be held at Birmingham to
discuss the policy in regard to radio sets
in public houses. Many applications to
instal sets are refused. Surely, if anything
could possibly relieve the dreariness of the
average " pub," it ought to be encouraged.
Are the authorities afraid of keeping people
out, or keeping them in ? And, if yellow -

haired bar -queens with shrill voices and
sparkling repartees are permitted, why not
broadcasting
Little Denmark.

THIS eountry has a population of only
31 million people, but of these no less

than 50,000 hold receiving licences,

of which 35 per cent are for valve sets.

Denmark boasts four broadcasting stations,
Copenhagen (337 m.), $oroe (1154 m.),
Odense (810 m.), and Ryvangen. Radio

Soroe is to be replaced by an
8 kw. station at Gisseloere (Zeeland), probably working on 337 metres,
(1,154 m.).

ARIEL.
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my

Iast article

appeared in

Poeurkrt Wrtentras considerable developments have taken place in con-

nection with my Empire broadcasting
experiments. My first concert broadcast

to the Empire was given at seven o'clock

on the morning of September 11th in a

studio kindly tent by the Columbia Gramophone Company. Six well-known Australian artistes were kind enough to offer me
their services as a emytribution towards the
programme, and addresses were given by
Sir Granville Eyrie, the High Commissioner far Australia, and Captain fan Fraser, M.P.
Of course it never rains bat it pours, and
my first transmission seemed to annoy the
Fates, far the generator broke doWn, which
occasioned a delay of fifty minutes until a
change over to the eleetrie house mains was
made. I found this alternative supply not
so satisfactory as I had hoped, and, further,
the delay made the -time of -the transmission
much less favourable. Transmissions should

have commenced sharp at

7

Valentine. In the control -room there are
various microphone amplifiers, line ampli-

fiers, and the modulation meter.
The aerial system used is one which has
not been really developed yet to any great

extent in this country, but it has caused
us a considerable amount of interest and
excitement. It is what is known as the
Zeppelin type of aerial. It can either be

operated at- the full wave -length or at half.
wave ; and I should say it would be a very
satisfactory aerial to use for anyone transmitting on 23 and 46 metres, as it can quite
easily
one to

using the same aerial with the same degree
of effieiency.

The only trouble was that the feeders
seemed to be very critical, and we found
that by raising the aerial at the lead-in end
and strengthening the feeders, the whole
circuit had to be balanced up again to meet
this change. But if one takes care over the

measurements, so that the feeders do not
resonate on the actual wave, or the har-

monic of the main wave, there is no trouble

in working the aerial, and it is quite easy

to balance both feeders in order to get
feed in both.

From the results
obtained up to .the
present, this aerial has

proved on the whole
most efficient.

Considering the power I am
using, reports have
been really most gratifying.
Needless to

a.m. and

say, the chief point in
my experiments is to
determine the most

finished at 8 a.m., but owing to the break-

down we did not get through the programmes until nine o'clock.

suitable hours for
transmission to the
Colonies and other
parts of the British

Gratifying Results.

However, on the whole, I think results
have been gratifying, for I have received a
cable from Australia stating that the first

Empire. Owing to the
difference in time, this
has caused me a good
deal of worry, and my
experiments are being

part of the concert, in particular Captain
Ian Fraser's speech, was received quite
well. The transmission was on a, wavelength of 32.5 metres, and a Post Office line

carried out with a- view

acted as the connecting link between the
London studio and Caterham.
It may interest the more technical of my

to findin, the audihility periods in various
part, of the Empiire.

readers if I describe the apparatus now being
used. at 2 N M. In all, thirty valves are
used for practically each transmission from
my experimental station. The transmitter
is driven by a 130 -metre crystal, followed

Good Reports.

It is a curious fact,
and one which I have
noticed for the past
le a rwra whilst eivitry-

up with two stages of doubling, which, in
turn, drive the first magnifier, then a second,
and finally the main magnifier, each amplifying stage being neutrodyned.

i.q .4.

its
New

The whole of the drive is contained in a
screened compartment. Ordinary choke control modulating system is used, and the.
input from the line transformer is coupled

Zesdand,

that

limes, ave. the easiest
-a it h WhiA to conduct

radio -telephony
tests,. and in

sub -control valve. A private line has been

which is in charge of my assistant, Mr, Percy

Australia , and

eotartines having
c -new ekosen the right

straight to the filament and grid of the

installed between the transmitter and the
receiving station, about half a mile away,

oat experiments

cases where efficient
The charging board and!reetifiers installed in the power house at 2 N M.
Note
the H.T. leads (left) and the power -feed cables.
(Photo, " P. " exclusive).

(Continued on next
pa4e4
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START

1

(Continued from previous page.)
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receivers have been used at the other end
I have had nothing but aood reports.
I have had a good many requests lately
to reduce my wave -length to the region of
28 metres, owing chiefly to interference on
the 32 -metre band ; but I have also had
some interesting reports to the effect that,
although 32 metres is a good wave -length,
:30 metres seems to be better for obviating
night distortion and fading, and it will be
interesting proof of the value of these
experiments if this turns out to be correct.
.

Concerning the Programmes.

I am glad to say that the Postmaster -

General has been kind enough to grant me

the necessary permission to use a wave-

length of 28 metres, and as, soon as the new
crystal for the transmitter is ground I hope
to work on this wave -length.

By the way, I am afraid I rather misled

my readers in my last article about the

arrangements being made to give published
programmes of artistes who are being kind

1927.

enough to help me. It
turns out that my
licence does not cover
this, although I am
hoping the Postmaster General will eventu-

ally consent to a little

more latitude in this
matter. I make this

statement because I
have been inundated
with offers
who
artistes

from

have

been kind enough to
show their keenness
and patriotic feelings in

offering their services
free of charge in order
to assist

in

enter-

taining enthusiasts in
more distant parts of
the Empire.

I feel I shall have

better luck next time.
Of course, one of the
difficulties is that I

cannot afford to duplicate and triplicate
my transmitting appa-

ratus, and that was

the reason why fifty
valu able

minutes
were lost
when the

breakdown oc-

curred.

How-

ever, I

am hoping that,

subject

to the
Post m a s ter -

General's
approval,

The interior of the 2 N M power house, showing the generators, switchboard,

and rectifying valves. These last can just be seen through their protective
wire netting. (Photo," P.W." exclusive.)

I shall yet be

Zealand, reporting speech from 2 N M clear,
and also Captain Fraser's speech.

able to complete the uncom-

pleted portion of the pro-

gramme at some early future
Reports to hand
date.

TRANSATLANTIC
TEST

indicate that the part of my

programme picked up by

TRANSMISSIONS
lic----'''+"*

Sydney and relayed by that
station was also well heard
in New Zealand. The actual

cable I received from the
Sydney

station

follows :

ran

-

,

" 2 F C rebroadcast until
you disappeared. Fraser's
speech good. Congratulate
Deeply regret your
you.
difficulty completing
gramme."

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-It may interest you, also many of your
readers, to know that at 3 a.m. on a recent Monday
morning the.General Electric Co.'s short-wave station,
working on 22 -02 metres, announced that at mid -

as
.

enxivetilmNenezvalYtroarnksmtIsms?e,mthieLlgvoluoti igrzfout a n

These experiments are to be tried for a month

apparently at the same time each evening (or morn -

pro-

ingS)iatement was made that it was the first time that

such power has been attempted, and reports would
be most useful for the engineers. Reports should

Curiously enough, as mycover the three points-modulation, strength, and
readers probably know, the reliability.
at the, transmitting
day before the transmitter sta'vivioitnh'Isufcehel ,etrarttuesreppwer
is efreryfirginsigbilt,u)! atnhl

had been working O.K. for
Australia had
reported excellent reception,
so that I really felt optimistic.

.

; station reaching out across'

reports from. thifsttide would be more than useful to

hours, and

But of this I am certain :
that my transmitter is
capable

of

-.

-

Caterhain house.

This photograph gives some idea
is

erected

despite the fact that I am

,

This is

-

proved by the fact that I

in the garden of the have had a message from an

(Photo, " P.W." exclusive.)

amateur near Dunedin, New

Permission had been obtained from the Federal
icnofionimmlattonn Igrcttifirey 1(!)1, thefie tests,i andii I pass on the

using only one -fifth of the
Mr. Marcuse examines his aerial.
of the height of the mast, which

thee y did not announce on what

Iv.caavnenoatiteut AoostinTiterleys,itIwgiibile,. on their standard

getting across

power of Daventry.

uonTgraeariseiy,

wave -length they were to broadcast, so on this point

few on this side. Here is onnLesnomrewbopmpo;tem%vefoar
them to help in the advancement of the radio science.
iniiesnmaaynd. starty
erhiates ball_eu

listle'

illation direct.

Best wishes to " P.W."
Wood Green, N.22.

erollingiid

inet theur tr:esyeici

Y

Yours truly,
G. E. BAKE1,

of
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puri§fTw:_p
+ A selective receiver capable of effective long distance
+
reception. As in the case with all "P.W." sets it has been 0
+
thoroughly tested by the "P.W." Research Department I
+
and passed as being really sound in all respects.
Designed and described by GEORGE T. KELSEY.
+
YI

(" P.W." Technical Department.)

*

enable the local sta-

tion to be " closed
down," and it is
sufficiently sensi-

tive to bring in
quite a host of other
stations.

It need not be

NOW that the winter is approaching, or
perhaps; in view of the past season, it
would be more appropriate to say the
dark evenings, attention is being focused
to a much larger extent upon sets capable
WHAT YOU WILL NEED.
I Panel, 16 in. x 7 in. x 1 in. (Beeol).

=

I-3-

1 Cabinet and 9 in. baseboard (Arteraft).
Friction drive, square law variable
E
condensers, 0005 each, with dials E.

2

.-.E.-

(Ormond).

1 Ordinary square law variable condenser,
`0002 (Ormond).

2 Antl-mierophonic valve holders (BenjaBaseboard -mounting
2 min).
E
(McMichael).

coil

holders
F.-.

stations with just a sufficient degree of

selectivity to eliminate the local.
As to results, a brief report is given

at the end of this article, bid in short the

set is capable of " going the rounds "" of a
large number of British and foreign stations
under average conditions. It should be
pointed out that the set is not intended for
loud -speaker work, but simply for the

reception of distant stations on the tele-

The receiver is really quite simple to
operate, and although there are three tuning

L.7. 2 H.F. chokes (McMichael).

1 30 ohm variable resistance, baseboard - El'
mounting type (Lissen).
=
1 Fixed condenser, 0003 (Dubilier).
=
1 Fixed grid condenser, -0003, and leak, E.
3 meg., with special series clip (Dubilier)

emphasised that in
the majority of receivers, the attainment of real selectivity
is of necessity accompanied by a loss of
signal strength. In the present receiver
the balance between selectivity and signal
strength is within limits variable, thus,
by altering the tapping point on the H.F.
transformer, it is possible to obtain the
maximum signal . strength from distant

phones.

= 1 Neutralising condenser (Peto-Scott).
E. 1 Wire -wound anode resistance and base,
100,000 ohms (Varley).

dials on the panel, the centre one of these
is merely a reaction control, thus, strictly

E.

2 Four -inch lengths of 3 -in, diameter
ribbed ebonite former (Becol).
1 Piece of ebonite, 51 in. x 1.1 in., and 4
large " W.0." type terminals.
1 Piece of ebonite, 4 in. x 11 in., and 3

=-

valve sockets.
=
4 Nickel type W.O. terminals.
Sundry pieces of wood, screws, piece of

-

perforated zinc, or preferably copper, E.
Glazite for wiring, and a tapping clip.
E --

Note : The above were components actually
n.ied. Other good makes can be employed
tutead if desired.
F.71111Iii1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:11111111111111117

" reaching out " for distant stations.
(However satisfied one may be with the

of

programmes provided by the local station,
there always is a special thrill experienced
when listening to a foreigner." Whether
the language can be understood or not does
not seem to enter into it.)

To be able to do this a receiver a little
more sensitive, and (what is of greater

importance) one that is more selective than
the average " local " set is really necessary,

and the two -valve set illustrated on this
and following pages has been designed to

*

O-4. -4-4.- -0- -6-0-0-

The system of screening adopted in the "Tourist"
Two can be seen clearly in this photograph. It i3
most efficient, while it gives the receiver a distinctive
and attractive back-ol-panel appearance.

speaking, there are only " two knobs to
turn " at once.
Since the set is a little different from

the popular " H.F. and Det. " arrangement,
a few remarks about the circuit will not be
amiss.

As those readers able to understand
theoretical diagrams will have observed,

the set consists of one neutralised H.F.
valve followed by a grid -leak detector.
Neutralisation is obtained by means of a
centre -tapped grid coil, one end of which is

connected through the neutralising condenser to the anode of V,. The centre -

tapping is taken through a resistance to the
filament, and this particular method,
which is, I believe, a patent of Standard
Telephones and Cables, Ltd., is to obviate
parasitic oscillations.
"Reinartz " Reaction.

The intervalve coupling, which, as has
been stated, enables a variation of gelee-

tivity. is home assembled, and a screen
is placed around it, not so much with the

idea of eliminating " direct pick-up " as to
prevent as far as possible inter -action
between the H.F. coil and the other windings in the set.

Reaction is obtained on the Reinartz
principle, and, to my way of thinking, the
use of reaction is necessary with a receiver
(Continued on next page.)
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H. F. avoire

of this nature if really satisfactory results
are to be obtained.
Little more remains to be said about the

circuit arrangement, and it is intended to
devote the rest of the article to the construction and operation of the receiver.
It should be pointed out that, although
the set is not perhaps quite so simple to

L

construct as one in which ready-made coils
are used throughout, yet for all that it is by
no means difficult. For instance, the back -

of -panel photographs show that the only
novel component used is the screen. This
is quite easily prepared at home from perforated zinc or preferably copper.
Drilling the Panel.

Having obtained all the components-a
list is given elsewhere-take first of all the
panel, and mark it out to conform with
the diagram shown below.

It will be observed that no provision has
been made in the drilling diagram for panel

to make the two small platforms-one for
terminals and the other to hold the H.F.
coil. The sizes of these small panels are
given in the list of components, and it
only remains to say that the platform for
the coil is mounted one inch off the baseboard, while the terminal strip to enable
soldered connections

to be made underneath it is one and

a_ half inches high.
Security is obtained

From this same dia-

gram the exact layout
assembly, as this photograph shows.
of the components
can also be obtained,
brackets. These can, of course, be used if and it is advisable to follow this as
desired ; but in the original set a reasonably far as possible.
thick -baseboard was used, and apart from
There is just one other point in the
the wood screws along the base of the mounting of components which calls for
panel, no additional support was found to elucidation. The two single -coil mounts
should first be fixed to a strip of ebonite, as
be necessary.
When drilling the panel, especially if it is the final securing is then greatly simplified.
of the polished variety, a sheet or two of soft
paper should be placed bei,ween the ebonite Securing the Screen.
and the drilling board to prevent the surThe perforated zinc screen (or preferably
face from becoming scratched. This may copper if it can be obtained), can be cut to
a very handsome cabinet

I have always found it best to secure

the panel to the baseboard before mounting
the components on it. By doing it this way
a square fit is much more likely to result.
Incidentally, great care should be taken

to see that the lower edge of the panel
becomes absolutely flush with the bottom

of the baseboard, otherwise it may be

found that the finished job will not fit into
the cabinet.
The stage has now been reached when
the components can be screwed into position,

and first of all the condensers on the panel
should be secured.
Before such things as valve holders, H.F.
chokes, etc., are finally fixed, it is advisable

The next step in the construction, and,

incidentally,

the one at which, quite a

receiver.

of -panel diagram.

A Good Fit.

Wiring Up.

wood screws from the
underside 'of the baseboard into the wooden
end pieces.

plugged, dimensions
are given on the back -

neglect of it may spoil the set's appearance.

screws.

number of people fail, is the wiring of the

of the valve legs into
which the H.F coil is

seem a somewhat obvious precaution to
take, but is worth mentioning because

struction is liable to cause quite an amount
of trouble ! The screen is approximately
.5 in. x 14 in. and it should be bent to shape
as shown in the wiring diagram.
The screen is held in position on the baseboard by means of a few small brass wood

by passing long thin

As to the placing

The " Tourist " Two make;

scissors, otherwise this part of the eon

shape with a pair of scissors, but take

arning and do not use the dress -making

This shOuld be well spaced,

particularly at the H.F. end of the set,
and all leads should be kept reasonably
Short.

Here, again, it is recommended that the
original be followed as far as is possible
from the- drawings and photographs.
To enable the set to be neutralised by
the silent point method, a flexible lead
terminating in a spade tag is used for connecting the filament of V, to L.T. negative.

Although this method of neutralising is
useful for roughly determining the setting
of the neutralising condenser, the most
reliable method is a little more complicated,
and will be explained at a later stage.
Making the Coil.

For the construction of the special H.F.
coil about I pound of No. 24 D.C.C. wire,

three valve pins, and one of the ribbed
formers are required. Scribe a centre line

on the former between any two adjacent

ribs, and on this line mark the drilling
centres for the three pins. The spacing
of the pins should be exactly similar to
(Continued on next page.)
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results may be mentioned the D.E. 5 B,

THE "TOURIST" TWO.
(Continued. from prerious page.)

that of the legs into which they have to be
fitted.
Having determined the positions, proceed

by drilling the holes, after which the pins

can be fitted.
The grid winding (L3) should be attempted
first, and this consists of 55 turns of No. 24

P.M. 5 B, and Cossor 410 R.C.

To obtain smooth reaction control a
valve of the H.F. type is to be preferred
for detection, and the D.E. 8 H.F.,

P.M.3 H.F., and Cossor 410 and 610 H.F.,
all gave good .results in this position.
Strength and Selectivity.

Having decided upon the valves, connect
up the batteries (about 60 to 80 volts H.T.
should be sufficient), and insert a No. 35
or 50 coil in the L, socket and a No. 60 or
75 centre -tapped coil in the remaining

H.F. coil.

This will give the maximum

signal strength but the minimum selectivity.

Now, with the filament resistance nearly
" all out " set Cl and C2 to minimum, and
slightly readjust each until the two circuits
are brought into tune. This condition will
be found by a certain " liveliness " in the
telephones. Keeping the two circuits in
time, slowly rotate the two condensers
(C, and C2) simultaneously until the local
station is heard. Leaving the set tuned to
this station, disconnect the flexible lead
to one of the filament terminals on V2.
whereupon you will Probably still be able to

hear the local station, but this time very
much weaker. To neutralise the set,
rotate the neutralising condenser until a
setting is found where the faint signals
disappear or almost disappear.
Testing for Oscillation.

This setting found, the flexible lead can
once more be replaced, and the next thing

is to make quite certain that the set will
oscillate.

To do this, keep the two circuits in tune.
but not on the setting of the local station,

and increase .the capacity of C3 until a
"rushing " sound is heard in the telephones.

The change to this condition should be
very gradual, and if it goes into oscillation
with an unpleasant "plop," then decrease the
value until the change is quite smooth.
Now .follows the most , pleasant part of

the testing that of trying out the set's
other than the

capabilities on stations
local.

Shotild- the local station be heard

over a comparatively large part of the
tuning dials, then alter the tapping on the

H.V. coil 'sten by step until the local is

fairly sharply tuned.
To neutralise, set both the reaction and
It is well worth while carrying out the back -of -panel work neatly and exactly as described by C.13 author, for,
besides ensuring efficiency, the result will be a set the amateur will be proud to show his radio friends.

D.C.C. tapped at 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50
turns. Secure one end of the wire to the
grid pin of L3, and wind on 25 turns. This
point reached, make a tapping and continue

the winding, making a tapping at every
five until 50 turns in all are on the former.
Now wind on another five turns, and finish
the winding off by securing it to the centre

holder. The flexible lead from one side
of the 100,000 -ohms resistance should next

be connected to the centre tapping on the
grid coil.

For the first tests the clip should be
attached to the 30 -turn tapping on the

neutralising condensers at. minimum (plates
all out), and bring the two circuits into tune.

whereupon it will probably be found that
the receiver is oscillating. This being the
case, slightly readjust the neutralising
condenser until the set becomes stable.

The reaction condenser should next be

rotated until the set once again commences

to oscillate, and once more adjustment of
(Continued on, next page.)

pin.

There are various ways in which the

tappings can be made, and in the original
it was found most convenient to make a
loop by twisting the wire together at every
tapping point.
For the reaction coil, secure one end of
the wire to the centre pin, and, taking care
to keep the winding in the same direction as
the grid coil, place on the former 35 turns,

at the end of which the wire should be
Secured to the remaining pin.

This latter winding must .be started as

close as possible to the centre pin, otherwise

it will be found impossible to get 35 turns
into the space.
Valves to Use.

With the set completed, the next item
to receive consideration is with regard to
the valves to use.
Since an H.F. choke is used in the anode
Circuit of the first valve, a high -impedance

valve is to be recommended, and in the

original tests an R.C.
ye was found to
give louder signals than one of the H.F.
variety. Amongst those tried with good

Here are shown the valves and coils in their eesr.octive positions. Note the tapping clip with which various
degrees of selectivity can be obtained.
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THE "TOURIST" TWO. +
(Continued front precious page.)

Aerial terminal to one side of L, coil

Remaining side of L, coil socket to
" Earth " terminal, one side of 100,000

the neutralising condenser should be made

ohms resistance, and also to one filament

above, a setting of the neutralising condenser

Other side of Leto grid terminal of V1,
and also to fixed plates of C1.

until stability is obtained.
After several adjustments similar to the
will be found where slight readjustment of
the neutralising condenser in either direction

will make the set go into an oscillating
condition, and it is at this setting that the

receiver is correctly neutralised.

Using an average aerial at a distance
of about ten miles from 2 L 0 it was

possible during darkness to tune in quite a
number of British and foreign stations.
Other than the local, 5 G B, Bournemouth,
Manchester, and one or two other unidenti-

fied British stations were heard at quite
reasonable strength.
From overseas, Langenberg, Hamburg,
Toulouse,

Other side of C5 (which is also connected
to one side of grid leak R2) to grid terminal

socket.

Frankfort, and a whole host

of unidentified German relay and French
stations were all received very distinctly

of V2.

Remaining end of grid leak R2 to

filament positive terminal on V2.
This same terminal is also connected to
centre socket on L3, L4 coil base, and to
moving vanes of C2.

tag of V1.
One side of L, to one side of neutralising
condenser and also to moving vanes of C1.

Remaining socket (nearest back edge

of baseboard) to moving vanes of reaction

Remaining filament tag on V, to one

condenser C3.

Anode terminal of V, to one side of

filament tag on V2, and also to one side of
variable resistance R,.

Other side of variable resistance R, to
L.T. +.

second H.F. choke, and also to fixed plates
of reaction condenser C3.
Other connection on second H.F. choke

C, and also to remaining side of neu-

" II T. + " terminal.

to one telephone terminal.
Remaining telephone terminal

Anode terminal of V, to bottom
contact of first H.F. choke, to one side of

Remaining filament terminal on V, to
and also to terminal on screen and to H.T. neg.

tralising condenser.
Remaining contact on first H.F. choke
" terminal.
to " H.T.
A flexible lead should be connected to

" L.T. - " terminal

A flexible lead is taken from terminal on
screen to filament negative terminal on V,.

the remaining side of C,, the remote end
of which is connected to a tapping clip.
Top socket on L3 L4 coil base to one
side of grid condenser C5, and thence to
fixed plates on C.

Another flexible lead is connected to

the remaining side of 100,000 ohms anode
resistance. The remote end of the flex
terminates in a spade tag.
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SIIME
years before the war the son of a
Presbyterian
Minister in Scotland

came across " The Boy's Book of
Sports and Pastimes." His imagination
was fascinated by an article in the book
on how to make your own telephone.

The instructions told you to buy a pill hex of a certain size at the nearest chemist's
shop.

John Baird, as the boy was called,

went to the nearest chemist, in fact, he went

to every likely shop in the district, but he
failed to obtain a pill -box of the correct
dimensions.

Since then he has learned

that no pill -box was ever manufactured in
that size !
He succeeded in making his telephone,
however, and in making it work.
" That was the beginning of my downfall,"

remarked Mr. Baird jocularly, when we
had lunch together in Leeds during the
meetinc, there recently of the British
Associatione for the Advancement of Science.

As the world knows, John L. Baird, the
boy who searched his little world for a
pill -box, is now one of the foremost television investigators.
Early Adventures.

Continuing his reminiscences, Mr. Baird

remarked that he seemed to have been
doomed to put his poor self against the
great, trusts and combines. (At present, by

the way, he is having trouble with some of
the very powerful and autocratic American
electrical companies, whom he alleges to
have poached on some of his patents.)
" My home telephone came to end," he
owing to a gale and a cabby. The
gale caused my telephone wire, which

stretched across the road, to slacken one
night. The cabby drove into it. The wire
took him under the chin and he was pitched

Next day an official of the National
Telephone Coinpany, who then controlled
the telephones, called at my home and said
they could not allow this rivalry."
Such dry humour was not what one had
expected of the television scientist,' but he
is actually a very human person, quiet and
off.

cultiVated in conversation, a man who
knows his subject thoroughly, and a scientist

of imagination and initiative rather than a
man of business. But he now has a company and capital behind him. Television
is to be developed in this country on
businesslike lines.
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*

course, she thought that this was what the
witchcraft had done to the erstwhile mild -

An interesting interview with Mr.
Baird, the television experimenter.
By TNSILIM, W. A. BAILEY

*
4

looking Mr. Baird. So she went into hysterics.

Baird's public reputation as a magician

t

We discussed the important developments

anticipated, but first let me add one or two

further (hitherto unknown) incidents in
what Baird calls his " downfall."
"13aird's Reaper and Binder."

After the telephone came the purchase
of a motor -cycle for five pounds.

known in the district as

This was

Baird's Reaper
and Binder."
" Baird's Folly " was a further landmark
in his career, but this must have been something unusually fearsome, for I was unable
to learn more than its name. Baird's

activities have been-and are-so much in
spheres beyond the comprehension of the
man in the street,
that he has acquired

has been widened by his activities in Leeds,
which Were one of the outstanding features
of the British Association meeting. He
demonstrated not oniy television but nocto-

vision (the same as television, except that
the sitter is in complete darkness), and his
clever " stunt " of making a gramophone
record of a person's face-in other words,
of moulding a record by the electric current
from the photo -electric cell of his televisor,
instead of sending the current to the receiving apparatus for the image to be reproduced.
The Noetovisor.

After lunch, Mr. Baird gave me a special
demonstration of his noetovisor, which
was installed at the Leeds Education Offices.
In television, of course, the " victim "
(eontinuel on next page.)

a reputation for
wizardry.

Had he

lived 200 years ago
he would certainly
have been burnt.

During his early
television e x pe r i ments in London.
there were many
rumours in the offices
below his rooms of
the black magic that
Was going on above.

One day, as Baird

was

using

as

a

" sitter " for his
televisor a ventriloquist's doll of fearful
appearance,

with

goggly eyes and fuzzy
hair, a typist came up
from the office below

to tell him that the
rent man had called.

Baird still held the
doll in his hand when

he opened the door.
The first thing the
saw was the
grinning doll, and, of

girl

'Mr.

-Baird

arranging the " Noetovision " adaptor during
demonstration of Television at Leeds.

ho recent
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THE "TELEVISOR"

I

(Continued from previous page.)
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sits in a bright light. In noctovision he

For this demonstration the transmitter
and receiver were quite close together,
being in adjoining rooms and connected
by a wire. Wireless would, of course, be
equally practicable. The results were at
times quite good, a recognisable image
being obtained, but Mr. Baird has yet a
long way to travel to perfection He has,
however, achieved noctovision. The reproduced image was seen with its relief and
movements at the receiving end through a
large lens. It was a reddish colour with

lines of light constantly crossing it, like a
slowly reeled cinematograph film.

opposed to television "
No," said Baird. In the first place, he

stated, the televisor would be marketed

Over our lunch I tackled him on the

expecting to be granted similar powers to
those enjoyed by the B.B.C., when they
would increase the power of their present
transmitter in London, and open television
broadcasting stations in other towns.
" But then," I asked, " what scope will
there be for television ? What will you be

Seeing Through Fog.

to the theatre for ? Won't the theatres
be empty, and the managers therefore

The Future Prospects.

effect of light upon the eye.

to the human eye, but affect the photoelectric cell in a manner similar to the

well.

fog.

question of the commercial use of television,

as a novel scientific toy. Later, when the

art developed and the novelty departed,

a matter on which I have had " ma doots."

would come the televising of theatre shows,

He had been telling me that at last the
Post Office was moving, and they were

and so on. And television, he asserted,
would not hurt the box office.

" People go to the theatre to be in the
crowd," he argued. " They will not be
satisfied merely to see a horse race. They

will still want to go there and be in the
crowd."

* -..44-

able to transmit that will interest the
public ?

But you will let them see as
Will they then have anything to go

have missed.

Baird sees commercial use for noctovision
as a scientific novelty, as a means of seeing
through darknesS in war -time without being
seen, and as a device for ships to see through

sits in darkness, but infra -red light rays are
projected upon him. These are invisible

1927.

You speak of a future when we

shall be able to sit at home and see, as well

as hear, the Derby, a boxing match, or a
theatre show. But will the organisers of
these events allow them to be televised ?
The theatre manager, for instance, allows

t
t

SOME READERS'
RESULTS

1

The Two -Valve N. Circuit.-" 30 to
3,000 metres."

his musical comedy to be broadcast because

people hear it, but are deprived of sight,
and therefore want to go to see what they

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-No reports on the above have, the

writer believes, appeared in your columns since

immediately after the publication of the circuit in
September last year. Perhaps the following results

on an indoor aerial may interest users of this circuit:
Locality about 1 mile north of Croydon, 81 south of

2 L 0-electric trains, and trains in the vicinity.
Aerial consists of a 6 -wire (Electron) flat grid, fifteen
feet long and about 24 feet above ground, inside the
roof, and there are telephone wires running parallel

about 15 feet away.
Regular daylight (and night, of course) loud -speaker
stations all through the past year : Radio -Paris,
Daventry, 2 L 0, Hilversum, and now 5 G B.
Koenigswusterhausen used to come in, but has been
lost for some time, as a loud -speaker station.
Regular night-time loud -speaker stations.: Stutt-

gart, Hamburg, Frankfurt, and Langenberg, also
Toulouse and Rome lately.
On the 'phones other British and foreign stations
up to a total; with the foregoing, of 30, have been
received and identified, including Eiffel Tower, Moscow, Brunn, Breslau, Dublin, Glasgow, Plymouth, etc.

Stuttgart is usually received on the speaker at
strength sufficient to drown the slight 2 L 0 back-

ground.
5 G 13 and Langenberg are received in the speaker

without any interference by each other, 32 degrees
on the condenser separating then], but, so far, 5 G B

does not come in at anything like the strength of
5 X X.
-

On 2 L 0 the speaker can fill the house-generally
it is preferred more quietly.
And lastly, the quality is unbeatable.
Yours faithfully,
H. H. G. Di
Thornton Heath.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, --,Though I have scanned your columns
from cover to cover, I have only seen one appre-

ciation of L. H. Thomas' set " 30 to 3,000 metres on a
three -valve set."

I hooked this circuit up on July 31st, and in the

evening plugged in an old edgewise basket coil, and
was surprised to find myself receiving amateurs on
45 metres. As all my previous attempts at shortwave reception had turned oitt to be utter failures,

I would not even tamper with my hook-up. The
climax came at 12.10 a.m. on August 5th, when,
without any gearing on my condensers, I received
2 X A F on 32.77 metres. I held them for an hour
and a half, when I retired for the night.
After that I rebuilt the set and have received
2 X A F five times, 2 X A D once, andSDICA
twice.

I have altered the coils a little in that I have

-wound the broadcast coils on a Paxolin former, and
mounted it upon an ebonite platform with two -valve
sockets. This coil has brought in 29 British and

foreign stations, while London was working, whilst
below I append my short-wave telephony stations :
G 6 T S, G 2 A W X, G 5 0 X, G 5 Y S, G 6 A S,

G 2 GF,G 6FN,G 2 LZ,(1 6NE,G 5 BC,G BZ,
G2 KZ,G6 AA,G 6KJ,G2RK,G2 DL,G 6 QB,
(I believe this is Mr. Thomas), G 6 H M, G 2 N 31 (this

L. Baird Jhowing Sir Oliver Lodge how his Noctovision apparatus operates in conjunction with
the Television system.

is the Marcuse experimental Empire broadcasting
station on 32.5 metres ), Spain E- A .R 35, E A R 7,
Danish 7 A, Dutch North A X, Belgium 4 A I, also
about six others anidentiflcd.
I think Mr. Thomas deserves all the credit lie gets
for such an all-round set, with its ease of control and
simplicity of .construction. Again thanking him for
the circuit and you for Publishing it.
Yours truly,
Tooting, S.W. 17.

Z. C. SMITE.
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pass from the plate of V2 to the primary

APROMISE of further developments

concerning the "Hale'
sufficient

to

cause a

circuit is
flutter of

pleasurable anticipation on the part

of

P.W.'s" numerous readers. The accompanying theoretical circuit is a variation

of the. Hale circuit in which both valves
act in a dual -capacity with remarkable
efficiency without any of the usual " snags "
in dual or " inverse -duplex " circuits.
Without doubt, no two -valve set has been

designed which can give such pure and
strong signals as the Hale circuit with a
transformer -coupled note magnifier.

The

number of distant stations received on the
'phones with this combination has been a
revelation to many readers. At the same

time scores of us have wished we could

have a super -aerial, or a stage of H.F.

added to the circuit, to enable some of
these distant stations to be brought in at
L.S. strength. Here we meet with an old

Here is a " Hale " circuit incorporating an additional stage of " dual "
amplification, which, in the opinion

of Mr. Harris whose remarks are
appended, is a combination of
elements all of which have been found
to work satisfactorily. The circuit
should prove of keen interest to the
experimenter.
By H. B. ALDRIDGE.

grid circuit of V1 are amplified and passed

via C5 to the transformer and erystal in
the grid circuit of V2, 'where the redoubtable
Hale circuit amplifies at both high and low
frequencies. the reaction coil further boosting signals by being coupled to L2, which is
tuned by C2. The amplified L.F. currents

windina. of T2, where they are again stepped
up and passed by the secondary winding to

tha grid of V1, which now acts as L.F.
amplifier and passes them via the HFC2
to the L.S.
Four." Valve Stages."

Thus we obtain the effect of two Stages
of .H.F. amplification and two stages of L.F.
The 1117C1 prevents any LI.F. impulses

from getting into the secondary windings
of T, and setting up a cause of self-oseiliation and_ buzzing, but. allows -the
currents to pass to the. grid from P2 with
ease. Thy HFC., prevents the same, thing
in the case of the L.S. winding The fixed'
conder,s3r .C,

allows

unwanted

(Continued on next page.)

argument so often heard.

The average constructor finds that with
two valves and a moderate H.T. voltage
he' can get quite good L.S. reproduction
from the local station, and a few distant ones
on the 'phones why, he argues, should he

go to the expense of a third valve and its
upkeep just to obtain a few distant stations,
if any, at moderate L.S. strength. He looks

at his set, thinks hard, and comes to the
conclusion that, if only that stage of L.F.

amplification could he made to do a certain
amount of H.F. amplification, he might get

as much as if le added a stage of H.F. by
means of another valve. These were the
writer's thoughts, and I therefore hooked

up several variations of the Hale two -valve

circuit without any real benefit, until I
evolved the accompanying circuit.

In this, the actual essential part of the
circuit is transferred to the second stage,

the first valve acting as H.F. amplifier,

the second as the Hale, which amplifies at
both frequencies and rectifies by means of
the crystal combination and hands back the
whole L.F. output to the first valve which
now acts as L.F. amplifier and operates the
L.S. which is in its plate circuit. A further

advantage is that the reaction coil is not
coupled to the aerial coil, but to the grid

coil of V2, thus minimising the possibility
of " causing interference to one's neighbours." The various workings of the set
proceed as follow :-

The H.F. impulses built up on the aerial-

One of the original

Hale " one -valuer; de3cribed by Mr. Harris, who has done a great deal el work
on this efficient and popular torm of retleaing.
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earth through the self -capacity of - the
transformer.

A " HALE -DUPLEX"
CIRCUIT.
I

-

A LONG
FIVE-VALVER.

"Certain precautions must be taken in
using this circuit as the H.F. stage is not
and in

some

cases

uncon-

neutralised
trollable oscillation may occur. In any case,

(Continued from previous page.)

A Turkish Reader's Experience.

I do not agree with Mr. Aldridge's statement that as the ' reaction coil is not
coupled to the aerial coil, but to the grid

impulses to escape to earth before entering
the primary of T2.
A further refinement, strongly recom-

coil of V2, thus minimising the posibility of

mended, is to make the reaction control
capacity coupled in the Reinartz manner,
as in the Samson Circuit." and Hale
Reinartz, joining the reaction coil to the

causing interference to one's neighbours.'
If the Hale circuit is made to oscillate this

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

oscillation will almost certainly be communicated to the aerial, causing interference.

Paper, the POPULAR WIRELESS, which I take in
regularly since my arrival at Constantinople.
As I always take great interest in reading readers'
experiences with various circuits and sets described

"The general arrangement of this circuit,
however, indicates that it should work very

bottom of L2. The fixed condenser C, pre-

f

well

when properly

handled. It is a com-

bination -of elements,
all of which have been
proved to work satis-

Dear Sir,-I must really write and thank you for
the valuable information contained in your valued

in

' P.W." from time tr line. I thought it might

interest your readers to hear of the results obtained
with the Neutrodyned set I have recently built from
parts imported from England.
I am enclosing herewith a photograph of the set
for the interest of your readers, to show them the

factorily, viz., the
parallel feed H.F.
stage and the parallel
feed L.F. reflex with
the well-known Hale
circuit."
ED. NOTE :-Any reflex

arrangement is

liable to be a little

critical. There are one
or two points about the
Hale circuit which

should be borne in
C4C2,646-3 =-0005EACY """"3,
CY, C5 - OV02504, 0005EYCY

L/aL2 -Mae So. Z3,

c.73

-68
2

MEI

-7.- -Gal

valve requires a high

vents L.F. currents from running to earth
via L1. The most suitable valves are the

L.F. type, if a power valve is used it should
be on the first stage.

Any tendency for either valve to act as
rectifier should be regarded as the valve
working off the normal slope, and can be
rectified by adjusting the plate voltage
and grid bias. L, should be kept as far
away from, or at right angles to, L2 and
The circuit is very stable, the usual
1.3.
changing over of reaction coil leads and
transformer connections should also be

tried for best results.
Analysis of the Circuit.

Mr. Percy W. Harris writes :"The Hale -Duplex circuit submitted by

Mr. H. B. Aldridge is an interesting device
Which may be tried by readers who have
had experience with the original arrangement. It consists of a normal H.F. stage

coupled by the well-known parallel feed
method to the normal Hale circuit, which
is

joined in the usual way.

The radio -

frequency output from the valve V2 finds

its way back through the condenser Ca

giving normal reaction effects between the
coils L3 and L2.

mind by those who wish
to obtain maximum
The reflex
results.

The audio7frequency com-

ponent, however, passes through the pri-

mary of the transformer T2, and the audio frequency voltages set up across the secondary are applied between grid and filament
of the first valve by the parallel feed

method, which has been applied to nu.
mere us reflex circuits, and which, incidentally, was used in a very popular twa.

by the Marconi
Company, and known as. the V2 Receiver.
"-The purpose of the H.F. choke marked
HFC1 is to prevent the radio -frequency
val ve reflex set sold

currents in the circuit L1.-C1 passing to

anode voltage and adequate grid bias, otherwise it will tend to rectify, with a consequent
loss in efficiency. The Hale valve can be
either a freely oscillating H.F. type, having
a high mutual conductance, or a small power
valve. In general, the 6 -volt type of valve
is to be preferred. A crystal detector of a
good stable type is desirable, and an
improvement sometimes results if the two
leads to the crystal are reversed.

As will be seen by this photograph, Mr. Behar's five
valve set really is a long one !

unusual length for a five -valve set. It comprises
3 H.F., 1 Det., and 1 L.F. The H.F. transformers not
being screened, I have arranged them twelve inches

apart to avoid magnetic coupling between them.
As a result of which I receive on the loud speaker
" Radio Stamboul " (our local station) without aerial
or earth.

Although climatic conditions over here are very

bad for wireless reception, I receive most of the Continental stations any night, and the Russian stations
come in at tremendous strength on the loud speaker.
On one occasion, at about 1 a.m. (11 p.m. B.S.T.),

working on the higher wave -lengths, I had a thrill
when I heard part of the National Anthem, followed
by the London announcer. I must have picked up
Daventry unknowingly.
I should like to know if any of your readers ever
pick up Radio Stamboul. Its wave -length being
1,180 metres and its power 6 kw. 1 understand it
will shortly be increased to 12 kw.
Wishing your journal every success.
Yours faithfully,

N. BEHAR.

(Member of the Leeds Radio Society.)
Stamboul, Constantinople.

Another one of the " Hale " onevalvers, designed by Mr. Harris.
The " Hale " is very similar to
the " Trinadyne,"
and bet!,

forms of reflexing have proved
very successful, and have

been highly appreciated by
constructors.
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of young artistes in the technique of broad-

casting, -and then I mentioned that I had

listened to the launching of the " Port

Gisborne," together with shipyard effects

which featured in a 5 N 0 programme some
time ago. I also added that I found the
broadcast fascinatingly interesting, and that
it had " come over " almost perfectly.
Mr. Marshall, I could see, was very pleased
by these references to- what was undoubtedly an " 0.B." achievement.

.............................

/.

All about the New- #
castle Broadcasting +

An Interesting " 0.B."

f
Station.
0 By G. V. DOWDING, t
+
Grad. I.E.E.
+

IN one of the busiest thoroughfares in
1 Newcastle -on -Tyne, standing all by
itself on a sort of island site, is a neat

little stone building. Although in appearance it resembles a chapel it is very plainly
labelled, with large white letters, B.B.C."
A narrow strip of ground running round it
is railed off and one approaches the doorway through a small iron and stone gateway. And as I walked in a chicken sedately
walked out. Naturally, I expected to see
one or two more inside, and perhaps a few
pigs roaming round the main studio. But I
was forgiven the sight of such broadcasting
" bucolicism," and I am now quite certain

that that fowl was merely another such
investigator as myself.

I was rather impressed by the interior
It is by no means
large, but the ceilings are high and the

" We used seven microphones in that

transmission,"

ll111111111111111111110111111111111111111101111111111111r11111111111111ILT:

NOTE THESE DATES!
5XX,5GB,I3BM, 5WA, 5IT and 2 z y

I asked Mr.

" We occasionally have special Cumber..
land and special Tyneside programmes,"

.

" Now," I went on. " I am going to ask

you a question that I am asking, in one
form or another, every station director that

I manage to buttonhole. What is the percentage of your audition successes ? "

" Well," Mr. Marshall replied, after a
moment's reflection, " some 16 or 17 per
cent are worth engaging for unimportant
concerts, such as those given during the

" And

F --

" Is your broadcasting of a straightforward nature, or do you have special

he replied.

commented.

of a very similar nature. This time it was
the departure, of a ship on a voyage. It was
the Stella Polaris, and we had a microphone
on the bridge to collect the sounds of the

mainly contributed to by the local Amateur
Dramatic Society.

dialect transmissions ? "
Marshall.

he

subsequently we had another broadcast

(Technical Editor.)
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orders, signal telegraphs, and so on ;
another in the lounge to pick up the conver-

sation of the passengers, and a third at the
side of the ship to catch the farewells and
cheering of the people on the quayside."
" Did it prove successful ? " I asked.
" Very," he replied. " The whole thing

of the 5 N 0 building.

afternoons."

architecture is dignified if rather severe.
" This must be the only detached studio
building erected specially for the B.B.C.,"

Studio Auditions.

ments.

" That surely must be a record," I commented, for tenors are comparatively rare.

who were fortunate enough to hear the novel
broadcast thoroughly enjoyed it.

played greater confidence at auditions, and
are invariably present in greater numbers
than men.

about to leave his office in order to do this,

I said to Mr. G. L. Marshall, the Station
Director, after we had exchanged compli-

" My dear fellow," he replied pityingly,
" this place was built two hundred years
ago."
Historical Notes.

" Two hundred years ago ! " I said with
astonishment. " Then it must have been
very nicely polished up during the last few

" And as with most stations, more of the
men are successful ? " I pursued.
" Yes," he agreed. " And, by the way, at
one recent audition we had three tenors."

was most realistic." And judging by the
detailed description he proceeded to give
me I should imagine that those listeners

In answer to another of my queries, Mr.
Marshall informed me that women dis-

Mr. Marshall then suggested that we
should have a look round. As we were

For some little while we discussed the

a tall standard lamp caught my eye. It
had a large shade, and this appeared to be
decorated in a rather futuristic manner. I

subject of local talent and the development

(Continued on next page.)

years."

" It is in an excellent state of preserva-

tion," parried Mr. Marshall. " Originally it

was a maternity hospital, and we were
very fortunate in obtaining possession of it,
for it is completely self-contained and has

everything in the way of conveniences,

such as kitchen, heating, and so on."
" The studioS used to be in Eldon
Square ? " I queried.
Yes," he replied. " We moved from
there on December 23rd, 1925."
" Had you shifted a day earlier," I com-

mented, studying my historical notes on
5 N 0, " you would have celebrated your
.

T:

anniversary in so doing, for 1 see that your
first transmission was on the, 22nd of the

same month two years earlier, and -that
yours was the first station specially assembled

for broadcasting, the prior three, includhz.
2 L 0, being of a purely experimental
nature."

I also had a note of the fact that in its,

early days no regular artistes were engaged

at 5 N 0, and that the programmes were

The " Talks " studio at 5 N 0. The tubular bells are used during " Children's Hour " broadeaits.
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postcards could be printed in a similar
manner to the once very familiar " Field
Card," with such statements as " I like
your chamber concerts." " I do not like
your chamber concerts. " I like your
variety concerts." " I do not," etc., etc.,

5 N O.
1

(Continued from previous page.)

stepped nearer to the article so that I could
examine it more closely, and found that the
shade was covered with signatures.

" Famous artistes ? " I queried, as I

tried to call to mind some of the names.
" Some of them are famous," Mr.
Marshall smiled, " and some are not. For
a time this lamp was in the studio, and some
of the lesser lights managed to scrawl their

names on it. I have removed it to my

with a small space for general remarks.
Such cards could be issued with licences,
and the cost of the whole scheme might be
kept well within a four -figure sum, including

the clerical work involved in the work of
analysis. One obvious snag is that only a
small proportion of listeners might use
their cards.

Having completed our tour of the ground
floor, we proceeded upstairs to inspect the
studios. The main studio at 5 N 0 is fairly

office in order to prevent this happening in
future."
" That lamp will be very valuable later
on," I declared as, twisting the shade round,
name after name of world-wide fame came
into view.
" Here are the signatures of Auntie

large, but rather dark. There is a nice
" talks " studio, and this is used for the

Miriam and Uncle Ben," said the Station

The Engineer -in -Charge.

Director.
" Mister Tankerville ? " I commenced
then, before Mr. Marshall, who broadly

Downstairs again, I made the acquaintance of the Engineer -in -Charge, Mr. J. K.
Nicholson, and settled myself down in one

smiled at this, could speak, enlightenment
came to me. " The Earl and Lady Tankerville," I concluded.

Children's Hour as well as for radio lectures.

It contains the usual table and table lamp,
a gramophone, a set of tubular bells and,
of course, a microphone.

of the comfortable chairs in his office to

have a chat with him about the actual radio
side of 5N 0.
" You ' get away ' very well from New-

castle," I commenced, after we had ex-

Titled Broadcasters.

" Yes, they frequently contribute to the
Children's Hour, and take a very keen interest in it," said Mr. Marshall. "And," he

went on, " we are very fortunate in having a
Lord Mayor who also is most interested in.
broadcasting, and is himself very musical."

That must help you a great deal,

having such a personal link with the local
authorities."
" It does indeed," he replied enthusiastically. " Dr. Whittaker has been very
good to us, and has collaborated with us in

changed the usual amenities, not forgetting
to tell each other it was raining !
" Yes, we have been heard in Cairo and
several people in California listen regularly

to our programmes," he said, and proceeded to show me letters which confirm
these statements.

" By the way, I suppose some of the

1927.

letters you receive are rather amusing," I
suggested.
Mr. Nicholson laughed.

" Yes, very," he agreed. " We had a
letter from a fellow in Sunderland some

time ago telling us that we had broken
down for a week-a week mind you "

" That was useful information," I laughed.
" And
" commenced the engineer,
but was interrupted by one of the assistants

who burst into the room unceremoniously
and, with a hurried apology for his intrusion, dramatically announced :
" Rain is coming through the studio
ceiling."

The next few minutes were exciting.

With a muttered exclamation Mr. Nicholson

jumped up and disappeared through the
doorway. People seemed to be dashing
about all over the place, consternation and
despair written upon their countenances.
But in due course peace was restored, and

Mr. Nicholson suggested that we should
pay a visit to the transmitter.
This is situated on the premises of the
Cooperative Wholesale Society in West
Blandford Street. Threading our way
through a yard littered with packing -cases.

and dodging horses and carts, we arrived
at a small stone building.

" This used to be a stable," explained
Mr. Nicholson as be led the way through
the door. " And," he continued, as we
entered the transmitter -room; " in here we
had to remove the partitions that formed
the stalls before we could install our gear."
" My word," I exclaimed. " You people

do manage to tuck yourselves away in
queer places."

Uncomfortable Quarters.

It might have been my imagination, but

I thought that I could detect' a distinctly
" horsy " odour about the room ! Very
little has been done to transform the interior and, were the transmitting gear

the preparation of many of our programmes.
By this time we were strolling around the
ground floor of the building which is mainly

cleared away, it would at once become a
stable again in appearance if not in actuality.

devoted to the offices. We peeped into the
general office where typists were busily
engaged with the clerical routine work of
the station.

Most of the B.B.C. transmitting stations

I asked my companion.
" No," he replied, " not apart from applications for libretti and so on. During the last
quarter, for instance, we have had Iess than

spending of a few pounds on making things
a little more comfortable for the engineers.
Their labours are just as taxing and onerous
as those of studio staffs, although it cannot
be said that the latter are, generally speaking, by any means luxuriously housed. However, I suppose most of the station buildings
are still regarded as purely temporary, and
that refinements will come lavishly enough

" Do you have many letters

are bare, uncomfortable looking places, and
I have frequently wondered why this should

be the case. Surely the B.B.C. does not
fear

from

listeners ?

a hundred directly concerning our programmes."

An " Applause Card " Scheme.
" Many criticisms ? "
" A very small number indeed, and most
of those were anonymous."

with the security of permanence 'as in the
manner of all national affairs ! There are
indications that Savoy Hill is setting the

I also gathered, subsequent to tactful

pace for this.

enquiries, that the B.B.C. " referendum,"
when it will be remembered that listeners
were asked to send postcards giving their
locations and types of sets used, was, comparatively speaking, a failure. As far as I

The transmitter at 5 N 0 is quite a

standard sort of affair ; when one has seen
a dozen or so B.B.C. outfits, it is difficult to
visualise any one of them.
As I stood by the loud speaker listening

can make out, but a bare 10 per cent troubled
to do this. I have since wondered whether

critically to the music issuing from it,

Mr. Nicholson moved forward and deftly
adjusted a rheostat controlling one of the

an " applause card " system would not be
of value to the B.B.C. people, as at present
they have no direct evidence as to the way
in which their programmes are received.
My idea, and I put it forward with all due
modesty for it may have serious snags, is
that the B.B.C. should issue free to every

listener two or three postcards, and that
the G.P.O. should allow these to pass
through on en " 0.H.M.S." tasis. These

that listeners would begrudge the

modulator valves.

" Running rather hot ; too much fila-

The shade of this standard lamp in the Director's
office is signed by many of the famous artistes who
have broadcast from the Newcastle station.

ment current," he explained briefly.
And, as we turned away to pass on to the
accumulator room :
" You see it is quite cool now," he added
with satisfaction.
(Continued on page 264.)
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DURING the course of my work for
-

PO.,CLAR WIRELESS

lliat would put a lid on it. I don't want to.

I do not get

the opportunity of chatting on
broadcasting subjects with many crowned

heads, hut I dare swear that no journalist
ever interviewed a more powerful and
interesting personality than I did recently
when I talked with Mr. Will Oakland,
acknowledged by public acclamation to
be America's Monarch of the Microphone.
" You must understand," said that
magnetic personality known as Will Oakland,
as I sat with him in the lounge of Isis hotel,

" that I am not just an ordinary broad-

casting artiste as your folks over here arc.
Though the people at home have been good

criticise the state of your broadcasting, but
1 will say you've got a very long way to go
yet. In the first place, it's almost as hard

An interview with Will Oakland,

who is stated to be America's
1

*

most popular broadcaster.
By ARIEL.
-4.-

.......

Oakland in New York recently, told me
that as soon as his turn comes on all the
telephones in the place start ringing, and
sometimes the line is completely. blocked
by those 'phoning through to get the Radio
King to sing some of their favourite songs.

variety, but in other ways there's a good
deal to be said for it.

" What we want a whole lot on both
sides of the Atlantic is some scheme so

that everyone with a set

" And it's from that stage that nearly all
my broadcasting takes place. In my little
cafe I entertain my guests and thousands
of listeners -in at the same time, and it, is
just from there I have earned for myself the

inclined.

though Mr. Oakland modestly referred to
the Chpeau as " his little place," it is
really one of the smartest rendezvous in
New York, and the restaurant for wedding
receptions, banquets, and so on. There
were seventy wedding dinners held there
last June, and descriptions of those which
fell on the right nights were broadcast.

The time when we can do this

will surely come, and when it does we shall
learn a lot from each other."

*-

" I don't belieVe in studio broadcasts
because I, for one, have to have a real
audience that I can see. I sing to my min

al-

can listen -in

across the herring -pond wheneVer they feel

title of which I am so proud_

Perhaps I ought to explain that

" Over there .you can find a receiving

set in a few minutes wherever you happen
to be. Every shop's got one, and there are
three or four in most of the hotels: Perhaps

" In many ways I don't approve of

Will Oakland's Château.

done I don't knew. It just seems to happen."

-

pair of headphones anywhere. Why, even
this big hotel doesn't seem to possess one.
It isn't like that in the States.

government control of the radio. I think
it is apt to hamper its growth and restrict

London. It has the same balcony, the same
acious dance 'floor with little tables all
round the -walls, and the same kind of stage
for the artistes and orchestra.

right there in the restaurant. How that's

.

much.
A Friendly Criticism.

The design has more than a passing 'resemblance to that of the Café de Paris, in

home. Folks are good enough to tell me that
I manage to get them feeling as if they are

When I did a turn up at 2 L 0 the other

day my wife wanted to hear me, but she
couldn't get hold of a loud speaker or a

the licence has something to do with it ;
but, after all, ten shillings a year isn't

foremost, a business man. Just take a look
at this."
He held out a picture postcard showing
the dining -room of his café in New York.

before I start my real turn I describe the
scene in Will Oakland's Château-that's
the name of my little place-for the benefit
of those who are spending an evening at

middle. of the -Sahara. '

A friend of mine, who went to hear Will

enough to bestow on me the title of 'he
Radio. King of America,' I am, first and

patrons, who number about 450 on a good'
night, and my voice is relayed to W H N I
(the station above the Marcus Low State
Theatre) every Tuesday and Thursday
night.
" I arrange all my own programmes, and

to get near a receiving set here as it is to
lay your, hand on a bottle of fizz in the

*

1
#

ATEMPORARY GRID
LEAK MOUNT.

" I think it's an awful shame to blame

AS a mount for grid leaks the following
idea has been used by the writer quite
frequently. Obtain two ordinary wire
paper fasteners, and, with the aid of a pair of
pliers, bend them at right angles half -way

get over here nowadays," he continued.
" I have made my reputation entirely on

along their length. This will form two feet so
that the fasteners can be fixed vertically to a
strip of ebonite by screws. Their distance

A recent portrait of Will oaklans.

America for some of this musical tripe you

higher class stuff like ballads, and I never
have and never will chant about cuties,'
and so on. They say sometimes that the

better class songs are dead, hut when I
tell you that I have sung nothing else for
the past three years you can judge for
yourself how much truth there is in that
statement.

Every Shop Has a Set.

" I think it would buck things up a bit
over here if you could arrange to run a
similar turn to mine, but I suppose your
government would call it advertising, and

apart will depend on the size of the grid
leak or tubular resistance which is used,
but 11 inches, or slightly more, is a fair
average. Owing to their construction and

the springy nature of these clips, the conical

ends of the grid leak can now be held
between the bent paper fasteners and a

A temporary
is assured.
mount of some character is always necessary
good contact

when using cartridge grid leaks, as the
soldering of wires to their metallic ends is
bad practice since it causes damage to the

leak-either a resistance alteration or a
broken joint.
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IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

W. J. HENDERSON & CO., LTD.
Stand No. 254.

The principal items on view at this stall will be
There are many types of selfcontained and portable sets, and here also will be
shown another receiver which is capable of operating
direct from alternating current mains. Battery
eliminators for taking H.T. current from the mains
complete receivers.

Stands Nos. 148 & 149.

Quite a largo proportion of the- Igranic exhibit
consists of the various new lines introduced by
this famous firm for the 1927-28 season. Apart

from these, however, there will be a full range of the
Xlloss coils. the Igranic-Pacent components, " Honeycomb " inductaner coils, etc., together with a

INCORPORATED RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT
BRITAIN.
Stand No. 226.

A very interesting show will be staged here, the
amateur radio transmitting and receiving station.
In addition, there will be wireless apparatus of
historical interest and literature relative to the varlsociety having arranged for the erection of a completd
cus activities of the R.S.G.B.

(D.C. & A.C.) will also be on view.

HOARE AND JAGELS.
Stand No. 14.

The Rolls receivers, of which
a complete range will be on view
at this stand, have recently been
fitted with new cases, of a type

even more pleasing than their
Predecessors. In addition to an
improvement in appearance, there
is also an improvement in prices,
these having recently been revised
and reduced.
HOBDAY BROS., LTD.

Stands Nos. 19 & 20.
ThiSavell-known firm of wholelalers will be showing the popular
ines of all the leading radio
manufacturers. We understand

that particular attention is being
have only been introduced to the
public at this exhibition, so that
this stall will be a sample of "all
the latest."

given to those exhibits which

'
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JACKSON BROS.

The products now being displayed at
the National Radio Exhibition are re-

viewed in this-the concluding-artkle

in a brief and impartial manner for the
benefit of visitors and all readers.
The Exhibition is now being held at

Olympia, London, and will close on
October 1st. It affords the purchaser

an incomparable opportunity of selection.

HOUGHTON BUTCHER (GT. BRITAIN), LTD.
Stand No. 61.

As this stall is chiefly a rendezvous for dealers
and customers of- the -firm, its display will not be
'intended for the general public so much as for the
trade. We understand that there will, however,
be a limited display of items of outstanding interest.

Stand No. 88.

People passing this stall will
probably do so on a " slowmotion " basis, for there will be

much to linger over. Although
only condensers are shown, the

variety will be quite bewildering; 'for the display will include
standard air types with ebonite

square -law types
(with and without verniers), lowlossers, 10W -loss twins, low -loss
adjustable twins, and low -loss
triple gangs I Also, of course,
neutralising condensers, S. L.F.'s,
both plain and slow-motion, not
to mention " logarithinics " with
end -plates,

pigtails and perhaps some late
arrivals of which no notification
has yet been made,
JEWEL PEN CO., LTD.
Stand No. 210.

The Editor.

selection of II -F. transformers, variometers, coil holders, rheostats, resistors, and condensers.
The supply problem is met by auto -chargers, units,

and a filament transformer for use with the new
valves which work direct from A.C. mains. The

Here will he found the Red

Diamond components, including
a new range of fixed resistances.
Other components shown will include coil holders,

plugs and sockets, valve holders, and the It.D.40
detector.
(Cantinuel on page 223).

seven -valve Neutrosonie receiver will also be displayed.

Amongst the new lines the various kits for homeeonstroctors are of especial interest. These include
a seven -valve .saper-heterodyne kit and one for a
short-wave receiver that incorporates an H.F.
amplifier.

-

In addition two types of L.F. transformers are

making their appearance, these being known as the
" F " and " G " types. The former, which is designed
for first or second -stage amplification, has a ratio

of 3} to 1. The latter, being fitted with a very
substantial iron core of generous proportions, has
a high primary inductance. It is made in both the

low- and the high -ratio styles, the figures being
3'6 to 1 and 7-2 to 1 respectively.
Another particularly interesting product of this
firm is the new " Universal " high resistance. Tho
name " Universal " will be appreciated when it is
understood that the component in question is
designed to fulfil the functions previously undertaken

by the Igranie variable grid leak, high -resistance
potentiometer and tone control.

Readers who have been in trouble with battery
cords will pay particular attention to the six -way
battery connector which is showing at this stand.
By means of one plug and socket it simultaneously
connects or disconnects all the batteries to or from
the set. The Igranic-Pacent " Phonovox " and the
new tapped triple Honeycomb coil also are sure
to attract a good deal of interest.

The " Precision " Six Pin H.F. Transformer

(Collinson) is fitted
with a detachable
primary, so that a

primary winding to

suit the valve in use

can easily be arranged

ILIFFE AND SONS, LTD.
Stands Nos. 109 & 234.

Many portable sets are being shown this year, the
ens illustrated above being a McMichael Five-Valver.

In addition to wireless journals, a large number
of text -books of various kinds will be shown at
these stands.

for.
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BE A RADIO MISER
THE IMPULSES your aerial receives from foreign
stations are doubly precious because of their weakness. You must arrange your receiver so that none

of the energy is lost.

You must guard against
leakage. You must be miserly in the way you save
each minute portion. This means more than using
good radio parts-it means using the one make of
parts that have been conspicuously notable for their
low loss qualities for many years-LISSEN.

ECONOMISES H.T.

NOW COSTS 1/- LESS

By putting a Lissen 2' mfd. Mans bridge Condenser across your H.T.
Battery (1 mfd. will do, but larger
size is better) you will lengthen its
life by to per cent.

SAVE CURRENT

Energy is often lost at the switch

points.
These Lissen SWITCHES
are designed to prevent energy

leaking away while they do their
work efficiently. There is one for
every switching need-each one is

very neat.
Now
LISSEN TWO-WAY SWITCH 1/6
(Previously 2/9).

The baseboard type of Lissen ReLISSEN Mansbridge Condensers
2 mfd. 4,8
i mfd. 3;'10
Other capacities :
or

2/4
2/4

05

25

I

.. 3/.. 2/6
.. 3/4

224
5
A specially moulded solid insulating
case totally encloses each Lissen

'025

Mansbridge Condenser.

sistor is now reduced from 2/6 to 1/6.

This type has, of course, no knob,
dial or pointer, but is provided with
2 holes for screwing to baseboard.
ohms Rheostats :
Potentiometer, each 1/6
7

ohms

400

LISSEN KEY SWITCH
1/6
(Previously 2/6)
LISSEN REVERSING SWITCH 2/6
(Previously 4/-)

LISSEN SERIES PARALLEL
SWITCH ..
.. 2/6
(Previously 3/9)

LISSEN FIVE -POINT SWITCH 2/6
(Previously 4 -)

LISSEN D.P.D.T. SWITCH .. 2/6
(Previously 4/-)

(Previously 216)

STRONGER SIGNALS

ALSO REDUCED
Lissen
Panel Type
Rheostats

NEVER LEAK or VARY
Lissen fixed condensers are accurate
to within 5 per cent. of their marked

They never leak, they
Less than a year ago
they were being sold at twice the
capacities.

never vary.

price-and since th4n they have been
still further improved. You can't

There is not a square inch of superfluous
ebonite in this Lissen Valve Holder. That
means low capacity, and therefore . stronger,
clearer signals. Shown ready for baseboard
mounting, but can also be used for panel

buy a finer condenser.

mounting
Patented.

The wires do not loosen, the arm
keeps in perfect contact-nothing

LISSEN Fixed Mica Condensers

ever goes wrong.
Rheostats 7 and 35 ohms ..

.000t to -ow , 1/- each (much reduced)

Potentiometer 400 ohms

to '006, 1/6
A pair of clips is included free with
'002

every grid condenser.

(Previously 4,-)

(Previously 41)

Dual Rheostat 35 ohms ..
(Previously eh)

..

bending

springs

Previously I/3.

straight.
NOW 1/-.

ABSOLUTELY SILENT

2, 6

2/6

..

by

4/6

Lissen -Leaks are absolutely silent in use;
their resistances never alter. This was proved
some time ago by exposing them to the rain
and sun on our factory roof.
All resistances. Previously 1/3. NOW 1/-.
-

Stand Nos. 158 & 160, National Radio Exhibition, Olympia, Sept, 24 to Oct, 1.

LISSEN LIMITED, 8-16, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY
Managing Director: THOMAS N. COLE.
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THE FILONATOR
is supplied with every General
Radio Receiving Set. The
Filonator can be recharged
instantly in your own home
simply by inserting refill tablets
supplied. More economical,

STANDS

45, 46

(The ooreatest 1

47 CI 48

efficient, permanent and reliable
than any accumulator. None

of the usual inconveniences of

accumulators No acids, No
fumes, simple and safe.

THE NEW VALVES
Standard equipment with the
new General Radio Receiver.
Operates at full efficiency on

only 1.4 volts, with " power

valve " results, and has a double

filament designed to the specification of General Radio Research Engineers, by the famous

Valve Manufacturers, Messrs.
Mullard Radio Valve Company

Limited. The Valve Holders
are a patented Anti -vibration
type and have the lowest inter electrode capacity of any valve
holder on the market.

MODEL GENERAL RADIO
1.92 N. CABINET
RECEIVERS

are ENTIRELY SELF-

THE TUNING UNIT

tures, it is only six inches in CONTAINED and are
The Tuning Unit in the new diameter and produces volume transportable.
General Radio Receiver is quite and tone superior to the large
unsightly horn speakers. It is
Coupler " is tuned by a Die- fixed inside the Cabinet.
cast S.L.F. Variable Condenser

unique.

The " Astatic Vario-

The Cabinet is made of
first quality genuine hand -

THE AMPLIFIER polished English Walnut.

with constant vernier control.
This is the most sensitive and The Amplifier in the General
selective Tuning Instrument in Radio Receiver is an improvement of the well-known and
any Receiver.
widely - used General Radio
The LOUD SPEAKER Transformer - Coupled Audio NO INCREASE IN PRICES
The new patented "Magnetic - Amplifier, and is responsible to 2 -Valve Set, absolutely complete and installed free.
Cone " Loud Speaker is a reve- a large extent for the amazing
Cash price, £12.
lation in perfect reproduction. purity and volume of reproDeferred payment terms of 20/- down and 12
Embodying entirely new fea- duction.
monthly instalments of 20;- are still available.
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advance since September /923

GENERMIXDP
PRESENTS
A NEW RANGE OF

GENERAL RADIO RECEIVING SETS

incorporating the following exclusive patented features

NO ACCUMULATOR!
NEW DOUBLE -POWER DOUBLE -LIFE VALVES
THE PATENTED " ASTATIC VARIO-COUPLER "
which provides perfect selective tuning with ONE control
" MAGNETIC -CONE" LOUD SPEAKER BUILT INTO SET

MANY OTHER EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
To

General Radio
FREE INSTALLATION Company
Limited,
Radio House,
FREE SERVICE
Regent St., London, W.I
.. 235
This Coupon (or a post card will do)
0
4,

'

will bring you full particulars
without obligationSend it now.

.0.

Please.send me full particulars without
obligation.

Name

..

County

Address

Town
E3,;.
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UNIVERSAL H.P.
CHOKE
The ideal H.F. Choke,

VW%

CI ',Jive rget I If f. Choke;

Fitted with a buzzer,
self-contained
battery,

and a lamp to indicate
resonance for transmit-

springy valve holder.
Ideal for Super -Het.
and short-wave sets.

will efficiently
wave - lengths

from the shortest to the

ting and other uses where
more convenient. Tuning

Whiteline " for
safety.

longest.

.. 9f-

MARK II

WAVEMETER
Covers all wave -lengths
between 150,2000 metres,

all previous types of

capacity at a minimum,

List No. 288

VALVE HOLDER

Hark If Wavemefer"

A great advance over

its special sectional winding
keeps
distributed
but it
operate

W HI TEL1NE

1927.

is very sharp.

List No. 226-

List No. 282.. 2/3

In oak case

£6 0 0

In walnut case 6 10 0

,WInfeline Valve Holder

Two-2peedc

L.FTranj'former- Choke

SETTING the STANDARD
FOR

Two SPEED DIAL

LOW FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS AND

Manufactured fender Burndept Patent 243,218.
This Dial is of polished Bakelite 31" diam. concealing
a double reduction friction epicyclic gear, giving a
reduction of 18 to 1 or a direct drive.

transformers at an economic price, and for those who
want the best possible reproduction there is no other

Fits V or 1" spindles.
List No. 253. Complete with Station recorder .. 9/ -

Square S'ereenin Box'
4YR

CHOKE.
Owing to recent developments we can now supply these

1928

choice.

Supplied in two ratios for first and second stage.

..
.. 22/6
List No. 284. Ratio 3-x
List No. 285. Ratio 6-1
.
25/ Also in Multi ratio giving /.8, 3, 3.66, 4.5, and 6 to T.
.. 27:"6
List No. 286
Also Low Frequency Choke. List No. 287
20i -

7414'r

Variable _ReS'afor'

owyciro
sio

NEW COMPONENTS
"loreemmtzttz....
SQUARE
SCREENING BOX
Matt finished aluminium,

S",< S'oeke,A BaSe

supplied with baseboard
and fixing screws. Packed

flat and can he assembled
in a few minutes.

List No. 283.

.. 6/ -

SIX SOCKET BASE
Has sockets to the standard " Southern
Cross " arrangement, and is for use in
the Square Screening Box or when the
six pin coils and transformers are to be
used without a screen.
List No. 291 ..
3/6

NATIONAL

RADIO

Jack

VARIABLE RESISTOR

EXHIBITION

Better

than

the

panel

rheostat and an advance
on the fixed resistor, for
use on baseboard. Wound
under tension on a non -

OLYMPIA

STAND
No

shrinking former and providing maximum aircooling.

List No. 289, 5 ohms 3/ List No. 290 ,30 ohms 3/0
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SEND FOR THIS BOOK TODAY

.LACK SWITCH

THE BOWYER-LOWE STANDARD SEVEN AND EIGHT
VALVE SUPER-HETERODYNE.-How to Build and Operate

Fills the need for a simple and positive

A fully illustrated description of this new Receiver which covers all wavelengths from 35 to 2,000 metres. May be built as a 7-valver. and the
8th added when required without any re -arrangement of parts. Embodies
the new valves. Full size blue prints included with the book.

THE BOWYER-LOWE CO., LTD., LETCHWORTH, HERTS.
Please send me a copy of " The Bowyer -Lowe Standard
7 & 8 Valve Super -Het," for which I enclose my
remittance for 2/ --

On and Off switch.
List No. 28x

NAME
ADDRESS
'qMMIMIMMMIIIINININNIMEIIIMMIMIIIMINMIMIIIMIMIMI
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EXHIBITION.

and is sure to provoke tremendous interest, both
amongst the old hands and those who are only now
toying with the delights of loud -speaker reproduction.
Besides the how -to -make demonstrations there

coil, or in multi units containing one aerial coil
and either one or two split primary H.F. transformers.
A novel feature is the single gang control, by

(Continued from page 218.)

of both horn and disc types on vies, as well as a pair

knob.

*----.4--a-4-4----t-4----4,4-

will be

-4,-*

BERNARD JONES PUBLICATIONS, LTD.
Stand No. 103.

means of which the change over fibril short wave
to long wave may be effected by a single turn of the

completely manufactured loud speakers

of extremely light headphones, only recently perfected.
Yet another novelty showing is an entirely new
type of variable condenser. The latest additions
to the low-priced Lissen range of H.T. batteries,

'

outdoor aerials.

L. MeMICHAEL, LTD.

J. R. WIRELESS CO.
Stand No. 229.
The " Sovereign " products on show will include

Stand No. 120.
Here will be shown a full range of the well-known
-

" Dimic " and "-M-H " brands, and as well -as the
old favourites there will be is large number of new
lines. Components that will claim special attention

a new selective crystal set designed to cut out
2 I., 0 and receive 5 G B within two miles of the
A gramophone pick-up and a
London station.

are the H.N. chokes and L.F. chokes, and the recently
introduced push-pull type of multiple switches
with self-cleaning contacts.

Monotunc wave -trap are other interesting exhibits,
and there will also be a range pf the firm's air -spaced
coils. six-pin.coils; and the ILE. choke.

Amongst the M -H. range of complete receivers

there will be several new aniVals showing, including
a four -valve and a_ five -valve- portable: Especially

JUNIT MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
Stand No. 230.
Home -constructors will be specially attracted

interesting are two sets for honie assembly, one
being a six -valve 'portable designed for short-wave
reception and the other a thrce-valver called the

to this stand, where two lines which supply long -felt
needs will be on view. Both of these are concerned
With the simplification of set -construction, one
being the " Junit " self -soldering wire and the

will be demonstrated convincingly.

S. A. LAMPLUGH, LTD.
Stand No. 117.
The whole range of this firm's sets and components
will be showing, interesting items amongst the
latter being the " Neutracon " and the Micro station -

Stand No. 13.
Wire of all kinds will be the feature of this stand,

with particular reference. to the various types of
aerial wire that are now in demand for indoor and

In addition to wireless periodicals, a large number
of handbooks will be displayed.

other a soldering iron. Mention of this latter has
already been made in the " Apparatus Tested "
columns of this iournal, and the simplicity of the
mechanical movement necessary to operate the iron

--

LONDON METAL WAREHOUSES, LTD.

" Dimic 3," about which a fully illustrated booklet
can be obtained.

M.P.A. WIRELESS.
Stand No. 57.

The " Nulli Secunius " Three C. Creswick Atkinson).

Transportable receivers and cabinet sets that are
self-contained are the attractions at
speaker. The Transportable Three has a switch for
completely

and an electrical pick-up device for attaching to
any gramophone, are other items which call for
special mention in the very wide selection of com-

this stand, ae well as several new types of loud

ponents and accessories displayed on these attractive
stands.

LITHANODE CO., LTD.
Stand No. 204.
A new unspillable L.T. accumulator will be showing

here, of special interest to those requiring a portable
battery. Another new Lithanode product is an
accumulator of special design which is so safeguarded
against self -discharge that it is claimed to he specially

suitable for the man who leaves his batteries for
months without re -charging.

W. & T. LOCK.
Stand No. 221

A full range of cabinets is the feature of this
Various finishes such as oak, mahogany,
and lacquer, will be available, and, in addition to
exhibit.

cabinets for sets, there will be a show of loud -speaker
cabinets.
LONDON ELECTRIC STORES, LTD.
Stand No. 221.

All the L.E.S. products will be shown here, and
in addition there will be other lines represented.
Probably the centre of interest at this stall will
be the radio control clock, which can be arranged
to automatically bring the set into action at a preOne of the long -wave A.N.P. coils bein; shown at

the Metro -Vick Stands.

selector.

New arrivals include the " Quality " L.F.

transformer and aerial reaction tuner.
Particularly interesting amongst the complete
sets is the Long -Range Five -Valve Receiver designed

by W. James, and recently described in detail in
!' Modern Wireless."

LANGHAM (DIAMOND -CLEAR) RADIO.

Stand No. 105.

A four -valve portable set will be on view here.
is a 30 -guinea instrument, tuned by one dial,
and employing two stages of H.F. amplification.
The loud speaker is fitted in the lid, so that the

It

set is completely self-contained.

LETRO LINK, LTD.
Stand No. 227.
Amongst the handy gadgets which will be displayed

determined time. -

LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO. & SMITHS, LTD.
Stand No. 113.
All the Lewcos coils will be showing here, as well

" wire and the various other specialities
with which this -firm is associated. In addition to

the screened coils and bases, and the well-known
Lewcos X coils, several new varieties will be displayed, the first being a type of binocular coil which
is made to be interchangeable with the ordinary
six -pin type. (These coils are'supPlied in ten types.)
Another novelty is the Lewcos centre -tapped inductance coil, fitting into an ordinary plug -and -socket
holder, and with a spnng-contact plug for making
the centre -tap connection.
Then there is the Lewcos dual -screened coil. This

represents the latest development in screening, and
comprises the standard short-wave coil of 250-550
metres and the long -wave coil of L000-2,000 metres
incorporated as one unit. These dual coils may be
supplied In single units, such as a Reinartz aerial

by this firm are " Clix " "terminals, wander -plugs,
multi -plugs, spade terminals, and pin -terminals.
Although the bulk of the Clix specialities

long or short waves, and it is claimed that 5 X X
can be received up to 500 miles.
An unusual feature of the M.P.A. loud speaker
is that its diaphragm is mounted to a sounding board by means of four sprung fingers.

MANUFACTURERS' ACCESSORIES CO., LTD.

Stand No. 219.
Practically all wireless sets, components, and
accessories are handled by this organisation, as well

as the associated tools and sundries.

MARCONIPHONE CO., LTD.
Stands Nos. 54, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134 & 135,

This tremendous block of stands-the largest
taken by any exhibitor-is none too large to display
all the Marconiphone Co.'s products. The valves
would be an -exhibition in theniselves, including as
they do the new Marconi shielded -valve the already
"

famous S.625. It is not too much to say that this
valve, with its possibilities of enormous amplification
and complete stability, opens up a new vista of

were exhibited at the National Radio Show at

long-distance listening.
Extremely interesting,
too, arc the valves . run _direct- from the A.C. mains

Olympia last year, a great deal of study has been
given to the improvement in finish and perfection
of design of all the various models.
A special feature of the stand will be the Clix
Counter Showcase. This is intended to be exhibited
eventually on the counters of all the reputable
radio dealers in the country, and it should provide
a great service to purchasers of this class of goods,
as this cress contains a comprehensive range of
terminals calculated to satisfy the needs of even the

with an indirectly heated cathode.
It is impossible to mention all the .outstanding
items of interest in such a large exhibit, so, beyond
recording that the complete and comprehensive

Marconiphone range is on show, mention can be
made only of the interesting line of complete sets,

including receivers in which all batteries are eliminated, the power being taken entirely from the mains.
Anticipating a heavy demand 'for the -new shielded
valve amongst Koine -constructors, the Marconi phone Co. have produced constructional models
of several entirely new receivers. These include
four -Valve, five -valve, and six -valve models, in-

most fastidious buyer.

LISSEN, LTD.

Stands No. 158 & 160.

An excellent and easy method of making a loud
speaker for one's self will be demonstrated here,

An R.C. Coupler of distinctive design (R.I.-Varley).

A neat " Mains " receiver displayed by Climax Radio
Electric, Ltd.

corporating

the new

four -electrode shielded or
(Continued on next page).
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main hall.
MILLARD RADIO VALVE CO., LTD.
Stands Nos. 40, 44, 184, 185 and 166.

EXHIBITION.
(Continued from previouo page:)

the Cosmos exhibit is an outstanding one, and is
sure to prove a big attraction in this part of the

*

screened valve, (the S.625,) which is referred to above.

Undoubtedly this valve and the sets in which it is
utilised will provide one of the chief centres of
interest in the whole Radio Exhibition, and nobody
who is keenly interested in radio development
can afford to miss this opportunity of learning as
much as possible about this new Aladdin's lamp.
C. D. MELHLTISH.

Stand No. 231.

Here will be exhibited a full range of the C.D.M.
productions. They include a great many of the
components which are required in any type of set,
and in addition various refinements and gadgets. A
wide variety of components will be on view,
including H.F. chokes,

Stand No. 40 has been taken by the Mullard Co.
in connection with " Radio for the Million:" This,
it will be remembered, is the constructional booklet
about the popular P.M. home -constructed receivers.
A special double number has now been issued, and
so great is the expected demand that Stand 40 is
entirely given up to " Radio for the Million."
On the other stands occupied by this firm will
be shown the whole range of the Milliard products.
And it will be the sort of show that one cannot
afford to miss I Valves, of course, will have pride
of place. Every type of the 2 -volt, 4 -volt and 6 -volt

will be represented, in all varieties.

Another of the P.M. products that will attract a
lot of attention is the Pure Music loud speaker, and
yet another that will forcibly hid for favour is the
P.M. resistance -capacity coupling unit. A particularly interesting feature of this unit is the H.F.

Stands Nos. 72 and 73.
Condensers, for which this firm is famous, will, of
course, provide the main attraction at these stands,
but in addition there are
several new Ormond products which will make a
bid for public favour. It
is said that for the first time
Ormonds will this year be
displaying complete receiving sets, ranging from a

two-valver up to a five valve portable: but details
of these have not reached
us up to the time of writing.

What is an Axnel Auto-

is to be found upon this

stand, where you will be
introduced to a sort of clock
which will switch your set

which provides two
different ratios of movement, for that flue
degree of tuning which

'on or off at any five minutes

of the day or night-it's
an " Axuel " fact !
Having settled upon the
items you like in the pro-

now becoming so
essential. A feature of
the construction is a
is

grammes you can set the
clock and forget it. And
when you are ensconced
in your chair for the last

fixed vernier cam.

fitted with a set screw
by means of which the
different ratios call be
obtained. (In effect
to
obtain three different
it
missible
this makes
speeds with the same dial.)
An example of the Daffier

pipe of the day, and the announcer says " Good -night"
so pleasantly, you camlean

Mica Condensers.

A tapped wire -wound
anode resistance (R.I.,-

Varlet').

back undisturbed without
the bother of getting up and switching off,, for the
Axuel will punctually perform its appointed task
and see that your receiver is " put to bed."
A switch on the top of the time -piece is arranged
so that the set can be switched on at any time without interference with the setting of the programme
selector. The device is quite easy to instal, being
merely connected in one of the leads from the lowtension battery to the set.

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES, LTD.
Stands Nos. 155 and 158.

Cosmos components, accessories and valves can

always he sure of attracting attention, and in addition
to all the well-known products of this firm that will
be on view there will be shown a very large variety
of new lines. Of special interest in the regular items
that will be showing are the Cosines Shortpath
valves, the Cosmos Resistance -capacity coupling

Shortpath valves with indirectly, heated cathodes.
These valves require no low-tension or high-tension
batteries, the power to operate the set being derived
entirely from the mains. An adaptor is provided
so that the valves can easily be used in a set which
is wired for the ordinary type of four -pin valves.
A five -valve receiver, designed to provide plenty
of alternative programmes, is another attractive
feature of the new exhibits at these stands. The
circuit is arranged for two stages of H.F, amplification, detector, and two L.F. stages. The set is put
up in cabinet form, in various styles, and employs
the new A.N.P. coils mentioned above. Altogether

ORMOND ENGINEERING CO., LTD.

matic Programme Selector ?
The answer to this question

a very unusual type,

there are a number of new Cosmos products, including

a full range of this famous firm's products. Hightension, low-tension, portable, and indeed any type
or class of secondary battery for use with radio
receivers will be on view, so that there should be no
difficulty in making a selection even if your requirements are a little out of the ordinary Inn.

PELHAIdS, LTD.
Stand No. 23.

variable
condensers,
combined grid leaks
and condensers, fixed
condensers,
vernier.
dials, and so forth.
The vernier dial is of

unit, and the range of receiving sets for winch this
firm is famous.
Nbwcomers to the Cosmos family include an
interesting range of tuning coils. These coils are
astatically wound, the object being to reduce the
stray magnetic field to a minimum, and so Save
troubles due to accidental feed -back, and cross
coupling of the various circuits. This line is styled
the A.N.P. Timing Coils, the initials standing for
" aztatic non -parasitic." When two or more of
these coils are embodied in a set they should be
mounted with their axes parallel.
Upon these coils there are centre -tapping and
quarter -tapping points provided, the former being
for use under normal reception conditions, with
valves of high anode impedance. The quarter tapping is for use in cases where the degree of selectivity required is so high that a very loose coupling
is essential. The coils are made in four types, to
cover the short, B.B.C., medium, and long wavelengths.
For use with alternating -current lighting mains

1927.

PETO SCOTT CO., LTD.
Stand No. 163.
Besides a complete range of the components for
which this firm is famous a very attractive display
of complete receivers will be on show at this stand.
There is, for instance, the " Five -Fifty -One,"

which has nothing to do with nine minutes to six,
as might be imagined, but indicates 5 valves, 50
stations, 1 dial. This £30 -odd model (exclusive of
valves, etc.), will " definitely tune in at least
fifty stations at full loud -speaker strength, even in
the hands of an absolute novice." There is only
one tuning control, which is a slow-motion dial
controlling a triple -gang condenser. No rheostats,
no coil -changing, switch for local station, screened,
and selective, it i s made in either oak or mahogany.
The " Three -Thirty -One," three valves, thirty
stations, one dial, the " Sociable Three," the " Solo -

The new Marconi and Osram shielded -grid valve, the

advent of which has created a furore.
stopper which is incorporated in it. The object, of
course, is to prevent H.F. impulses finding their way
into the L.F. side of the set, and those who have
experienced the peculiarly distressing distortion that
can arise from this source will welcome a unit that
automatically prevents the trouble.
In the new Mullard lines particular attention has
been given to the supply problem, and an L.T.
battery charger has been designed which automatically cuts itself out of action when the battery is
fully charged, All you do is to put it on before
going to bed, and let it work while you sleep. (By
the way, " P.M," is a good and appropriate name
for an all-night gadget of this kind, isn't it ?)
The new Mullard grid leak will also be on view.
It is obtainable in values ranging from 1 to 5 megohms,
and being of standard size is readily fitted into an

dial Two," the " Sociable Five Portable," and the
" Sociable Four Portable," are other examples of

complete Peto-Scott receivers on view, and in addition
there is an attractive wave -meter range.

The Keystone and Copex components include a
Universal " log " variable condenser, which has the
advantage of being adaptable to different circuits,
two or more of these condensers being easily 'gauged
together by means of a small spanner in a very few
minutes. The Keystone Multi -flea condenser was
(Continued on page 227.)

existing set.
NEW LONDON ELECTRON WORKS, LTD.
Stand No. 70.

An earth -mat is one of the interesting features of
this display. In addition there is the Superial,"
boxed in 100 -ft. lengths, and the " Simple -Strip."

This latter enables sets to be wired up without

solder, and is retailed in convenient boxes of 12 -ft.
lengths.

Recent introductions into the lines offered by this
firm are the Electron loud speakers, of which there
are both horn and cabinet types available.
One of the new units for taking H.T. current from th
mains (E. K. GQ1e, Ltd.).

OLDHAM AND SONS, LTD.
Stand No. 71.

People interested in all sorts of accumulators will
accumulate round this stand, for here will be shown

An

" Atlas " Resistance -Capacity Coupling
with interchangeable resistances.

unit,
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fine critical setting
& uniform separation

00! 09 OLA (Vat

11A

The Brandes Variable Condenser brings
the most nerveless hand a faculty for
expert delicacy over the sensitive spots.
It is sturdily built and gives clear-cut

It is obvious
that a condenser in which the dial reading
varies directly as the frequency will give
a more uniform separation of stations than
one in which the dial reading varies directly
as the wave -length. This is particularly
apparent in the Brandes 'Condenser, and is
tuning and precise operation.

most pronounced in the lower wave -lengths.

This condenser has been specially designed to provide a straight-line frequency

Brandes

Variable

0003 at 15/-

Condenser

'0005 at 15/6

(Continued)

retaining the compactness so essential

tuning characteristic and to bring in the
B.B.C. Stations well spaced out over the
major portion of the dial, at the same time

A typical tuning curve is shown below :-

in an instrument at the back of the
panel.

A positive movement for approximate
setting is obtained by turning the
4 -inch diameter dial, which is provided
with finger grips for this purpose.
The final critical setting is obtained

by turning the 21 -inch knob which
actuates the slow-motion mechanism,

Low di -electric losses and the complete absence of backlash are ensured.

OTHER BRANDES PRODUCTS :
The Brandeset IIIa
.. 6 : 15 : 0
The Ellipticon
4 : 15 : 0
The Brandola
2 : 17 : 6
The Table -Talker
1 : 10 : 0
Thc Table Cone
1: 19 : 6
The Audio Transformers . 15/- & 15/6
The Matched Tone Headphones .. 13/6
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IOU

DIAL READING.
Actual curve of Brandes 0005 infd. S. L. F. Slow Motion
Condenser used with a loose -coupled circuit comprising No. 35
°unfurled aerial coil and No. 5o tuned secondary coil.

Send coupon for full information.

Brandes

Brandes
AUTHORISED
RADIO DEALER

Brandes Ltd.,
2/3, Norfolk St., Strand, 1 V.C.2
Please send me your free illustrated catalogue.

Name.
Address

the name to know in radio.
P.\17.

Brandes products are only obtain -able where you see this sip.
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George is an announcer. At Binghampton, we believe. He'S
Aunt Ethel's favourite nephew. When she heard him on Cousin

Dick's set one evening she said, first of all, that George had croup:

Then she said it was a scandal.
And after that she talked a lot about solicitors and libel actions
and things.
For George, as you've probably gathered, was a victim of " valve distortion." When Aunt Ethel told him what he sounded like on Cousin
Dick's set, he said that was the worst of Dick, he would go experi-

menting, and that Marconi Valves ought to be made compulsory

bylaw .

. . .

Seriously, though, that is one outstanding thing about Marconi Valves. They
don't "twist." Moreover, they're very economical on power and they last a
tremendously long time. You see, they're MARCONI, which means that everything-filament, grid, plate, vacuum, everything-is designed for the purpose
of a making better VALVE.
You have a 2 -volt accumulator ?-then these are the
Marconi Valves you need :Marconi D.F.H. 210-for the H.F. stage (Price 10,6)
Marconi D.E.L. 210-for the detector stage
(also for 'general purposes')
Marconi D.E.P. 210-for the Power stage

'

10/6
12 6

Full particulars of all Marconi Valves and all Marconi Sets ate to be

found in an amusing and informative free booklet called " Back
Chat." Secure your free copy by sending off the coupon {below)
Now,

.
154:siee
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VALVE S
valve should. do
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(Continued from page 224.)
zit

designed to meet the need for a twin neutralising
condenser, but it can also be used for balancing out
stray capacities and as a " trimmer " between the
different sections of a gang condenser.

PETTIGREW AND MERRIMAN (1925), LTD.
Stand No. 7.

A number of new lines will be on view, including

KT.. Mains Battery Eliminators, and complete
receivers that are driven from electric -light mains,
There are three D.C. Eliminators and two for A.C.,
the former being called the " Junior," " Popular,"
and " Senior " models, respectively giving the
following outputs 120 v./10 IDA., 120 v./20 m.o.,
and 150 v./50 111.a.

The two A.C. models have outputs corresponding

with the " Popular " and " Senior " in the D.C.
range, and are therefore called by the same

names. In the
" Seniors " the circuit
employed enables the.
voltage to be practically constant, irre-

spective of the milli amperage drawn from
the unit.

ewe'
we'

local stations and
Daventry.
Other interesting
lines

easily be mounted horizontally or vertically.

PRINCES ELECTRICAL CLOCKS, LTD.

Stand No. 65.

On this stand will be shown a range of receivers,
and also a compact little wave -trap known as the
Princeps."
The " Greater London " receiver incorporates the
Prince -Percival circuit, and there is a three -valve
portable set which has only

recently been produced.
Amongst the new

WATMEL WIRELESS, LTD.
Stand No. 1.

The Watmel wireless specialities on show include

the variable grid leaks and anode resistances, for
which this firm is famous, a compact little fixed
condenser, and an L.F. auto -choke. The variable
grid -leak is fitted with a special low -loss grid condenser mounted at the end, the arrangement
simplifying the wiring and enabling both components
to occupy very little space inside the set, and to be
mounted by a single one -hole fixing.

For those who make their own coils there sill be
SIEMENS BROS. & CO., LTD.
Stand No. 150.

Radio batteries for H.T., L.T., and grid bias will

be found in profusion upon this stand, the firm being

lines

instrument known as the
" Greater London de Lux.; "
employs no reaction, but has
a tuned H.F. stage instead.
It is a four -valve circuit,
incorporating
speaker.

its

own

loud

W. G. PTE & CO.
Stand No. 186.

are again this year showing a

A plan view of the McMichael six -valve Supersonic Unit.

that in addition there (Rill be shown all the radio
components which are manufactured as separate
lines, including the series of chokes for all classes
of low -frequency work.
A section of the display which is sure to arouse
a good deal of interest is the space devoted to the
Pye low -frequency transformers, for which this
Cambridge firm is justly famed. Altogether, Stand
No. 136 is not the kind of stand which the discriminating buyer whir is out for high -quality goods can
afford to miss.

upon this stand

"Phonon " cabinet
loud speaker, and the
five -valve " Phonos " portable receiver.

are obtainable in nine new sizes.

shown will be the " Princeps
Concert" receiver, which can
be furnished with its H.T.
supply from either D.C. or A.C.
mains, the " Trigger " circuit
being incorporated. Another

R. I. & VARLEY, LTD.
Stands Nos. 5 & 143.

are the Newey 4 -point

condensers for shortwave reception, the new

Ebonart will be on view in panel form, in mahogany
and black. It is noteworthy that the polished finish
a selection of formers, including the Redfern Ebonite
H.F. Choke former.

range of complete receivers
of high quality. We understand

battery, and grid -bias
battery. It is claimed

Ebonite and mouldings will form the staple
attraction offered at this firm's stand. Redfern's
of the panels is non-metallic, and this season they

to entirely eliminate
the use of the accumu-

lator, high-tension

REDFERN'S RUBBER WORKS, LTD.
Stand No. 89.

components recently added to the Watmel range are
a fixed grid -leak and low-priced earthing clip.

This well-known firm of
precision
instrument -makers

that by simply inserting
an ordinary adaptor
into a standard eleetriclight fitting, perfect reception is assured from

-holder can

'0005 mid. and retails at ls. 3d. Other attractive

mains -driven

The

receivers are designed

'1

Several new lines are being introduced by this firm,
and for the first time will be on show, at stand No. 1
One interesting departure is a Wattuel two -valve
receiving set, and another new line is a fixed grid condenser with clips to take any standard fixed grid leak. This condenser is available in sizes up to

Many and interesting are the exhibits on these

stands, as might have been expected when two such
well-known firms as "
" and " Farley's " have
pooled their resources. As new vave developments

well-known as specialists in batteries for over forty
years. Many new items are being shown, including
competitive type batteries, with small and large unit
cells respectively. The former are for use with one.

two or three general-purpose valves, whilst the
latter (power type) are for multi -valve sets employing
one or more power valves. These batteries are

moderately priced to meet foreign competition.
There is also a line of rechargeable H.T. sac cells,
with patent spring terminal, and of grid bias batteries
with patent fixing flap. (This latter, by the way,
arias the invention of a we.1-known contributor to
Ptheurdat WIRELESS.) Another very interesting
featu-re of this firm's display is the radio testing voltmeter, and combined volt and milliampere meter. These

instruments are of the moving -coil type and are of
extreme .accuracy and robust construction.

A 3. STEVENS & CO., LTD.
are now in the air to an unprecedented degree, it
Stands Nos. 27 and 159.
is probable that more than an'thing else the LI.Varley contribution in this rirection will be the
A komplete range of the " Symphony " receivers
centre of Interest in the firma display.
will be one of the main features of this display, the
It. takes the form of The Interdyne " Receiver1ricidels ranging from a two-valver (intended for the
the stability and selectiviy of which is the result of -teproduction of the local and high -power stations
the development of ea entirely new valve by Dr.
on the loud speaker) to the Symphony Seven, which
Robinson. in tills valve there are two separdte is a powerful super -heterodyne.
anodes, two grids joined together',.and one flhament,
In addition, there will be shown the Symphony
the latter Wag so disncried that it aff °eta only one loud speakers, which include a Junior model and
of the anodes.
one of the cabinet type, as well as a new Symphony
-PrincipL, 'underlying the action is that any
electrode capacities generated inside the valve are
automatically cancelled, so that the maximum
amplification can he obtained from the valve without
instability, or the necesSity for using external
neutralising devices.
Two of these patent valves arc fitted in the Inter -

dyne, for providing amplification in the first two

(11.1%) stages. Either four or five valves can be used,
as required, a switch being provided, but the control

is practically carried out by the single knob which
operates the three condensers. There are two models
of the Interdyne, that tuning from 250 to 550 metres
costing £25, and the other which, in addition, covers
1,000 to 2,000 metre's, costing £45. In the latter
the change -over from short to long waves is made
by three switches fitted inside the instrument.
Amongst this firm's components mention must
be made of the R.C. coupler and the new H.F.
choke. The former, with its Bi-duplex winding, is
Made in two varieties, type A being for use after
valves with impedance of 15,000 to -40,000 ohms,
and type B for use after valves of 30,000 to 100,000
ohms impedance..

The R.I.-Varley multi -cellular H.F. choke has

an inductance of 60,000 microhenries, and is designed
to choke efficiently over a range of from 30 to 4,000
metres.

In addition, the display includes a new general'.

The actuating movement of this
latter instrument is unique in its magnetic system.

ponent incorporates a .0003 mid. tuning condenser
and covers not only the shorter broadcasting waveband, but right' up to 3,000 metres.

the Symphony range portable receiver. This is a fivevalver, with'a range of 200 to 550 metres, and 1,000
to 2,000 metres. The circuit is 2 H.F., detector, and

purpose transformer with a ratio of four to one,
a big range of resistances, and last, but not least,
the new retro-active tuner this compact com-

ROOKE BROS., LTD.
Stand No. 215.

" Faradex " rheostats (both dual and baseboard

types), and " Faradex " screened coils will be featured
here, together with some new " Seaford " coils. These
One or tte new Lewcos Coils, with centre tapping.

A " Cosmos " Coil with many unusual features.

latter are of the six -pin type, wound on moulded
formers.

cone reproducer.

being the result of over eighteen months' experiment
and research.

Another interesting newcomer on view will be

2 L.F., the frame aerials, batteries and cone being
included in the case.
This set is fitted with a single dial for control for
tuning purposes, the other controls being one for
volume, and a change -over switch so that the set
can be used for long or short waves. This control
also acts as a filament switch. The cone reproducer, which is incorporated, is fitted with the same
(Continued on next page.)
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C. A. VANDERVELL & CO., LTD.

Stands Nos. 157 and 212.
All the C. A. V. radio products will be showing,
including this firm's popular line of loud speakers,
and the complete receivers. Amongst the latter a
Three -valve Baby Grand takes the eye as being
an uncommonly handsome piece of work. Four and five- valve models will also be displayed, the
latter being equipped with a self-contained frame

MORE ABOUT THE
EXHIBITION.
4

*

(Continued from previous page.)

movement as the new Symphony reproducer, but it is
slightly smaller. (Neither of these new cones have
ever before been exhibited to the public.)
TRELLEBORG EBONITE WORKS, LTD.
Stand No. 91.
This is another ebonite display, and here that

dark and useful commodity will be found rolled into

rods, turned into. tubes, and spread into sheets.
Besides the Trelleborg ebonite itself there will be
shown a number of wireless components and accessories made from it, so that anyone interested in
the turned or moulded article will do well to pay
this stand a visit.
TUNGSTONE ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD.

Stand No. 98.
',This firm will be showing a very wide range of the
De Luxe model Tung -

stone H.T. accumulators, from 12 volts
to 96 volts, in steps
of 12 volts.
These
accumulators have an

actual capacity of
three amperes,

and

they are fitted with a

patent device for
charging the batteries

on an L.T. charging
plant, at greatly -increased rates, which in

aerial.

" C.A.V.'s " are also putting on the market some
new batteries for wireless work, and these will be

showing at stands Nos. 157 and 212.- They include
a non -spillable 2 -volt accumulator, in which a special

jellied form of acid makes it possible to place the
cell upon its side, or in fact upside-down, without
any fear of acid being spilt.
With this C.A.V. battery, the electrolyte remains
stationary whatever the cells position, so that it
can be placed upside down or in any other unusual
position without any danger of the electrolyte
shifting and thus uncovering the plates and diminishing the active area.
Another new product is the 42 -volt H.T. accumu-

The Dubilier insulating clip fixed in position on a

point and the battery is designed to be everlasting,
as its vital parts can easily be removed.

attractive open grill.

lator, specially designed to supply anode current
to multi -valve sets. Tappings can be taken at any

WALKER BROS. (GUILDFORD), LTD.
Stand No. 99.
All -wood loud speakers and horns arc the attraction

grid condenser.

is of bakelitc.

WILKINS & WRIGHT, LTD.
Stand No. 95.
The Utility Micro -dial has recently been redesigned

here, and in addition there are portable and selfcontained cabinets of various types suitable for constructors. Wooden horns are avail -able for practically
all the different types of loud -speaker units.
WET H.T. BATTERY CO.
Stand No. 16.

Some very interesting features will he staged at
this stand to demonstrate the efficiency of the wet

by Messrs. Wilkins & Wright, Ltd., and the new

model will be on show, together with several other
interesting new lines. These include a neat on -off
switch, and a logarithmic variable condenser.
In addition, there will be shown a complete range
of the Utility components, including variable condensers of square -law S.L.F. types, nentrodynes, and
" gangs." Jacks and plugs, and switches, including

anti -capacity types, will also
be in evidence here.

the ease of the 60voltm is two amps,

instead of a quarter
of an amp. It will be

One of the Gecophone Low Frequency Transformers.

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.
Stand No. 253.

appreciated that this
is an extremely great
asset. and overcomes

All the " Wearite " comthe constructor, and " all "
ponents will be here to tempt

what has hitherto been
considered as one of the really important drawbacks
of H.T. accumulators..
Another H.T. accumulator display will be of lase
well-known" Popular" models, in 30 -volt and 60, -volt
units. The Tungstone Company will also be showing
a complete range of L.T. batteries for wIreles, work.

These accumulators have beet', specially designed
for the slow -discharge work which is characteristic
of radio L.P. supply, in capacities of 20, 40, 50. and
75 ampere -hours. They embody the revolutionary
features of the Tungstone Car batteries, and are, iu
fact, interchangeable with these.
TURNER AND CO.

Stand No. 224.
The Tunewell and Tandco cods will be shown here.

the former being of the enclosed type on low -loss
formers. The Tandco coils also are encased in
moulding. which, of course, adds materially to the
mechanical strength and durability of the coils, as
w ell as keeping them dust -proof and damp-proof.

The construction throughout

includeschangc-qverswitches,
multi -plug distributors, low loss coil mounts and sockets,
2 -way coil -holders, low -loss

coil stand and
wound

anode

coils, wire -

resistances,

plug switches, two-way
The Igeenie-heent " Phonovox " fitted on a gramophone and complete
vith plug for insertion in a receiving set,

type of H.T. batteiv. Arrangements have been
made to show one lottery giving off current of
approximately 100 miliainneres during the whole

nun of the Exhibition, night' and day, to demonstrate
that the cells are quite capaffa of giving a comparatiCely large supply of continuo current over long
periods without any falling -off of Over.
Batterieg et different tiritages a be showd, in
sizes to suit from one -value /---eivea to nine -valve
wiff be
super -heterodynes. 4,- interestin,
the demonstration of ft sawen-valve super-lieterodyne
supplied with anode current from a No. 3 size 91 cell

geared coil -holder, anti-

microphonic low -loss valve socket, vario-coupled in-

ductance and H.F. choke!
New lines of special interest include a neutralising
condenser of very robust construction. It is controlled by a cam, and suitable for either baseboard
or panel mounting. It is impossible for dust to get
between the vanes or for these to touch and " short,"
and an extension handle can readily be fitted if
required. Another very interesting new component
is an automatic dual -coil holder, which not only
controls the long or short range of wave -length as
desired, but also switches the filament on and off.
Thus the single control of the coil -holder controls
the whole set.

wet H.T. battery.
Those contemplating the building up of their own
batteries from wet cells will be interested in the new
models showing, in which the necessity of soldering
is completely done away wills. This makes the job
of assembling quite a simple one, somewhat after
the style of a simple Meccano model.
This firm is also showing a wireless test meter,
which reads voltages.up to six and 120, with instructions for using as a rnillianmieter, reading from 1 to
35 milliamps. Large standard cells for supplying
L.T. will also be on view, and sacs, zincs, jars, and
electrolyte will be available for examination.
WEBB CONDENSER CO.

Stand No. 217.
This firm is showing a new type of wave -meter
condenser, with aluminium end -plates. It is of low -

loss design and logarithmic type, with a centre
spindle run in ball -races.

A neutralising condenser for panel or baseboa
mounting.

(Bowyer -Lowe.)

UNIVERSAL BRACKET CO.

Stand No. 209.

Aerial fittings of all kinds are the speciality at
this stand, and here will be found those gadgets
for fixing aerials upon awkward roofs and chimneys
which so often daunt the would-be aerial -erector.
One corner -bracket that will he on view enables an
aerial to be fitted to the highest point of the house,
being fitted with an adjustable pulley which can be

fixed at any angle required by the position and
direction of the aerial wire.

WILLIAM WHITELEY, LTD.
Stand No. 241.
The incursions into wireless of this famouS firm of

universal providers will be attractively displayed
at Stand No. 241, and a very comprehensive range
of all the lines dealt in will be sure to be worthy of
the visitor's attention.

WHITELEY, BONEHAM & CO., LTD.
Stand No. 251.
The W.B. anti -phonic valve -holder (low -loss) and

the cone cabinet loud speaker will be the leading
features of this display, In addition to the regular
line of cone cabinet loud speaker, which is made
in Jacobean oak, there will be a new all-bakelite
cone speaker on show. This is of bowl formation,
standing upright upon neat feet, and fitted with au

One of the popular Oldham Low-tension Accumulators.
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DAVENTRY JUNIOR

N THE NORTH

Tha author is a North countryman, but has, in the pa3t, spent
many years under the shadow of the aerial of the London broadcasting station. He is, therefore, well qualified to deal with the
subject of reception in the northern provinces in an impartial
manner, and his article should prove of assistance and interest to
both listeners and the B.B.C.
By LAURENCE MANNING, A.M.I.R.E.

general, reception in the north is far

IN better in every way than that in the

south. By this we mean that, while
aerials in the Metropolis, with only few

exceptions, arc screened by the proximity
of London with its dense masses of metal
buildings, aerials in the north, with smaller
cities and towns, are not so badly screened.
For this reason, it is found that, provided
one lives outside 12 miles distance from a
main, and more than 4 miles distance from
a relay station, in order to obtain " selectivity " it is not invariably good practice to
use stages of H.F. amplification, and often
a comparatively " straight " detector followed by one transformer and one resistance -

coupled valve, enables one to receive all
that it is possible with the best

receiver procurable, and, although possessing a super -heterodyne receiver, and
several experimental 5 -valve neutrodynes,
the writer invariably, for general reception

of even distant stations, used only three
valves, in which no very particular provision is made for " selectivity."

ordinary reception results if they are
blessed with " good " aerials.
This does not necessarily mean an aerial

of gigantic height or exceptional length,
but rather one ideally situated. In the
country a few miles outside the town, we
find it possible to receive main stations
during the winter evenings, and nearby
relay stations after 9 p.m. We find it
possible, on occasion, to hear Langenberg
and Berlin at pleasant strength, while
other continental stations are possible on
occasions, when they " kick the house down"
when a loud -speaker set is used.
Popularity of Crystal Sets.

The majority of North country crystal set enthusiasts are usually those who have
had great success in distant reception, and
many of them, mechanically inclined, as are
all good North countrymen, utilise carborundum detectors with an applied voltage
and potentiometer control. We have
learned, too, the very great importance of a

good earth, and it is not unusual to find a

man who specialises on good crystal - set
reception using three or more earth tubes,
or a network of wires buried in his garden.

Naturally, whatever type of receiver is
used, this keen attention to matters like an
efficient earth and the best possible aerial

is bound _to be all to the good, and in-

cidentally assists in obtaining " selectivity
without regrets," for the lower the resistance of any aerial system the better the
ultimate selectivity.
Indoor Aerials.

At 100 miles distance from Daventry
(5 X X) this station is received in the
north by many crystal users. We have
never dropped across a case, however,
where crystal reception, which could actually
be called real reception, is obtained with an
indoor aerial, unless the location were
extremely favourable, such as at the top of a

high bill, or at a high portion of a town
or city. It may be taken that, in order to
receive 5 X X, therefore, listeners in the
(C'ontinued on next page.)
.

" Screening " Effects.

The fact is, that the location of the re-

ceiving aerial is of treat importance in
wireless reception, while actual screening
due to geographical formations is not to be
ignored.
instance,

it will be remembered,
that the real reason for

for

the
erection of the first relay station (Sheffield)

was that the 30 -mile -distant Manchester
station was quite inaudible in Yorkshire
when a simple crystal circuit and average

aerial was used, simply due to the screening
of well-known hills between We use the
word " screening " in a general kind of way

to imply Any kind of wave distortion or

absorption which prevents reception when
within reasonable range of a given station.
As the fount of knowledge 'of the B.B.C.,
too, spends most of its time in the vicinity
of Savoy Hill, it is perhaps not out of place
for a North countryman, who has in the past

spent many years under the shadow of
2 L 0, and, incidentally, all his life in
connection with Wireless in some way or

another, to write on the subject of reception
in the north.
Before entering upon a discussion of the
results obtained from 5 G B, it is as well to
consider the reception obtainable with

various types of receivers and aerials in
Yorkshire, which we have found to be

somewhat similar when observed in Lancashire at about 30 miles north of Manchester.

Taking crystal sets (which appear to still
be popular here) first, there is no doubt that
many North countrymen obtain extra-

The B.B.C. van, which was recently touring Birmingham in order to discover how 508 is receive]
in that area.
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when used with a decent aerial, will receive

t DAVENTRY JUNIOR IN
THE NORTH.
(Continued from, previous page.)

north with crystal sets either possess a
good aerial location, or a high and directional aerial. In the heart of most Yorkshire towns, for instance, it is virtually
impossible to receive Daventty with a crystal
receiver, except in very special cases, while

sometimes due to town interference from
faulty tramway systems or adjacent

electrical machinery, even with a valve
receiver, reception of Daventry Senior is
not always pleasant.
Use of Wave -Traps.

This, of course, does not appertain when

speaking, one rarely experiences interference

either from Daventry and the local station,
or vice versa, no matter what type of set is
used, unless one is very close to the local
station and a wave -trap beoomes necessary.
It was when endeavouring to obtain distant
reception for a friend living under the nose

of a- certain relay station that the writer
the

" Complete

marred occasionally by slight " fading,"
and if an aerial lies due east and west, or
is in any way directional. to Germany, results are frequently most pleasing. This
notwithstanding Captain Eckersley's recent
" Radio Times " dictum regarding " directional nonsense " in italics.

Eliminator "

described in No. 193 of POPULAR WIRELESS,

and again in No.. 240, with an Editorial
rider to the effect that it is " one of the most
successful ever devised."

The most popular valve receiver in the
north, and one which will give excellent
results with both inferior and good aerials,
is a straight three in which a detector is

result, and crystal listeners here wish it
It is not thought,
or even entertained, however, that this
would happen quickly.

highering of the aerial will make an enormous amount of difference, and the opinion
has been expressed in local papers that most
listeners who cannot afford valve sets

simply await the " Buxton Alternative "
-for how long they will wait, nobody

It has been a matter causing some considerable discussion among the listening
fraternity in Lancashire and Yorkshire,
that Langenberg modulation is perfect in

knows.

every way, and what is more pleasing,' with

found that one pleasing point about 5 G B

a permanent perfection. Here again the
facts give the lie to the oft -repeated state-

ment that our own stations are the best
modulated in the world. At times, they
may be ; at others, the operator falls
asleep.

reception just outside towns and cities is
considered, .and where no interference is
felt. In passing, it may be of interest to
southern readers to state that, generally

designed

Langenberg with a certain degree of -success,

1927.

Before leaving the matter of Langenberg
we would state that in the North, towards

the end of the programmes, this station

improves with the advent of the well-known
" night range " condition in, an 'extraordinary manner, and is often flinch louder
than a British'main station 30 miles diStant,

and when at this strength rarely fades or

boosts. At such times, the station is audible
on a crystal receiver coupled to the worst
possible type of indoor aerial,
The Preliminary Experiments.
Preliminary experiments before 5 G B

actually happened, during the engineer
tests which occurred when everybody

should have been asleep, were promising.

We cannot say if these engineers' tests
were transmitted before the aerial altera-

Where 5 G B Was " Woolly."
In the matter of valve reception, we have

is that the station does not take up too many

degrees of tuning condenser dial when a
simple detector valve without H F. stages
or special provision for selectivity, is used.
It will be clear then, that 5 G does not
interfere with Langenberg as a general rule,

although in the short time the former has
been working, we have observed that a few

aerials which possess more length than
height appear to require wave -traps or

stages of H.F. in order completely to eliminate 5 G B when not required. But generally speaking, 5 G B may be tuned" in and
out within five or six degrees in a receiver

possessing the benefits of properly con-

trolled reaction.
One cannot windup an article in which
5 G B is discussed without mentioning that
the modulation, which, by the way, is still
being experimented with, is often extremely
pleasing.

Using a special R.C.-coupled

amplifier following an anode bend detector,
and adequate H.T., most excellent, repro-

duction is obtained with a Kono speaker.
But not always ; we were listening

followed by two L.F. stages, coupled accord.

ing to the constructor's ideas as to quality.

There is a distinct leaning to reaction

controlled in some way by a coil and condenser in series .across plate and filament
(Reinartz, Hartley, etc., etc.), which method,

in proper hands, gives remarkably good

reception, both from the selectivity and the
" quality " standpoint ; the latter is
particularly pronounced if one of the two
L.F. stages is R.C. coupled. In this con-

nection, although we have inspected no
end of receivers employing its principles,
we have never been able to decide, other
things being equal, which gives the best
results, resistance before transformer, or
vice versa.

5 G B-" Bitterly Disappointing."
Taken on, the whole, the crystal reception

obtained at 100 miles north of 5 G B has
been bitterly disappointing. It is all very
Well for the B.B.C. to state that this and
that should happen, adding a rider to the
effect that most crystal users will have to
erect enormous aerials (which they can
neither afford nor accommodate) in order
hear 5 G B, but listeners, in the north
At least, are just as conversant-probably

fromhap-

more so, in many cases-as the B.B.C.
experts, and really know what should
a 20 sic 30 kilowatt station transpen
mitting on apProximately 500 metres.
They have, for instance, had a great deal
of experience from the powerful Langenberg, using a similar amount of power, but
" made in Germany." It is no exaggeration
.

to state, as far as actual results go, which

are really all that matter, that the most
simple of receivers; including:' crystal' sets

The Power House of the Klipheuvel Transmitting Beam Station, which is situated 30 miles N.E. OP
Cape Town.

tion at 5 G

but there is no doubt that

signals' were loud and clear on a crystal set
at 100 miles distance, used with an outdoor

aerial, and were audible enough to hear

when the same set was used with an indoor
aerial. After a few days, however, things

began to be uninteresting from the crystal user's point of view, as day by day the
strength became less.

We, in the North, of course, do not lose
sight of the fact that thousands of aerials
in the Birmingham district tuned to 5 G B
will certainly cause some distortion and not
a little absorption of tho 5 G B emission,

but, on the other hand, we still receive
Langenberg at great strength when others
receive Langenberg. It is conceded, too,
that if the Daventry 5 G B aerial is made

higher as is Dronaised.-an improvement may

to 5 C B recently, occasionally, slightly
varying the tuning to receive Langen-

berg, and our anspicions were removed.
Suspicions regarding the effective working, of our receiver and amplifier, we
mean ; for Langenberg was perfect in
every. way, while 5 GI3 was decidedly
woolly.

Previously, we would have stated that
5 G B was better than anything we have
heard, but the distortion we often find on
British stations, due, we are inclined to
believe, to either indifferent landlines or
careless control at Savoy Hill, was, that
evening at least, permitted to affect
Finally, may we say that for valve
set users 5 G B is a good alternative programme in the North, For crystal -set
users-a fiasco.
5 G B.
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THE SECRET IN THE TEST TUBES
MillinWalr11111111111011111110.
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Mn024A4 Zn C H2O ?
Stand Nos.
158 and 160
National Radio
Exhibition,
Olympia,

Sept. 24thOct. 1st.

What are the
secret chemicals?
YOU KNOW THAT TEST TUBES and
the minds of chemists have held secrets
which have baffled discovery, but you may

not know there have been none more

sought after by battery makers than the

one so jealously guarded inside each cell of

the LISSEN New Process Battery, which

makes each cell yield oxygen for your

valves in a way no other cell does or has
ever done before. Copious does not
adequately describe this oxygen liberation
of the LISSEN New Process Battery.
Since this new e3ergy became available for valve; tens of thousands
of loud speakers all over the country are reproducing radio broadcast with a freshness of tone and a clear volume whic% is adding delight to radio. Whenever there is fine music to be heard by broadcast see that you have a LISSEN New Process Battery in your set

and hear your loud speaker voicing its appreciation.
You pay shillings for this battery which many others would pay

thousands of pounds for, yet 10,000 dealers are selling it at a

price which has been made low to bring it within the reach of all.
The next time you want a good battery get a LISSEN New Process
Battery. Take no other and you will be rewarded for your insistence
by a new power smoothness and new tone clarity in your loud speaker.

GO volts (reads 66) 71

LISSEN
SECRET PROCESS

100 volts (reads 108) - 12/11
1/6
9 volts (grid bias) LISSEN LIMITED. 8-16, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY.

BATTERY

1,412

23?
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MET-VICK
(COSMOS,

Wireless Sets and
Components for

the New Season
The illustration shows the new Met -Vick 5
with the eliminators contained in the side
cupboards. It can be plugged into a lighting
circuit just like any other Electric appliance.

if used with H.T. and L.T. batteries these

can be accommodated in the cupboards. The
circuit employs two phase - balanced and
stabilised H.F. stages before the detector,
and two resistance -coupled L.F. stages.
Operation is extremely simple, the local station can be easily
cut out and a wide range of alternative programmes obtained.

Special attention has been paid to running costs which are
remarkably low.
The Met -Vick 5 is a really beautiful instrument and while
a distinct advance on any 1926 model it still remains at
a reasonable price. Obtain List 4117,9.

ME -VICK
Battery
Eliminators
" Met -Vick " Battery
Eliminators

are

supplied

in two models. The UT.G.B. Model can be used
on various supply voltages
of

40 -too

periods.

Grid

Bias tappings are provided
at 5, to, 15 and 20 volts.
A high voltage (up to 25o
volts) can, be applied to the
last valve. The L.T. Model
gives an output of 5 amperes at e volts without hum.
List 7117;8.

A.N.P.
(Astatic-Non-Parasitic)

Coils
These new Met -Vick products provide a clever
solution of a difficult
problem. They overcome,
simply and efficiently, the
three difficulties associated

with H.F. amplification,
namely, Magnetic coupling between coils-Stabi-

lisation and
Parasitic
Oscillation.
List 411718..

Resistance
Coupling Units
" Cosmos "
(Met -Vick)
Resistance
Coupling
units are well known
to all wireless enthusiasts.

The "V" type can

now be obtained fitted
with the new " Met -Vick"
A.C. Valve Holder. The
latter is also supplied
separately.
List 7117/8.

The various literature mentioned above gives full details and prices.
Ash for your copies.

METRO-VICK
SUPPLIES, LIMITED
(Proprietors : Metropolitan -Vickers Elec. Co.. Ltd.)
-T?

155, Charing Cross Road
STANDS Nos. 155-156.
(OLYMPLAI

:

:

LONDON, W.C.2
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AMERICA
CALLING
*

*

-0 v .11

Some interesting notes on the present-day
conditions of radio in the United States.
By LAWRENCE W. CORBETT.
(Our New York Correspondent.)

your

correspondent writes, a
controversy rages in the
British press. The discussion-and

As fierce

the ayes seem to outweigh the noes-

relates to the advisability of the erection
by the B.B.C. of a short-wave broadcasting station, to serve the dual purpose of
catering to the experimentally inclined of
the corporation's regular patrons and to
attempt to make
available

the

programmes in reB. B. C. ' s

mote parts of the
Empire.

British Corporation is there absent.
American initiative will provide at least

tablished, it

season (do we talk of seasons when considering short waves ?). It is probable, in fact,

is -

the delectation of the DX man this coming

feelings that the
writer witnesses

that they will all be on the air by the time
this news appears in print, and others will
be projected. In addition to " old-timers "
2 X A F (or 2 X A D) and K D K A's lusty
little S.B. voice, W R N Y, W A B C,

in this matter.

W 11 K, and W L W plan to S.B. all of their
programmes on a short-wave channel.

the backwardness of the B.B.C.

A recent mail
brought the information that

developments in
the laboratory of
Mr. Gerald Marby the Crossley Radio Co. of
America.

that broadcasting stations are developed
and controlled by private enterprise, and
the official verbiage and red tape which
accompanies every forward step of the
six short-wave broadcasting stations for

with mingled

" tilt -table " speaker made

And while the matter simmers in the

B.B.C.'s teapot, activity marks the interest
of the American broadcasters in the matter.
In the United States there is the advantage

Since the efficacy of short

waves has been
so definitely es-

An ornamental imitation

disseminate wireless news of American
origin, it is felt that their inclusion is justified by virtue of the factlhat they probably
express the general consensus of opinion of
those American radio men who are watchful
of developments in the British Isles.

cuse might influence a final

decision by the

broadcasting authorities. This
might be taken as a very favourable outlook

for we have much confidence in 2 N M,
having heard his 'phone in New York on
several occasions.
American Short -Wave Activities.

The surprising part of the whole matter
to the reader is that the B.B.C. should still
need to he convinced of the feasibility of
short-wave communication by radio tele-

True, indeed, it is by up means
perfected, but it assuredly has graduated
from that embryonic state of mysticism in
which it mouldered for so long before its
phone.

exploitation by the amateur fraternity.

Whether or not developments in the interim
reduce to obsolescence those words by the

time of their appearance in print, and
despite the fact that they must appear out
of place in a department purporting to

Washington, only half satisfied with the

broadcasting situation in the United States
as it now stands, is looking for excuses to
revoke the licences of perhaps two or three
hundred broadcasting stations. The first
stations to be hit in this move to weed out
will be those which will not keep accurately

to their assigned frequencies, and thereby
heterodyne with other stations operating
on adjoining frequencies.
Wide Wave -length Wanderings.

An order of the Radio Commission provides that a wandering of more than onehalf kilocycle from the assigned frequencies

by broadcasting stations will not be tolerated. Recent measurements made for the
Radio Commission brought to light some
wide discrepancies, one station in the New

York area averaging a nightly deviation
of over twenty kilocycles. As a. matter of
intereat, the following official figures for
some of the New York stations are given :
W H N, approximately 6 kilocycles lower

than the assigned channel of 760 kilocycles, an average of fifteen observations,
(Continued C11 next page.)

New U.S. Wave -lengths.

The Cincinnati station, W L W, has
already been mentioned in these columns
as broadcasting on the 50 -metre band at
the same time as its 420 -odd metre wave.
" Radio News " Magazine station, W R N Y,

of New York, was delayed in getting its

short-wave station on the air, but it is

now licensed as a 500-watter operating on

the tenth harmonic, 30.91 metres, of the

parent station, whose regular wave -length
is 309.1 metres. Cleveland's W 13 K will
endeavour to annihilate distance on 66-04
metres simultaneously with its 263.3 -metre
wave. Station W A B C will be better
remembered as the erstwhile W A H G,
of Grebe, under new colours. The old
WAHG was frequently heard in European
and Australian countries. As pioneers in
the development of _short-wave equipment
for amateur use, Grebe ought to be able to

make a creditable job of sending out
W A B C's programmes on a wave -length

of probably between 50 and 60 metres.

At the time of writing no definite information of this latter station is available,
although it will probably be on the air by
the time this article appears.
The Federal Radio Commission at

Unique rasio research laboratories built at
Atchison, Kansas.
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W C G U, at Sea Gate, near New 'York,

AMERICA CALLING.
(Continued from previorts page.)

W G L, 3.1 kilocycles from the assignment

of 1,020 kilocyles in eighteen observa-

tions.
W R N Y, 2.4 kilocycles higher than its assignment of 970 kilocycles in ten
measurements taken.
W M S G, 2.5 kilocycles deviation from its
channel of 1,270 kilocycles in four react.
ings.

W B N Y, deviation of 1.2 kilocycles in four
observations.

offered an interesting excuse for its deViation. The variations at this station,
according to its chief engineer, are due to
the rise and fall of the tide. The aerial of

W C G U is only 75 feet from the sea, so
an incoming tide tends to reduce its effective height from the ground (the surface of
the waves in this case). Aerial capacity
is thereby increased, with a consequent

of a new 5 -kw. transmitter.

This station

should be a fair bet this winter for European
DX enthusiasts.
Broadcast Finance

How much does it cost to broadcast in
Figures recently made available now place the writer in a position to
reply with accuracy. Suppose you wished
America ?

to sponsor a one -hour programme over the

alteration of natural wave -length.
Interesting Legal Action.
Legal suit was recently instituted against
W H N, New York City, by a firm of Broadway jewellers, and an effort will be made to
collect $10,000 damages. According to

the jewellers, a contract was made with
W H N to broadcast the time hourly during
the day for a year, mentioning tile name of
the jewellers at each announcement. The
contract called for a price of $1,000 for this

service, but the plaintiffs maintain that

W H N, having signed the contract, failed

to carry it through, afterwards deciding
that $1,000 was inadequate remuneration
for the service.
Cone Loud Speakers.

The cone loud speaker seems firmly

established in the United States and it will

not be long, the writer believes, before

Europe too will -generally adopt this form
of loud speaker. According to a recent
estimate, there are four million radio sets
in the United States being used with cone
loud speakers. As the total number of

The microphone used for the transmission of
meetings at the Victoria Hall, Geneva.

sets in use in America has been estimated as

six and a half millions, it will be seen that
the cone is favoured by a large majority.
Another form of American loud speaker.

W K B 0, 6 kilocycles average deviation in
thirteen observations.
-

W B B C, average deviation of 5.9 kilocycles
in eight observations.

W S 0 M, 10.6 kilocycles deviation in ten
observations.

Q A 0, average discrepancy of 3.1 kilocycles in two observations.
W 0 D A, 6.8 kilocycles average deviation
in twelve measurements.
W N J, 4.6 kilocycles average deviation in
fourteen observations.
W P A P, 3 kilocycles low.
W C G U, average deviation 5.2 kilocycles
in nine observations.
W A R S, average discrepancy of 2.2 kilocycles in five readings.
W W R L, 1.7 kilocycles deviation in four
readings.
W M B Q, 3 7 kilocycles deviation in four
readings.

A Record S.B.

Present indications show that there will

be at least sixty American broadcasting
stations tied together to simultaneously
broadcast the proceedings and entertainment of the fourth annual radio industries
banquet to be held on September 21st at
the Hotel Astor, New York City. A conservative estimate puts the total number
of broadcasters at over seventy, truly a
stupendous tie-up-never before -exceeded.

The entertainment at the banquet will be

even more extravagant than it was last
year.
*

*

*

Station W H A M, Rochester, New York
State, is going ahead with the construction

" Red Network " of the National Broad-

casting Company. The price would be
$37,770.00. A pound sterling is worth

about $4.85, so work it out for yourself.
The " Red Network," incidentally, consists of a station in each of the following
cities : New York, Boston, Hartford,'
Providence, Worcester, Portland (Maine),
Philadelphia, Washington, Schenectady,
Buffalo, Pittsburg, Cleveland, Detroit,
Cincinnati, and Chicago. The " Blue Network," which includes stations in nine
cities, sells its time for $2,800.00 per hour
(about £580). .The above rates are for

periods between the hours of 7 p.m. and
11 p.m. Basic rates for other periods are
one-half the above rates. A contract

calling for a weekly one -hour broadcast is
subject to a 15 per cent discount.
THE RADIO ANNOUNCER.
Valued servant, he knows howski
People should -pronounce Tschaikowsky,
Ponders deeply, forehead moppin',
On some words to say of Chopin,
Or explains to us the theme
Of the lovely La Bolubne.
Though he may miss out on Thais,
His dispatch deserves our praise.

W C D A, average deviation of 21.7 kilocycles in three readings.
W L B X, deviation of 2.5 kilocycles in five
readings.

W A A T, average deviation of 3.87 kilocycles in nine readings and found to be
correct during four observations.

PARK CUMMINGS.

Westport, Conn.

Why W C G U Wandered.

-August ." Forum."

At the time of writing, no definite plan

for elimination hr,s been propounded. Many
of the offending stations offered by way of
excuse that they had ordered piezo-electric

NI1111111114 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111111111111111u
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crystal equipment for maintaining their
frequency at a constant level, but that it

had not as yet been delivered by the manufaetUrer. True, indeed, the sudden demand
upon the manufae'mrer for such equipment
caused a temporal), :varsity of. crystal devices. One of the guilty broadcasters,
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"MODERN WIRELESS"

-.E. Special Exhibition Number -1-1
An ornamental cone speaker that enjoys great
popularity iu the States.

On Sale This Week
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PRICES :
Complete with 4 in.
Plain Dial.
'00025
.00035

.

.
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Your forefathers sailed the seas to discover
new lands. You merely have to turn a dial
to visit any land instantaneously. The Ormond
S.L.F. Condenser assists the spirit of enterprise
by making radio exploration easier
and quicker.
Fit them to your set

5/6

.. 5/9

and discover new and
stations.

far

distant

Noon
09 04

09 06 00
/

\

I

The New Ormond " No. 3 " S.L.F. Condenser

is

q,
of 09

°, 09 00
4/ Xi ,f4mmidi,
oh 00%
tAima, C't.

oti

the precision Straight Line
Frequency Condenser with a
greatly reduced frame
and:
highly finished Bakelite endplates. Specially shaped vanes
give

high maximum ani

low

minimum capacity with TRUE
S.L.F. readings throughout the full iSo

No bunching of half the

degrees scale.

waveldngths between o and 27 degrees,
all stations are spread evenly over the dial.
Supplied either with 4 -inch Bakelite Plain
Dial

or

4 -inch

Bakelite

Friction

Control

Dial.

Each is engraved in iSo single degrees showing o
at the shortest wavelengths-stations are still
referred to it metres-and towards iSo for longer
wavelengths.

Easy

to mount.

One -hole

fixing.

Terminals and Soldering Tags for connections.

Visit us at STAND Nos. 72 and 73, National Radio

N93

Exhibition,- Olympia, September 24 to October

S -LT
uiFh
FRICTION
CONTROL

DIAL,

S-L-Fwah

PLAIN
D I AL

I.

Nq 3

PRICES:
Complete with Friction Control Dial.
Registerat

Trade Mark

Ratio J5-i
.

-00035
0005

. 11/6

.
.

.
.

.
.

. .

11/9
12/-

199-205, PEN TONVILLE ROAD, KING'S CROSS,
LONDON,
N.I.
" Ormondengi, Kincross."
Telegrams
Te:ephone

Clerkenwell 9344-5-6.

FACTORIES : WHISKIN STREET AND HARDWICK STREET, CLERKENWELL, E.C.I.
Continental Agents : Messrs. Pettigrew & Merriman Ltd., " Phonos House," 2 & 4 Bucknall St., Ne v Oxford St., London, W.C. 1.
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PLAYER'S MEDIUM NAVY CUT CIGARETTES WITH OR WITHOUT CORK TIPS.

for Cool
Smoking

PLAYER'S
Navy Cut

CIGAR ETTES
PLOP N?

Late*

10 for 6d.
50 for 2/5

20 for llid.
100 for 4/8

NCC 149

C=0=.4% -=',=4=j6,=='="=.%=,
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Transformer
*
$

An interesting article concerning one of the
most vital of wireless components.
By J. F. CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.I.C.

efficient

transformers,
for such instruments, in
consequence of their

excessive internal current losses, will inevitably prove unsatis-

t

metal frame or " core," after

,s"..7.ich the
whole assembly is usually enclosed within
a metal shroud, and mounted ir a suitable
and convenient manner.

factory
After all, the L.F.
transformer is one of

HILST every wireless amateur is well

familiar with the fact that there is
no direct electrical connection between the primary and secondary windings
of an L.F. transformer, yet there are some
individuals who still harbour the mistaken
notion that electric energy flows into and
out of a transformer with as little loss as a
VV

current does when it flows through an ordinary coil of wire.

In a perfect transformer, this would, be
literally true, but with commercial instruments there is no gainsaying the fact that
a loss of current does take place even in the
most efficiently constructed transformer.
Such a loss of energy is, of course, unavoidable, and in the best transformers it is kept
down to an absolute minimum.
False Economy.

In the highest grades of L.F. trans-

formers supplied for wireless purposes, the
internal lousss amount to about 3 per cent,
but in transformers of inferior design and

manufacture such losses may frequently
mount up to the extent of 25 per cent. It
will thus be evident that in most cases it
is a very false economy to purchase in -

the most vital components of any amplifying circuit, and: if

such an instrument is treated in a
reasonable manner it will never deteriorate.

Hence the use of the best possible transformer in a radio set is always a
thoroughly good investment.

As we have seen, however, even in the
highest grade L.F. transformer obtainable
there is always some slight loss. It will
thus be
readers if on
this occasion we endeavour to obtain some

idea of the causes which underlie these
losses.

First of all then, let us go over very
briefly the mode of working of an L.F.
transformer. In an L.F. transformer we

have two entirely Separate windings which

are well insulated from each oter.

A

large number of turns of wire wound on
a metal bobbin form the primary winding

of the transformer.
On top of this winding is wrapped a few
layers of insulating silk or other material,
and over this is wound the secondary winding of the transformer which consists of a

very large number of turns of fine wire.
The bobbin containing the primary and
secondary windings is then mounted on a

Fig. 2.-A typical shrouded L.P. transformer.

Such, in outline, is the construction of
a typical cheap L.F. transformer, Now,
when a current is passed through the primary

winding of the transformer it sets up a
magnetic field in the immediate neighbourhood of the winding. This magnetic field

consists of lines of magnetic force which
radiate outwards from the primary winding. Consequently, they cut across the
secondary winding which, as we have seen,
is wound over the primary,
The Magnetic Field.

If the current in the primary winding is
a steady one, the magnetic field created
will also be a steady one, and it will have
no effect on the secondary winding. If,
however, the primary current is a fluctua-

ting one, the intensity of the magnetic

field will fluctuate in like manner. That

is to say, it will expand and contract in
sympathy' with the fluctuations of the primary current.
The expanding and contracting magnetic
field will then set up a fluctuating current
in the secondary winding of the transformer,

and the voltage of the secondary current

thus created will depend, among other

things, upon the -sumber of turns of wire
1.-Iron filings give a good indication of the working principle of the L.F. transformer.

'Conlinv.e4 on next page.)
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TRANSFORMER LOSSES.
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(Continued from precious page.)

comprising the secondary winding. Hence,

by varying the ratio of turns of wire in the
primary winding to those in the secondary

winding of the transformer. In the illustration we have a transformer bobbin containing the usual primary and secondary
winding.

In plaee

of

the usual trans-

former core, however, an ordinary straight
core consisting of a 'bundle of iron wires
has been supplied. The lines of magnetic
force set up by the current flowing into the
primary winding crowd into the core, froth
which they escape at the ends. By scattering iron filings over the card an which the
coil and core are mounted, these lines of

1927.

Two sets of losses which in a badly

constructed transformer may rise to con:
siderable amounts are those due to .eddy
currents and to hysteresis. Let us, there -

magnetic force are visibly displayed.
The Iron Core.

We may think of the current in the

primary winding of a transformer being
conveyed to the secondary winding by

means of the lines of magnetic force which
are set up around the former. Thus if, in a
transformer, there is any leakage of mag-

netic force, some of the primary current
will be lost. Here, therefore, comes the
first source of transformer current loss. In
order to minimise this loss of magnetic
force, the cores of L.F. transformers are
constructed in the form of a frame which
-

completely surrounds both windings.

As we have seen, however, there is generally a larger number of turns of wire in the
secondary winding of an L.F. transformer
than there is in the primary, and therefore
such transformers exert a " step-up " effect
on the current. Thus the voltage delivered
at the output terminals of the transformer

is greater than the input voltage-the
amperage of the current, however, being
in like manner decreased.

In the photograph, Fig. 1, will be seen
the lines of magnetic force which are
created by a current flowing in the primary

right angles to the flow of magnetism.
If, therefore, the transformer core

reduce the proportion of eddy currents

Fig. 3.-This trms'ormer has no shroud, tae windings
being merely covered with cloth.

The " Step-up " Effect.

lines of force flow through the core of a
transformer they cause wasteful currents
to flow through the iron in a direction at

would be very considerable, and thus much
energy would be lost. The cores of transformers, however, are made up of laminations, as shown in Fig. 5. The effect of
having a laminated core is Very greatly to

(PR/MARY)

ing.

laminations.

fore, consider these in some detail. Firstly,
as regards eddy currents. When magnetic

consisted of a solid mass of metal, the
proportion of these eddy currents set up

APLIT CURRENT

winding we can either increase or decrease
the current voltage in the secondary wind-

Fig. O.-The pieces of stalioy forming the

which are set up in the core.

Further, in transformers of the highest

onrCuRkewrs'

/05S DUE TO

LOSSES

HYSTERESIS EFFECTS

grade, these laminations are insulated from
one another by the placing between them of
some suitable medium, such as thin sheets
of treated paper.
Explanation of " Hysteresis."

" Hysteresis " is a word which seems to
frighten off many amateurs. Its meaning,
however, is not difficult to understand-.
Reduced to its simplest terms, we can say

LOSSES DUE TO

RESISTANCE LOSSES

LEAKAGE OF
/1"/ACNET/C FLUXRemkter

netism along it. We must remember in this
connection that the magnetic force is

SEcavatar
igkewivc

IOND/NC

fic.7

that " hysteresis " denotes the molecular
resistance of a metal to the flow of magconstantly changing its direction of flow

OUTPUT CURRENT
KYECONDARY)

through the core of a transformer.
(Continued on page 262.)
35.9

The lines of magnetic force thde-

circulate around the core and
are not readily dissipated into space.
Also, in many cases, the transformer
fore

winding is

shrouded

with a metal

covering, as in the photograph, Fig. 2.
This construction tends to prevent the
magnetic field from dissipating itself
away from the windings. The metal
shroud also, of course, has the effect
of reducing any interference with the
transformer from outside sources.
In
some cases, however, the transformer is
not shrouded, an example of an
imshrouded transformer being shown
at Fig. 3.
Another set of losses which occur
in transformers are those which are due
to the resistance of the windings, both
primary and secondary. The windings
offer resistance

the current lost
form of hea t.

Fig. 4.-A shrouded transformer taken to pieces.

to the current, and
is

dissipated in the

However, by having the

wires as thick as possible, these resistance losses are, in good transformers,
kept down to a minimum.

Fig. 5.-Showing the shape and mode of assembly
of the laminated core
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Other Valves in the Six -Sixty

range are :-

10/6; S.S.210

S.S.210

H.F. Type T, 21/6;

S.S.2 ro

L.F., 1016 ; S.S. R.C., 10/6;
S:S.210 R.C. Type T, 21/6;
ss.215 Super Power, 1216;
.S.S.420 P, 1216: S.S.425 Super
Power, 201.; S.S.Cio P, 1216
S.S.6s5 Super Power, 201.,

HE Research man has done it ! The filament current
Here are the 10,6 '075 amp.
types :
S.S. 4075 H.F. 4 volt aecumulaoor.
S.S. 4075 R.C. 4 volt accumulator.
S.S. 6075 H.F. 6 volt accumulator.
S.S. 6075 R.C. 6 volt accumulator.

A postcard will bring you post
free a most attractive booklet,
complete with illustrations and
diagrams of characteristic curves
of each of the valves in the
Six -Sixty range.

Write for it

to -day.

consumption of eight Six -Sixty Valves has been reduced to
1
.075 amp. Think of the saving in battery expenses and the
additional convenience and comfort. And four of these wonderful valves can be obtained for 106 each.
Six -Sixty Valves have won their way to the front rank through
their startlingly good performances alone. To -day practically
all the leading Set Manufacturers standardise Six -Sixty Valves
in their Receivers, and the public need no further recommendation than that.

SIX- SIXTY

GLOWLESS VALVES

The

remaining four 075 amp.

Six -Sixty Valves are Use New Non-

Microphonic types. The characterXitics of these valves are the same

as the ro/6 types, but the valve
proper is enclosed in a large outer

bulb from which all air is removed.

This renders the valve absolutely

immune from all external influences.

Price 21 /6

141

t OLYMPIA

THE ELECTRON CO., LTD., 122-124, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.
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ELECTRICAL

GEC0PHONE

Note carefully that very definite
statement and then this questionIS YOUR SET MISMATED ?

It may

be a perfectly good set, yet coupled
with a loud speaker which can never

do it justice-one on which quality

has been sacrificed to cheapness, or
one which, while good in itself, cannot

operate satisfactorily on the power
you can give it. If that is so your

greatest need is for the speaker which
is described above and has never been

because grounded rotor,

equalled for

tone-the

beauty and purity of

end -plates and dial are at
earth potential-completely
eliminating all body effects.
"GECoPHONE"Condensers

are essential for stable and
accurate tuning of "Super-'
Het," Short -Wave and
Neutrodyne receivers.

Reduced Prices
Square Law Type
-0003
.0001 - 17/6
.0005
.0002 17/6
.001
00025 - 17/6

Straight Line
-

17/6
19/6

27/6

Frequency Type
.0003
19/.0005
22/-

GEOWHONE

LOW LOSi--iiiOW MOTION

CONIDEMSERS
MADE IN GREAT BRITAIN

detst.of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, K in gsway, London, 11".0

You can buy

it at a round

£3

Write us for

descriptive

booklet NOW.

BURN EPT
1WIRELES

AP'ARATUS.I

BLACKHEATH

LONDON s.e.a

Olympia No. 127

1927.
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TECHNICAL NOTES

apt to suffer from plate disintegration if
continually used at slow charge and

By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, Finst.P.

discharge rates.

Neutralising Gravity.

THE TIME AMPLIFIER

Some very remarkable experiments upon
quartz crystals are reported in the German
radio journal, " Radio Umschau." It has
been found by experiments in the Central
Laboratory of the Nessartsaddin, Werke
in Darredin, Poland, by Drs. Kowsky and
Frost, that a piece of quartz placed between
metal plates to which H.F. potentials are
applied loses weight. The peculiar piezo-

CONE PATENTS-"DRY CRYSTALS," Etc.
* 40-

1

4-4.-4-4.

SINCE the broadcasting of time -signals,
anyone possessed of a wireless receiving set may now have Greenwich time
in his home, and suggestions have been made
for the design of special clocks which would

either set themselves correct on the reception of the wireless time -signal, or would,
in fact, be actuated by the signals.

The reception of exact Greenwich (or
other standard) time is particularly important to watchmakers and clock manu-

facturers and repairers, and in view of this
a well-known United States radio manu-

facturer has now placed on the market a

a very difficult situation arose. On appeal,
however, the decision of the previous

facturers who are licensed under

sieur Curie) is well-known, and it is probable

that this

effect recently discovered has
some connection with the piezo-electric
property.
When a quartz crystal was placed upon
a balance (a pair of scales) and carefully

Lektophone patents," said an official of
the Lektophone Corporation, " these manufacturers can continue their work in developing cone type speakers to a higher degree of

balanced by means of weights in the other
scale pan, it was found that on subjecting
the quartz crystals to the influence of H.F.
radiation the balance was upset, the scale
pan containing the quartz crystal rising.

perfection even than at present, knowing
that their improvements will be based on a
patent that has been upheld."

This patent situation in the United

States also affects the British industry,
since certain British

instrument consists of a three -stage, long -

" Dry Crystals."

wave amplifier and detector, completely
encased in a drawn copper shield. The
amplifier is carefully tuned at the factory

(which was originally discovered by Mon-

the

small and compact instrument known as a
" jeweller's time amplifier." This is particularly adapted for reception of the
standard time signals transmitted daily by
the Naval Observatory through the Arling-

ton N A A station at Radio, Va. The

electric effect shown by quartz crystals

Court has been reversed and the Hopkins
patent is declared valid.
" With protection assured to the manu-

manufacturers hold

licences under the
patents in question.

The well-known
United States journal,

" Radio Broadcast,"
recently
published a
length on which N A A transmits the, very interesting
de-

to 112 kilocycles, or 2,677 metres-the wavetime -signals.

scription of a so-called

To be put into operation the instrument

" dry crystal " rectifier, which has been

of any tuning adjustments, and its operation

the purpose of low -

No Tuning.

requires four valves with the necessary
batteries and aerial and earth. It is free
is so simple that it is expected that it will

appeal to the thousands of jewellers throughout the United States, who must have some
standard time _service for setting 'their
clocks and watches.
Talking Shield.

Loud speakers have been produced in so

many forms that it would seem to be a

satisfactorily used
with a transformer for

rate battery charging.

The writer has used
crystal -type rectifiers

for this purpose on

many occasions, and

has found that they

can be quite successoperated, but

fully

certain special

A photograph of the stand-by transmitter at the New York broadcasting station,
W G Y, showing the modulator and oscillator panels.

whether there is any reappoint in disguising

arrangements have to
be adopted in order to prevent the rectifiers
from being burnt out.

something which it is not.

Battery Plates.

difficult matter to think of any new disguise.

Incidentally, it is an open question as to

a loud speaker, and making it look like

Increased Volume.

In another experiment, where considerable power was used, it was found that from

In the same article some interesting

However, the latest form of " artistic "
loud speaker is a large shield about 18 in.
high and 14 in. across, complete with
swords and axes, of the 13th century type,
the whole being adapted to be used as a
wall decoration. The loud speaker itself,

observations are given in connection with
different types of battery plate. For
instance, the solid plate such as is used in
the " glass -box " type of cell is specially

of course, is concealed behind this ornament
in the usual way.

the lead peroxide in the interior of the

Cone Patents.

A patent action of considerable importance to the wireless industry has

recently been decided on appeal in the
United States Circuit Court at Phila-

delphia, the patent in question being that
which was originally granted to Hopkins

adapted for slow charge and slow discharge.

This is principally owing to the fact that

-

positive plate is not so readily accessible,
as in the case of a thin or laminated plate,
and the same reason applies to the slow,
normal rate of discharge. For use with a
two- or three -valve set, cells of this type,
however, may be very efficient and economical and they are, of course. particularly
adapted for use with a trickle -charger.

and now owned by the Lektophone Corporation, in respect of cone loud speakers.
Recently this patent was declared invalid

On the other hand, where heavier currents
are to be drawn from the battery, and where

America, including the R.C.A., had taken
licences under the patent and had, in fact,
already paid large sums by way of royalty,

multiple thin plate, or the laminated plate
type. It is found that batteries which are
adapted for fast charge and discharge are

and, as some of the big corporations in

it is desired to charge the battery at a fast

charging rate, it is preferable to use the

a small crystal which originally measured
about 5 x 2 x 1.5 millimetres, an opaque

white body of about 10 centimetres cube resulted, or a total volume of about 8,000 times
the original. The account of the experiment
had perhaps better be quoted as follows :

" It was found that the specific gravity
was reduced to a greater extent than the
change in volume would have indicated, its
weight having become practically negative.
The energy employed in treating the

crystal appears, havever, as the counter
effect of gravitation. It is the first time
that experiments with gravitation at first
hand have been possible, and it seems as
if there were a method at last discovered
to explain the inter -relations of gravity with
electric and magnetic forces."

My readers may be a little sceptical as
to the deductions made in the foregoing

quotation, but there seems to be little

doubt as to the authenticity of the account
of the experiments themselves.
(Continued on page 263.)
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simultaneously ; the same kinds of programme were put on both Daventry

BROADCAST NOTES.

stations ; something seemed to go wrong
with the Savoy 'Hill organisation. This

FROM OUR BROADCASTING CORRESPONDENTS.

opening may have serious consequences

Musical Comedy Features-Lady Frances Balfour-In Memory of Jenny Lind+ A Mezzo -Brow Revue at Belfast-" As Others See Us "-Community SingingWhat About That Contrast ?-Captain Eckersley in America.

0^-----

---4.----

apparent

after such a brilliant

collapse

unless the Savoy Hill chiefs get on the
job and restore the conditions of the first

three weeks of alternative programmes
from Daventry.
Captain Eckersley in America.

Captain Eckersley reaches the States

Musical Comedy Features.

" As Others See Us."

-KTEXT Wednesday (October 5th) 2 L 0

This is a stimulating title for a series of
talks, and the names of those who will take
part confirm expectations of satisfaction.
Two distinguished Continental novelists,
M. Andre Maurois, and Herr Lion Feuchtwanger have been booked. The latter is

early next week. Great plans have been
made for his reception. As one American
radio writer has pointed out, they propose
to entertain the B.B.C. Chief Engineer so
well that he will be heartily ashamed of the
breaches of etiquette of which they accuse

Community Singing.

Then a tremendous storm was caused by
Captain Eckersley's attacks on American
broadcasting after he returned to England.

and 5 X X will give a complete broad-

.1.1

cast version of Paul Rubens' play,

" Miss Hook of Holland." This is given
again because of its tremendous success on
gust Bank Holiday last. Huntley Wright,
Dorothy Shale, and Dorothy Monkman are
expected to take part. On Monday, October
10th, " The Lilac Domino " will be given
from 2 L 0 and 5 X X, the leading part, of
Andre being played by Jamieson Dodds,
who appeared in it when the play was first

the author of " Jew Stiss."

The " Daily Express " and the B.B.C.

him after his last visit three years ago.

He says that all he
did was to give a
literal account of
the conditions h e

produced at the Empire in 1918.
Lady Frances Balfour.
Lady Frances Balfour will broadcast

discovered.

There are ways and

on Saturday, October 8th, from London,
her subject being " The National Council
of Women and its Work." The }IBS%

ways

o f describing
unpleasant conditions

in other countries.

appears to be inducing more and more of the

Therefore, it is hoped

titled aristocracy to grace the microphone
with- their active presence. It is understood
that this acceptance in the best circles is
due entirely ter the activities of Miss Hilda
Matheson, the mew head of talks at Savoy

this time that there

may be no more
" incidents " of the

kind' complained

of

ViScounteaa Aster gave her a vahrable

three years ago. But
Captain Eckersley is
lunch more
ienced in international

were alive to the ease with which this feelim;

matters now than he
was then. For the
Union Internationale
de Radiophonie has

Hill.

Miss Mathec-on's period as secretary to

conneetion in the upper ten," which she
took with her to the 13,.HC. There is no
doubt that listeners like a good sprinkling
of titles in the programmes.. If the &B.C..

come into existence in
the interval, and
Captain Eckersley has

ran be exploited_ they would work a series
of Lords and Ladies every season.

been the most pro-

Meraorsr of Jenny Linz+.

minent

On Saturday, October 8th, Newcastle

One wonders what
the - versatile Chief
Engineer will have

to say when he gets

before the " mike" in

Tierney, the coloratura soprano, will give
a special selection of songs from the reper-

America. The Yankee
radio fans like him
when he is " playing

toire of the " Swedish Nightingale."
A Mezzo -Brow Revue at Belfast,

On Thursday, October 6th, at 7.45 p.m.,
Belfast will put on the air a mezzo -brow
revue-representing a mid -way stage between the extremes of popular spectacular
revue, and high -brow stuff, such as "Riverside Nights." There will be no jazz at all.
The authors and composers are a formidable
aggregation ; sketchelplay Maurice Baring

and L. du Garde Peach ; lyrics by John

;Watt and Herbert Farjeon ; and music by
Claude de Ville, Harold Scott and Beverley
Nichols (who is bursting into song lately).

The artistes include Olive Grove, Phylis
Scott, Harry Hopewell, Cyril Liddington,
and Ivan Firth. This is a remarkable programme ; but it is even more remarkable
to note that the B.B.C. are not "
"
it. Surely this is miles ahead of the ordinary
run of stuff which will be on. the air from the
other stations 1
.

individual

member.

will give a special programme in memory otthe great singer Jenny Lind. Although
Jenny lived until 1887, she was an intimate.
friend of Mendelssohn, and was only twentythree years older than Adelina Patti.
During this special programme Evelyn

flee fool " ;

but he

may be too cautious

The High Commissioner for Australia broadcasting his speech via
2 N NI, Mr. Marcuse's amateur transmitting station.
Mr. Marcust
contributes an article in this issue describing his first Empire broadcast.

for this now.

are,
.

,

There

interesting

rumours

about

are reviving their joint community singing ...Captain Eckersley's future. One of these is
sason with a special- concert at the Queen's that he may stay in America ; another
all on Saturday evening, October 8th. is on his return, after a successful conhe broadcasting Will be on a more generous ference, he will go into manufacturing to
tale than ever before ; this time running produce on a large scale the ideal receivers
which he has been writing about in a B.B.C.
the Whole two hours from' 8.30 to 10.3.0 p.m.
It is understood' that the sponsors of Com- publication.
The latter is the more probable developmunity Singing have elaborated a much

more ambitious programme for this year
than they had last year.
What About That Contrast 9

The first three weeks of 5 0 B provided
programmes excellently contrasted, and
highly pleasing- to most listeners concerned. Then there came a curious confusion and shimp. Items were duplicated

ment, although he is certain to stay on at
the B.B.C. until the Regional scheme is

finished. This should net him a knighthood,
after which the logical thing for him to do
would be to.inake a fortune: His intimate

friends say that he has given up hope of
becoming head of' the B.B.C., and. is backing

his brother " Roger " for the " succession "
to Sir John Reiter.
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Another Triumph for LEWCOS!
THE LEWCOS

DUAL -SCREENED
COILS have been designed to facilitate

the change from the 250-550 Broadcast

Band to the longer waves used byHilversum,
Radio Paris, and Daventry. The change is

effected by a switch incorporated in the
coils and operated by a single panel control
in the case of multi -coil sets and a lever in
the case of the single Reinartz Aerial Coil.

No coil changing !
No removable screens!
Perfectly balanced coils!

The two and three gang sets are perfectly
balanced before leaving the factory, and are
suitable for use with the dual or triple
gang condensers
Ref. No.
DRA/r

Ret. No.
DSP/z

Each

Single Coil Units
Reinartz Aerial Coil

£1

The SP Aerial Coil and one split
Primary HF Transformer with
Reinartz Reaction - - -

£3

One LP Aerial Coil and two split
Primary HF Transformers, the last
with Reinartz Reaction - - - -

£5

-

Ret. No.
DSP/3

12

6

Multi -Coil Units

Per unit
7

6

Per unit
0

0

Panel Control
On multi -coil units!
Wavelength range
250/550 and 1,000/2,000

metres in one unit !

Note.-Multi-Coil Units are supplied complete with panel control as shown.
Obtainable through all wireless dealers. Full particulars from

The

LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY & SMITH'S LTD.
Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane,

London, E.C.1

CONVERT YOUR EXISTING SOLODYNE
The set of coils DSP/3 is particularly suitable
for the conversion of existing Solodyrte Receivers

as the set of three coils will fit exactly into the
space occupied by the old type of three separate
screens and bases.

See these Units at
STAND No. 1 13,
Radio

Exhibition,

Sept. 24- Oct.

1,

OLYMPIA

DUAL
(Regd. Trade Mark)

SCREENED COILS
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The last word in
Condenser design-KEYSTONE
Selective to

Mechanically Perfect.
Adaptable to

a.

Degree.

dif-

ferent Circuits . . .
Easily ganged together . . . Plates

insulated from
frame . . . Vernier
adjustment ... Rigidly
constructed.

Keystone Universal Logarithmic
Condenser

M.1 H.T. ADAPTOR

For sheer value no other Condenser can compare with the Universal Logarithmic. It positively bristles with unique features. Two or three can
easily be ganged together. Patent Vender capacity adjustment greatly
facilitates " trimming " between H.F. stages.

FOR D.C. MAINS - 17/6 Complete

The cheapest, most compact and
handiest-although thoroughly reliable-form of H.T. supply. Pro-

Compare these prices :

Single, '0005 mfd. less dial 136
Single, '0003 mfd. less dial 12/6

Twin Gang, 0005 mfd. less dial 2716 Triple Gang, 0005 mfd. less dial 4.2/ (Dial included in each case).

vides one tapping of 60
or 90 or 120 volts at 10
milliamps. In the form
of an enlarged adaptor,
3" x 2" diameter, fitting
direct into the lamp socket. Suitable for 1
to 3 valve sets only.

dirr Send now for our illustrated Art Folder, which ,

fully describes this revohdionary Condenser

KEYSTONE MIDGET REACTION
CONDENSER
Utilises square law method of
tuning. Delightfully smooth Move meat. Hand capacity shield is

M.2 H.T.

effective guard against injurious

MODEL

capacity effects from hand.

Price UP'

FOR

D.C. MAINS

29/6 Complete
two
tappings of 60
and 120 volts

Provides

at 10 milliamps.
Suitable for 1 to
3 valve sets only.

COPEX SCREENS
Made from high-grade copper

the finest metal for
sheet
Highly
screening purposes.

polished and lacquered to prevent tarnishing. Size, 6,1 in.
square by 6 in. high.

STANDARD B.F. SCREENING
UNIT.

Copes Standard H.F. Screening
Unit, as illustrated, assembled

Write for full details of the ten
new 1927-28 " EKCO " Units !

See them at Olympia, Stand 11!

and wired ready for use. gcf.,
Copes

H.F.

Price 401.1
Box

Screening

(without baseboard

or 1916

Price A A'
components).
COPEX H.F. SCREENING PDX
" S " VALVE TYPE.

Similar to the box illustrated

I SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF

but pierced on one side to take
the now Screened Grid Valve.
This box will accommodate a
complete H.F. stage. Size,
St in. by 7:1 in. by 74 in. igf6
high.

COMPONENTS P.I See all these Components and more
at Stand 163, Olympia.

Price A /1

131ETO-SCOTT CO., LTD.
Eic.COLE

DEPT. A., " EKCO " WORKS,
LONDON RD., LEIGH -ON -SEA

MIIMIMMENNINfie

77, City Road, London, Eng.
BRANCHES:

62, High Holhorn, London,

;

4, Manchester Street, Liverpool ;

29, Old Town Street, Plymouth.
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THE B.B.C.'s SHORT-WAVE
EXPERIMENTS.
the B.B.C. feels the time is close when the King may be invited to
broadcast to the Empire.
By THE EDITOR.

(

*

-4-

O.. -'-O

WHETHER details of the B.B.C.'s short-

wave experiments will have been
further amplified by the time these

words are read, remains to be seen. Anyway, at the time of writing the B.B.C. has
changed its ground once more with regard
to the Empire broadcasting controversy,
and has announced a series of experiments
due to begin in October.
Close'observers of the B.B.C.'s policy are

15 kw. short-wave station. Its transmissions cannot be guaranteed, nor can recep-

tion in this country ; but it is a definite
attempt towards the establishment of an
Empire service, and a gesture which the
B.B.C. should take advantage of without
delay.

Whatever the result, there can be no

doubt that the general opinion is against

the policy of excuses hitherto made by the

dictions.

Perhaps the following criticism
from the " Manchester Evening News " best
sums up that opinion :
" I do not think anyone will find the

about the B.B.C.'s attitude, it was clear
that Empire broadcasting had caught the

argument to speak of it as ' being exploited
as a publicity ' stunt.'

rather amused these days at the obvious

way in which the B.B.C. has got itself
entangled in its own short-wave contraWhen the successes of P C J J became
generally public and questions were asked

B.B.C. napping.
A service was promised and then denied,
excuses by the dozen were given, and finally

B.B.C.

statement made by the B.B.C. on Empire
broadcasting very satisfactory. It is no

(but rather late in the day) a definite state-

The PM Broadcasts.
" The demand for it has been, as a. matter
of fact, quite spontaneous, and comes from

series of reasons why the B.B.C. refused to

millions of users all

" publicity stunts," etc.

states that ' A carefully prearranged series
of experiments has been in progress since

ment of policy, which, in short, gave a
be influenced by "unsound " proposals,

over the Empire.
What is the B.B.C. doing about it ? It

Hard on the heels of this statement of
policy came the B.B.C.'s announcement,
that, in its opinion, the time is close when

these have produced. Incidentally, it is,

it will be able to invite the King to address

his 450 million subjects throughout the
world by word of mouth, etc., and a

promise of the October experiments above
referred to, and a mysterious reference to a

short-wave station being nearly finished
and located near London-the site being
kept a close secret..

1923,

but it does not state what results

I think, the first that has been heard of

in the new series of P C J J broadcasts which

begin late in September.
Past successes have encouraged the
Phillips Lamp Co. to continue their experi-

ments on a wave -length of 30.2 metres

with a view to obtaining further data

regarding the effect of light and also the
effect of time on the transmissions.

Listeners are cordially invited to report
on these transmissions and to give infor-

, mation concerning the skipping distance of
these short-wave broadcasts.
The programme of transmission for the
month, Sept. 13th-Oct. 13th is as follows :
Tuesday, September 13th, 6 to. 9 p.m. ;
Friday, September 16th, 2 to 3 a.m ; Tuesday, -September 20th, 6 to 9 p.m. ; Thursday, September 22nd, 6 to 9 p.m, ; Tuesday, September 27th, 6 to 9 p.m. ; Friday,
September 30th, 3 to 4 a.m. ; Tuesday,
October 4th, 5 to 8 p.m. ; Thursday,
October 6th, 5 to 8 p.m. ; Tuesday,
October 11th, 5 to 8 p.m. ; Thursday,
October 13th, 12 midnight to 3 a.m. The

times were British Summer. Time until
September 30th and Greenwich Mean Time
after.
Obituary-Mr. Walter Fuller.
We regret to announce the sudden death

of Mr. Walter Gladstone Fuller, editor of

the " Radio Times " since January 1st, 1926.

Mr. Fuller was born in Dorset forty-six
years ago. He studied medicine at Victoria
University, Manchester, where he was

actively engaged in the social life of the

University, starting a university review and
initiating the Inter -University Students'
Congress Movement. Later, he took up the
profession of journalism, in which he has
had a distinguished career. He was believed

to have been the first to treat broadcast

them.

programmes as the subject of regular artistic criticism.

has allowed foreign and colonial enterprise
to outdistance it, and was genuinely taken
aback by the success of the Sydney relay
last Sunday."
Readers will no doubt be keenly interested

Fuller leaves a widow and two children,
who are at present in the United States.

" The general impression is that the
B.B.C. has lagged behind in this matter,

Early in 1925 he joined the staff of the
British Broadcasting Company on the programme side. A year later he became
editor of the " Radio Times," which, under
his direction, became very successful. Mr.

The B.B.C. Wakes Up.

These latter announcements make in-

teresting and welcome reading ; but what

is one to think of a policy which one day
indiCates that Empire broadcasting (from
the B.B.C.'s point of view) is so uncertain
that at least a year must elapse before the
problem Can be safely tackled in public, and

then a change of front which indicates that
the B.B.C. feels the time is close when the

King may be invited to broadcast to the
Empire ?

-

One can only conclude that the B.B.C.
was caught napping, and that P C J J and
other short-wave stations had been more
successful in development despite the
B.B.C.'s claim to four years of intensive
short-wave research work.

However, the main thing is that the

B.B.C. is at last wide awake to the interest

in and demand for a short-wave service,

however experimental, and it is to be hoped
that the B.B.C. Will continue to experiment
like P C J, K D K A, etc., without sitting

on the fence and waiting until .technical
progress has reached the fantastically high
standards put forward by the B.B.C.
If we have to wait until those standards
are achieved, we shall have to wait a very
long time. As it is, Australia his got on
with the job and has erected at Melbourne a

Three radio enthusiasts experimenting with a portable station capable of tuning down to 8 metres.
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CONCERNING POWER VALVE RATINGS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I note that Mr. \V. K. Islip hm replied

He states that I am confusing the A.C. resistance
effect of having a 2,000 -ohm D.C. resistance in the
plate circuit of a super -power valve is not so great
as would appear from my letter. In answer to this
statement, I should like to discuss the subject a
little more fully and explain to Mr. Islip that I am
not guilty of such a mistake.
Your correspondent quite correctly points out
that the potential drop across iti 2,000 -ohm loud
speaker, included in the plate circuit of the valve
to which he refers, is not very serious when 15 volts
bias is applied to the grid, and that with the corresponding H.T. of 100 it is only a matter of 20 volts.
When the grid of the valve is at this potential, the
D.C. resistance of the anode circuit is certainly
considerably greater than the impedance, the result
being that. the p.d. across the valve is also greater
than it would be if the grid potential were zero with
respect to filament. Mr. Islip, however, considers
only the existing curve of his valve and apparently
assumes that 11 we insert a 2,000 -ohm resistance in
the plate circuit and apply 100 volts H.T., the resulting curve will he that of the same valve taken alone
with 80 volts. From the characteristic curve supplied
with the valve it is quite easy to draw roughly the
static: curve obtained by inserting the 2,000 -ohm
resistance in series with the valve (the results may
be checked by experiment with a milliammeter and
variable grid -bias): The slopes of these two curves
will be found to be quite different ; the 100 volts
with a desistance in series produces a curve which
is much flatter than the 80 -volt curve, but which
cuts it at the point where grid potential is at 15

much less in the case of the first curve than in the
second, and the maximum anode swing obtainable
is considerably less with an H.T. voltage of 100 and

a 2,000 -ohm loud speaker than with 80 volts applied
direct to the valve. Therefore, Mr. Islip is not correct

in assuming that the D.C. resistance of the valve
should be considered only when the grid is biassed
to its correct, working potential.
When using the valve as an amplifier, the grid
swing is limited by two things ; the occurrence of a

bend at the bottom of the curve, which would otherwise be approximately straight, and the flow of grid

current caused by permitting the grid to become
positive at any time with respect to the filament.
Thus, if we are to avoid distortion, we must keep the

reduced to about two-thirds of its original value.
In conclusiony I might say that r agree entirely
with Mr. Islip that a choke -condenser filter circuit
is ultimately by far the best way out of the difficulty.
Yours faithfully.
F. H. E.

CONCERNINC POWER

with the D.C. resistance of valves, and that the

volts. The " anode current swing " is., consequently,

an anode voltage of at least 150 volts instead of 100.
'Co make matters worse, the valve requires a larger
grid swing and the amplification factor is consequently

CORRESPONDENCE.

to my letter on the subject of " Power Valve Ratings,"
printed in the Correspondence columns of the August
13th issue of your paper.

VALVE RATINGS

Wotton-under-Edge,

"

Glos.

RECEIVING 5 G B-THE AUSTRALIAN f
BROADCAST, ETC.
Letters from readers discussing interesting anti
topical wireless events, or recording unusual
experiences, are always welcomed but it must

The Editor, Port:Lut WIRELESS.

such does in no way indicate that we associate

trace of 5 G B. May I exPress.my views on this
I can receive 5 G B or Langenberg independently,
without any trace of interference of any form.

RECEIVING 5 G B.

Dear Sir,-T noticed in a recent issue that Mr.

P. W. Harris cannot receive Langenberg without a

be clearly understood that the publication of
ourselves with the views expressed by our
+ correspondents, and we cannot accept any
responsibility for information given.-Editor.

I can also receive several. British and Continental

* 00-000 00000 0-0000-00-00 *
grid -swing between these two limits. If the 100 -volt

curve with the 2,000 ohms, mentioned above, is
compared with the curve obtained from 100 volts
applied direct, it will be seen that they join together
at the bottom bend of the latter. The respective
anode swings are, therefore, settled by the point at
which each curve cuts the ordinate where the grid
potential is zero with respect to filament (this being
the point at which grid current is about to flow),
In other words, if we want to find the H.T. which,
when used with a 2,000 -ohm loud speaker in series,
will allow the same maximum anode swing as 100
volts applied direct, we must first find the D.C.
resistance of the valve when grid potential is zero,
and then find what voltage will produce a p.d. of
100 volts across the valve. This D.C. resistance is
given by the " lumped volt " curve of the valvei.e.

a curve of the plate current plotted against the

plate voltage and, therefore, the slope of which gives
tile internal resistance of the valve at any particular
voltage-grid potential being kept constant and,
in this case, at zero. In the case of the D.E.5A.,

rated as having an impedance of 4,000 ohms, the
lumped volt " curve is straight over a considerable
portion, giving a D.C. resistance of 4,000 ohms,
approximately constant with an anode voltage of
"

from 100 to well over 150, and therefore, instead of
assuming the D.C. resistance of the valve to be 10,000

ohms, we must consider it as 4,000 ohms when the
grid is at zero potential, which shows that we need

stations without interference from London. I think
this is a very good performance for a small roughly

hooked -up set, and not due to the operator's skill
(if any). I am just fortunate. The set used is a
single -valve Reinartz made from " P.W." The ceil
is 80 turns 24 D.C.C. wire on 3 in. former, tapped at
40 and theni every five. I trust this will be of interest
to readers.
Thank you most sincerely for the circuit published,
which is the best I have used.
Yours faithfully,

Maids Vale, -WO.

" ONE-VALVER."

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Re comment " Good-bye Langenberg," I
beg to differ with " Ariel " and P. W. Harris. One
of my panels in use, the Simmonds 10 -metre panel,
with an amplifier wired in-and disconnected at willand the wave -trap given in " P.W." by G. P. Kendall,
August 13th, constructed and placed in series with
aerial, makes the separation of stations 2 L 0, 5 G B
and Langenberg a perfectly simple matter. The
tuning condenser in trap does the trick perfectly.
Zither and guitar music comes through from Langenberg with no tree of the other two stations, working
the loud speaker with fine volume. I have dispensed
with the Arrangement of coils given in the original
circuit, and use a three -coil holder and plug-in coils
even down to the 32'77 -metre reception from 2 X A F.
Coils used for the three stations: 50, 75, 100

(Continued on page 248.)
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Over= comes distortion. OVer= comes interference. Made
= of special multi -stranded cable
= giving greater conductivity than
= usual aerial wires. Best quality ebony
spreaders. Improved rubber
insulators at each end. Large
terminal to attach lead-in.
,
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Super aerial at a popular price.

are the H"OV E Y

H OV

EY

Get one to -day. Price

Size 12 ft. by 2} ins. diameter.
= Three round spreaders. Improved rubber
= insulators. Large terminal to attach to lead
= in. Neat appearance. Gives maximum Of°
= results for crystal or valve sets. PRICE

Best quality, white insulated wire.

for
appearance,. and an entire freedom from
surface leakage. In black and beautiful mahogany grain, in nine standard
sizes and prices. The `.Ebonart Station
Log Chart" given With' each panel.

Rediern's

The Super Aerials
-

RADIO .PANELS
easy working, positiVe insulation, beautiful

=
=

5/6 =

.

ra: Standard (Round) Indoor
:-.77

/ VIOL IV

Indoor or
Outdoor Portable

= Size 12 ft. x 21 ills.
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Hu olpfEll Aerials are obtainable of all tut -role :s dealers
or from the manufacturers :

The 1./0 *VEY AERIAL CO.
8, Flea Lien. Passage, vsr.c.it

7-,71111iiIi1111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111H111111111111111111r.

EBONITE Low Loss Coil Formers
Designed to give thc greatest efficiency
in single layer:Windings. Made in four
sizes, A, B, C, and I), pi -ices 1/6, 1/9,
2/i and 2/3 respectively.

Size A fits into size B and B into D.

Visit Stand No. 84,
WirelesS Exhibitiog, Olympia.
Send for the Book of Ebonart.

Obtainable from all reputable dealers.

REDFERN'S RUBBER WORKS LTD.,
HYDE, CHESHIRE.
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Not Necessaryto Buy aTungstone Twice in a Lifetime
Because Standardised and Interchangeable renewable Die Cast and Machine Pasted Plates

PERPETUALLY replace a set of Used Plates. Dry Plates partially first charged are ready for
immediate use. Can be stocked for unlimited period in dry place. Spare Plates sold at
reasonable prices with allowance of 4d. per lb. for returned disused Plates. Anyone can quickly
and easily slip Set of New Plates into the Indestructible Guaranteed Metal Containers in use.
TUNGSTONE'S "REVOLUTIONARY" SCIENTIFIC "DISCOVERY" COMPLETELY & RELIABLY
AFTER 50 YEARS' STAGNATION
PRACTICES
BATTERY
WORLD'S
REVERSES

Without Cost to Purchaser, all Plates when made at the Works, are Fully Formed also given a
Partial First Charge. All Plates are made Chemically and electrically safe. Mechanically secure.
Absolutely sure Preventative against damage to Plates on First Charge or shortened future
Working Life. Also highest possible ratio of Storage Capacity is secured during working life.
British Government's World's Record Test at 96 N Amp. Hr. 88 5 Watt. Hr. are fully maintained.

THE WORLD'S

ALL

MAKERS

DISPATCH THEIR PLATES IN AN

INCOMPLETE DELICATE UNRELIABLE MANUFACTURED CONDITION
Some are ONLY slightly formed. NOT all completely formed. NONE are Partially
First Charged at the Works as Tungstone without cost to Purchaser.

ALL THE WORLD'S MAKERS "PASS. ON " TO THE PURCHASER
the many serious risks of Forming, and giving the First Full Charge, also the increased cost of a
necessary and exceedingly long first charging period extending from 24 to 72 hours and longer.

First Charge Only 4 Continuous Hours

FOR ANY TUNGSTONE STORAGE BATTERIES RATED FROM 6 TO 5,000 AMPS.
or Bench Portable Batteries, charging rates from 6 to 30 amps. based on rated amp. hour

On Car

House Lighting Works Central Station Batteries can be discharged for light ONLY during the first charging period.

-

FREE

-

V111ST

aeg4
larr ER loc.
itat',5

FOR
THE

ASIANG

112 Pages Battery Pocket Guide
containing Special Illustrated

,kbotv

Articles on-

wers,Pkate (17'rtAs

MODERN
BATTERY
FAILURES

Zikt(-4-1-6

Ask Local Wireless and Motor

viRs'r

Dealer or send Name on Postcard
6*

Accumulator Co., Ltd.,

The Independent Battery of the British Empire.
3,

St. Bride's House; Salislyary Square, London, E.C.4
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fading occurred throughout. On the 4th inst., signals
were good strength on 'phones, but fading ; while not
so bad as the previous night, it was still troublesome.
I failed to make contact with either Sydney or Mel-

22 volts, L.F. transformer, P.51,1 and P.M.2 120 volts
(headphones only used).
Yours faithfully,

CORRESPONDENCE.

E. C. BANNISTER.

+

bourne on their later broadcasts, but I notice that
the B.B.C. also fared the same.

P.S.-The two dance pieces were very good R.6-7,
rapid fading but very good quality indeed, X's rather

(Continued front page 246.)
$

*
Choke coil (basket) wound accordingly. I thought
you might like to know of this success with " P.W."
circuits. You sunned me with circuit for the
amplifier a few weeks back.
Yours faithfully,
-

C. M.
(Member Radio Association and Wireless League).
X.12.

THE AUSTRALIAN BROADCAST.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir.-Re the recent Australian Broadcast, I.
note that the Daily Press repOrts show that lecepticmn
was not made in Britain until after 6 p.m., and then
only by a very few amateurs.
It would he interesting to know who among the

" short-wave " twiddlers was the first to receive :
1. 3 O's carrier wave ?
2. Readable speech or identified music ?
Alsolt would be of interest to me to know to what
extent a certain Morse station interfered with reception in other parts of the country.
Follows extracts from my log :
15.02 G.M.T.-Faint earlier amid X's, a'hout
32 metres.
16.20.-Carrier improved in- strength.
16.22.-Few words male voice (unreadable).
16.27.-Carrieg and unreadable speech much
stronger.
16.31 to 16.32.-Dialogue in nasal voices, only odd
words readable.
16.37.-First loud speech. " Oh lord Aren't
!

you-well! "
16.38.-First readable announcement, " 3 L 0
Melbourne calling."

16.39.-Words " New York " repeated.

16.40.-" 3 L 0 Melbourne calling-of Melbourne
University," poetry reading in which the words " I

loved her " seemed very often used.
16.43.-Two dance pieces, the second announced as
" Perhaps You'll Think of Me ? "
16.52.-Morse station blotted out until they closed

down, except that odd items could be heard behind
the Morse barrage.
Receiver, O -v-2 modified Schnell, Det. D.E.6,

bad all of the time, weather dull and heavy rain at

I consider this reception to be far superior to U.S.

16.35. Outdoor aerial used and buried earth.

became it must have been daylight over a considerable
distance: Strange enough, U.S. short-wave has been
very Weak of late, and it seems strange that Australia
should have been received when the " nearer "
stations were off-colour. I am sending to 2 31 E

PEACE BRIDGE OPENING CEREMONY.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Your request for reports duly noted.
the carrier of 2 X A F was very weak, but 'by 8.30
signals began to come in. A description of the bridge
was given and followed by hand music, which came
in strong at times. Fading was very troublesome and
nothing could be followed clearly for any, length of
time. About 9.50 the National Anthem was played
and an announcement about His Royal Highness
more speech followed, but- was not readable. At
10.9k the announcer at the_studtp gave the exact
E.S.T. and announced the finish of the broadcast,
after which the station closed down.,

to notify theni of my reception.
For ydur information -the- receiver nsed was a

My experience of this reception was at 8 p.m.

three -valve V 2 and has a SimmOnds' Detector circuit
followed by 2 L.F. transformer -coupled amplifiers. I
use a coil in the place of a choke and a Cleartron G.P.

valve, which I find very satisfactory down to 22
metres. My L.F.'snlves are P.M. 3 and 4.
What will be the new title for this reception ?
Iam, Sir, Yours faithfully.
EDWARD TARPLEA

-

---

P.W." Valve 13aronet).

GlO`macester.

A NOVEL AERIAL.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

PHILLIPS' SHORT-WAVE STATION.

Dear Sir, --I was interested to read in POPUIAR
WIRELESS, No. 270, of Mr. Hulbert's good results with
a wire mattress aerial, as I have used one for three
years for the local station, when my other indoor
aerial has been engaged in receiving the Daventry
programme.
It is on the second floor of a four -storey house,
surrounded by very many aerials. The earth is " via
gas c -pi pe."
I obtained the following results last Sunday night,
musing an old-fashioned four-valver (1-v-2) with

It may be of interest that on the occasion of the
Queen's Birthday Anniversary this station relayed
from the Royal Palace in Amsterdam some -very
beautiful chimes. These were picked up at 7.15 p.m.
and were at full loud -speaker strength. There was
a very slight sway of the carrier,,but not sufficient
to cause fading. This relay was continued until
7.45 p.m., after which gramophone records followed
until station closed down at 8.10.
AUSTRALIAN SHORT-WAVE STATION 2 M E.
Whilst listening for the short-wave Melbourne

no coupled coils
Daventry, with three valves: was good on 'phones.

broadcast, this station was picked up and is believed
to have relayed a programme from Sydney broadcasting station 2 F C, as the " Farmer Broadcasting
Co." was heard: Several items of music were logged

Langenberg, Hamburg, and other big German
stations were fair 'phone strength with three valves,
but very good with four.

These results are not quite so good as those ob-

and at 7,55 B.S.T. the station announced it was

tained with my other Juniper aerial-a length of

4.55 'a.m. At 8 p.m. chimes were heard and a clock

insulated" cable slung zigzag across the ceiling above
the bedstead. I notice that your correspondent has
a long vertical lead to the floor below. My set is only

which struelt.5. At 8.10 p.m. the announcer wished
listeners " good -morning ' and closed down. As
Australian -time- is nine hours ahead of -13.8:T., the
above times appear to be correct. This reception was

a yard from the wire mattress. Many of my friends
are using this form of aerial, and I have found that in
a few cases the iron bedstead frame was insulated
from the mattress by its enamel coat. There was
much improvement after a wire connection had been
made between these parts. An easy way to experiment with mattresses is to solder a length of flex to a

made during the evening of the 3rd inst.
On the 4th inst., after listening to the.B.B.C. relay
of this station, I again reverted to the direct method
and found the station at better, strength than the
previous evening. Reception was -continued until
7.40 when bad atmospherics spoilt reception.
As regards strength on the 3rd inst., this was
weak on the 'phones, but quite clear. Considerable

tare -free Radio

1927.

large bulldog letter -clip and clasp the mesh with this.
London, W.2.

Yours truly,

E. SARJANT.

THE NEW
J.B.
LOGARITHMIC

MODELS

At Stand 230 at Olympia

UNNT.4

is showing the Radio Public the best way to construct

If you are unfortunate enough not to be able to
see the actual demonstrations at Olympia, ask your dealer or
write to us for full particulars regarding
Receivers.

JUNIT SELF -SOLDERING WIRE
(the Wire which carries its own supply of Solder).
1 ion per packet of 5 straight lengths, and

The Junit "Peerpoint" Soldering Iron..
The Soldering Iron which is always clean.

Fatentel

Price 3,6

Junit is a real friend to every Constructor.
THE JUNIT MANUFACTURING CO.. LTD.,
24-27. HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1,
Tel.: Holborn

8042.

1.5. Log. 5:ow Motion.

Our new Logarithmic models are proving one of the features of the
Exhibition. Stand 85 is the great attraction. These Log, models are fitted
with nickel -plated brass skeleton end plates, ball hearing centre spindle, pig
tail connection and Brass Vanes. Rotor Vcnes tied at tips.
The plain
model is fitted with a variable Turning Tension.
J. B. Condensers make Radio the real pleasure it is meant to be.

THE PERFECT FIVE.

I. J. B. Log. Plain. Prices, complete with 4" Bakelite Dial. '0005 mfd, 11/6;
'0003 mid. 10:'6 ; '00025 mid. 10 ; '00015 mid,
2. J. B. Log. Slow Motion. Double Reduction Friction Drive. Ratio 60-I.
Prices, complete with 2" Bakelite knob for vernier control and 4" Bakelite Dial
far main control. '0005 mfd. 16/6; '0003 mfd. 15//6; '00025 mid. 15/.;

000I5 mid. 15/,

J. B., S.L.F. Prices, complete with 4" Bakelite Dial. '0005 mid. 11,'6 ;
"00035 mfd. 10;'6; '00025 mid. 10,"'-; '00015 mid. 10,-.
4. J. B.,S.L.F.
Slow Motion. (J. B. True Tuning S.L.F.) Double Reduction Friction Drive. Ratio 60.1. Prices, complete with 4" Bakelite Dial for
coarse turfing and 2" Bakelite knob for Slow Motion Device. '0005 mfd. 16/6;
'00035 mid. 15/6 ; '00025 mld. 15,l- ; '00015 mid. 15/,
5. J. B. Neutralising Condenser. Price 3,'6.
3.
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cARBORUNDum

IN RAM°

7

sp+

+Is

A NEW

EPARTURE
/

in ReCoupling

Faithful
Reproduction

ReducesHI.Consumption

CARBORUNDUM RESISTANCE CAPACITY COUPLING UNIT.
'HIS Unit is quite different fro n any other at present on the market, presenting as it does many distinct
advantages over Units employing ordinary Grid Leaks and Anode Resistances. The Resistances used

in the Carborundum Resistance Capacity Coupling Unit arc solid rods of unbreakable Carborundum, which
is created in the largest electric furnaces in the world, at the terrific temperature of 4,060° F. They cannot
burn out, present no capacity effects and are absolutely non-microphonic. The Unit takes up far less room
than the smallest L.F. transformer, and the complete absence of background noises enhances the already
great possibilities of R.C. Coupling. Not being dependent on a metallic film the resistances will not
disintegrate and are unaffected by atmospheric changes.

No. 73. Price 716.
CARBORUNDUM ANODE RESISTANCES AND GRID LEAKS in all standard values.

Price

-

each 2.6.

CARBORUNDUM STABILISING DETECTOR UNIT.

The most satisfactory method of crystal detection.

Price 12,6 (Dry Cell 5d. extra).

SEE US AT OLYMPIA

SEND FOR NEW 24 -PAGE BOOK CONTAINING
CIRCUITS AND MUCH USEFUL INFORMATION.

STAND No. 125

All Carborundlim Radio Products are sold under our complete guarantee

TME

that they will operate satisfactorily in properly designed circuits.

CARBORUNDUM C9 in)

-"MC1-1 ESTER

,
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quite efficient. The metal sockets are sunk
into the ebonite holder so that shorts

Apparatus
Tosto

between these cannot occur if one attempts

to put a valve in the wrong way round.
There is a continuous metallic contact
between each of the four sockets and their

respective soldering tags which project from

the base of the holder, and there does not
seem to be the slightest possibility of anything coming loose.
" EKCO " ADAPTOR UNIT.

TrIders and manufacturers are invited to submit wireless sets and components to the " P.W."
Technical Department for test. All tests are carried out with strict impartiality in the " P.W.
test -room, under the supervision of the Technical Editor, and the general reader is asked to
note that this weekly article, is also intended to provide a reliable and unbiassed guide as to
what to buy and what to avoid.-EDITOR.
IMPERIAL TUNER.

THE Wireless Apparatus & B.C. Co. recently sent us one of their " Imperial "
tuners.
for

This is a very neat littledevice
panel mounting which

single -hole

embodies a tuning coil and a reaction
It has seven terminals, and these
include two reaction conneCtions. Others
control.

of these terminals have to be taken to a
shorting switch, which thus can control
the wave -length band covered by the tuner.

The component is very well made and is
robust. The reaction control is smooth.

circle of j -in. ebonite with four terminals.
mounted on it. One gains the impression
that it is an inefficient assembly of squashed
paper condenser and " cotton thread "
resistances. But upon dissection quite a

good mica condenser is revealed, and the
resistances on test easily stood up to high
voltages. But they are of high value, and
we should prefer not to use more than one
of these units in a receiver.
However, at 4s. it represents pretty good
value for money, although on account of
its small size it does not look it !

On test we found that the tuner adequately

covered the ranges claimed, namely, 200-600
metres, and 1,000-2,000 metres, and operated
quite satisfactorily. At the price of 12s. 6d.

it appears to be an attractive proposition.
From the same source we also received
an Imperial " Resistance -Capacity unit.
This is a very small article. At first sight
it looks like nothing more than a two-inch

E. K. Cole, Ltd., of London Road,
Leigh -on -Sea, recently sent us one of their

" Ekco " M.I. Adaptor Units. This is a
device for plugging into an ordinary electric -

light socket connected to D.C. mains, and

from that source deriving the necessary
H.T. current for running a one, two, or
even three -valve set.

The unit is not very

large -it is only about
the size of an electric -

light bulb, in fact. On
(Continued on page 252.)

THE " PYE " VALVE HOLDER.
We recently received a Pye valve holder,

and it

is,

of course, a product of that

Cambridge firm of the same name which is

so justly famous for its L.F. transformers
and chokes. It is a nice little holder of
the " anti-pong " type for baseboard
mounting, and although it is small, it is

This new condenser attachment, produced by Messrs.
Dubilier for their grid condensers, enables the grid leak to be connected in series when required.

TTT

THE GUARANTEE OF THE

PERFECTTERMINAL
ONE YEAR'S
GUARANTEE
and instructions
for mounting.

valve yet produced.
Place your orders now. Delivery in rotation.

STAND

It will pay you to call at our showrooms to

No. 207

Non -rotating

OLYMPIA.

name.

insuBakelite
lated.

Highly finished.
each.

(Type "B ").

,,,,,

screened valve
specified in the. Wireless Press and
acknowledged to be the most wonderful
as

ton with a printed

ed.

Captain Rownd's latest

terminal
packed in a carEach

Price

THE BEST IN THE WEST

Patent.

THE BEST DESIGNED TERMINAL IN THE WORLD.
Other types available-

hear a demonstration of the marvellous apparatus
for electrical Gramophone reproduction.
Every type - of pick-up can be demonstrated
upon request. Br wn, Igranic, Marconi, Celestion, etc.
Latest devices and newest components always
in stock.

Type M. Nickel -plated Metal with non -rotating
name

Type R. Small with .insulaied head' and.r.otatin. g. 6d.
name
.. 3rd.
ALL TYPES SUPPLIED

IN

30 DIFFERTNT LETTERINCS.

BELLING LEE
TERMINALS

Obtainable from all Dealers, or in cajse of difficulty send your °rife, to us,
enclosing your Dealer s name and address.

BELLING & LEE Ltd., Queensway Works,
A. A_ A A A

We have a few more Amplifex Loops in
stock. secure one before they are all gone.
Original price 0-10.0, now 30/. to clear.

PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX.
A A A. A A A A A A A

Do not fail to secure a copy of our latest catalogue just published

(free to callers), by post 6d. to defray postage and packing.

WILL DAY LTD. (Dept. P.W.),
19, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.2.
Telephone: Regent 4577.

Telegrams: " Titles, Westrend, London:.
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EVERYTHING

9.
&C. ELECTRICAL
tiouremt ante,

Will be the Hew

osrani
laves
with the itelailament
LOUDER SIGNALS

CLEARER
REPRODUCTION

LOWER
CURRENT
CONSUMPTION

RECUPERATING AGENT
IN THE

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES.
THE proof of a Dry Battery
is the number of hours of
efficient service you can get out

of it for the money you spend.
We are confident of the result
if you rely on a Hellesen Dry
Battery for your H.T. Supply.
Get a smooth uniform H.T. Supply
at the minimum cost per hour from

a sealed genuine Hellesen H.T.

Battery with the quadruple insula-

tion and the No. 7 Recuperating
Agent.

60 -volt "WIRIN " 12/6
99 -volt "WIRUP " 21/ (Postage Extra.)

All types, voltages, etc.,

a Volt 4Voit a 6Volt Users
MADE IN GREAT BRITAIN
Sold by all

Wireless Dealers and Stores

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.s

Double and

suit your set and get the maximum
service, or write us for full particulars.
to

Obtainable at all Radio, Electrical and General Stores,
Harrods, Selfridges, ac., or direct from
A. H. HUNT, Ltd. (

A complete series for

in

Treble capacities for H.T. and L.T.
Supply. Ask your dealer for the type

),

CROYDON, SURREY.
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quite adequate for a simple one- or twovalver, and despite its lightness, contains

APPARATUS TESTED.

a choke large enough to eliminate practically

(Continued from page 250 )

all " hum."

*

LARGE CAPACITY " WET " H.T. BATTERY.

This latter consists of three wires each given
a distinctive colour. One is for connecting

The Leclanche type of battery is a very
attractive form of H.T. supply, although
in the past many of the smaller types have

to the earth terminal of the set in place of
the usual lead, and the others are for the
plus and minus H.T. terminals of the set.

The unit provides a voltage of about

give up to about 10 milliamps of current

of the range marketed by the Wet H.T.

on 250 -volt mains. On F50 -volt mains it
only gives 61. However, a two-valver
using ordinary Det. and L.F. valves
generally takes about 5 milliamps, although

Battery Co. The No. 3 cell is of a sensible

size and is a proposition that will appeal

to owners of four and even five -valve sets.

It is capable of delivering up to 30 milli amps, and is large enough to make every-

if a small power valve be used 7 is by no
means an outside figure. By the way,
readers should always ascertain the anode
current consumption of their sets before

thing accessible and eliminate those fiddling

little scraping and other tasks necessary
with the very small cells of the same type.
Each cell is provided with a detachable

purchasing a mains unit, and see that
they obtain an instrument which will give
them a margin in this respect at the particu-

terminal, and provision for tapping each zinc
with a wander plug is made.

to be

operated.. Anode current is really more
important than voltage-the one should be

incidental to' the other, but this is not
always the case. The resistance of the

which it is to be used and the mains voltage
must all_ be taken into consideration.
However, the " Ekco " M.I. Adaptor
Unit only costs 17s. 6d., and even bearing

in mind the above current limitations, it
is very excellent value for money. It is

well-known " Cyldon " variable condensers,
inform us that their new telegraphic address
is Capacity Enfield."

progress, and there are " wet " H.T.
batteries available which are really practical propositions. Such a one is the No. 3

Naturally it cannot be used with a powerful
set employing power valves, for it will only

unit and the resistance of the valves with

A TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS.

Sydney S. Bird & Sons, makeis of the

been found to be rather more trouble in
maintenance than they are worth. However, as in all other things, there has been

half of that of the mains themselves.

is

imately three inches long and one inch

in diameter. The depth of the jar exceeds
four inches and this article is well waxed
on its upper surfaces.

unit, and many amateurs should find it well
worth a trial.

the one end isthe bayonet -type plug, and
from the other end runs the flexible lead.

lar voltage on which the unit

It is a most convenient little

1927.

We were sent a battery comprising 36
of these large sac-Leclanche cells, and it
has given quite satisfactory service. We
have had it on discharge at well over 20
milli -amps for very long periods, and it
keeps at a constant voltage and is quite
silent in operation.

This Celestion loud speaker
costs £25, and is almost as

large as a cabinet type

of

receiving set of average size.

As previously indicated, it is an easy -to get -at battery, and as the carbons are fitted

TM)

special cone type of

diaphragm measures nearly
two feet in diameter.

with screw terminals any individual sac

or zinc element can very easily be removed.

The sacs, by the way, are each approx-

BETTER THAN
WIRE WOUND

ORIGINAL PRIZE - WINNING

"BECOL" LOW LOSS -FORMER,
No. 5. 3 inch diem. overall.

REFUSE

Insist on Becol Low. Loss
Former, the Former "with a
reputation," incorporated in
sets that have taken first four
prizes hnd gold medal, a
proof of their superiority.

IMITATIONS!

Supplied

in

cut

lengths,

3 in., 4 in., 6 in., packed in

cartons, and standard

THE

lengths of 3 ft.

NEW PROCESS

RESISTANCES

Specify

These Resistances are an improvement

STAND

218G
OLYMPIA

on anything hitherto produced-they MEGITES
are superior to wire-wound-hermetically-sealed in Bakelite-dead accurate
-cannot vary-guaranteed for ever.

2/-

Megite - Grid Leaks
5-5 Megohms
Ohmite - Anode Resistances
OHMITES any size 2/3

GRAHAM-FARISH CONDENSERS
BAKELITE CASE

MICA

supplied in three finishes,

Black polished,

Black
Mat, and Grain polished,

carefully packed in

attractive cartons.

Registered Trails

ebonite guaranteed and
made by British hands.

VC 01-'002

See oar products at STAND No. 78
National Radio Exhibition, Olympia,
September 24th to October 1st.

1/-

1003-'006.
'007-'01, 2 I66
Advt. of the GRAHAM-FARISH MFG. CO., 17. Mason. Hill, BROMLEY

'

products

Every panel and piece of

Still the finest Condenser at any price

-upright
or flat
mounting - series
or
parallel G.L.
Clips. Guaranteed.
tottvtR: 7F

Standard Size panels

RADIO Eri pAints

Apply for particulars of our new foolproof 4 and 6 contact Former with bases
ready for winding, directions and fully
illustrated booklet, Price 6d.

THE BRITISH EBONITE COMPANY LIMITED,
HANWEILL.

LONDON
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Igranic Fixed Condenser.

i gramc-Pacent Jackswitch.

,i\acizAi.A.4AAAA,Af\AAA/v\AAAAiv\AA

Igranic " Xllos " (Extra

To build the best sets.

Low Loss) Coils.

IELECTRIC Co Ltd

)tf\ficw

are essential

Igranic-Pacent Porcelain Rheostat.

You'll get perfect team -work in your set if you specify Igranic. Each component gives of the best --helps to obtain the best from the other components
in the circuit, and the result is perfect team -work, without which even good
constructional work is useless.

Here are interesting details of some of the illustrated components:Igranic Triple Honeycomb Coils.

The coils that set the world standard-and

keep it. The new winding gives much lower
self -capacity and H.F. Resistance. 17 standard sizes, giving wavelength range from zoo
to 25,000 metres. Prices from 2/9 to 16/-.

Igranic " XLLOS" (Extra Low Loss) Coils.
The coils that live up to their name. Totally
enclosed winding and with
adjustable pin
and socket to

provide for

lgranic Triple Honeycomb Coil.

wide - spaced

mounting,
two - pin

and

two- socket

mounting, or
pivotal mount-

ing. In ro sizes

for wavelengths

from roo to
3,000 metres.
Prices from
3/9 according
to size.

Igranic Low Loss Square Law Variable
Condenser.
A component of
instrument precision.

The choice of experts.

Prices. 000r5 mfd. 1 2/. '0003 mfd. 14/6

'0005 mfd. 17/6 mot mfd. 22/6

Igranic Fixed Condenser.
Its unique construction ensures that it is a

fixed condenser in the truest sense of the word.
Prices.

moor mfd., 0002 mfd., *0003 mfd., .0005

mfd., oor mfd. and 0002 mid. 1/3 each
003 mfd. and 005 mfd. 1 /6 each
oo6 mfd. 2/- each
or mfd. 2/6 each
Igranic-Pacent Jacks & Plugs.
A comprehensive range of well -designed,
strongly -made devices too numerous to detai.
here. Prices moderate. The free booklet
will tell you all about them.
Igranic-Pacent Porcelain Rheostat.
A really cheap and efficient valve control.
Made with z, 6, ro, 20, 30 or 5o ohms resistance.

Price 2/6. Also made in Bakelite at 4IWrite for Publication R.61, which illustrates and describes the entire range.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., Ltd.
149, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON.

If you have not already

this new Igranic
which details
publication
the latest radio developments
send for a copy to -day.
sent for

ELECTRIC

FOR
CAIII NUTS
and post to us for new FREE list illustrating

IRON

Sizes

Leeds,

CUT THIS OUT

SOLDERING

In Various

Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Glasgow,
Manchester, Newcastle -on -Tyne.

iffil"rrivitiVvv"71.`tvirvITYVvrirVy

Igranic Low Loss Square Law
Variable Condenser.

For constructing
your New Set -

Works: BEDFORD.
Branches:

Cabinets as shown in " Popular Wireless," etc.,
etc.

PRICES

trom 10/- each.

NAME

A. W. GAMAGE,
Ltd., Holborn, and

ADDRESS

Obtainable from

other leading retailers.

SAWILIT & CO., LTD.,

Years
in Electric Too/s for over 20 Years

115
115 SOUTHWARK ST., S.E.I.,

.7elephone -Central 5172 and Hop2734.

(Write in block letters, please.)

CARRINGTON Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
CAMCO WORKS,SANDERSTEAD ROAD,
SOUTH CROYDON,

Telephone: Croydon 0623 (2 lines)

Olympia: Stand No. 12.
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lead is tapped into the aerial coil, instead of

being blindly connected to one end of it.
.What I want to know is, would there be a
similar increase in results if the crystal`: in

question were emplOyed in a one -valve reflex
set, instead ' of a pureLand-simple Crystal
receiver ? I am making up a set of this kind,

using an H.F. transformer (made of basket
coils), for the lower wave -lengths only, and
although room is a bit scarce in the cabinet,
I could leave room for a crystal tapping if
this is likely to be an imprOvement over the
old method of reflexing."

All Editorial Communications to be addressed to The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E C 4.
Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst.R.E., M.R.S.L.,
F.R.G.S.

The constructional articles which appear from time to

time in this journal are the outcome of research and

:

of wireless receivers. As much of the

information given in the columns of this paper concerns
the most recent developments in the Radio world, some
of the arrangements and specialities described may be

the subject of Letters Patent, and the amateur and the
trader would be well advised to obtain permission of
the patentees to use the patents before doing so.

to return MSS. not accepted for publication.. A stamped
and addressed envelope must be sent with every article.
All enquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be

addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John H. Lite,
Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

We should certainly allow for a tapping

when making the set.

(

L.F.

TRANSFORMER

CHOKE FOR

AS

FILTER CIRCUIT.

S. M. H. (Bradford, Yorks).-" Putting in a
big 25s. L.F. transformer instead of the older
type worked wonders in clearing up reception,

and in improving volume.' But being of an

most ony
ndAmswery

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and

photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. Tin Editor cannot accept responsibility
for manuscripts and photos. Every care will be taken

former.

experimental work, carried out with a new to improving
the technique

Technical Editor :
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors :
P. R. BIRD
K. D. ROGERS.
G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.
A. JOHNSON RANDALL.
Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
Foreign Correspondents
Paris ; Dr. ALFRED
F.
M. DELANO,
GRADENWITZ, Berlin ; L. W. CORBETT,
F.
MARTIN, Italy
P.
New York
W. PEETERS, Holland.

There is generally a decided advantage in tapping
a crystal connection, and although this may not be
quite so great in a reflex circuit as -in a straight
crystal receiver, there is a posilibility that the elect
the
will be just as marked ill the latter case as

TAPPED CRYSTAL FOR REFLEX CIRCUIT.

I). N. (Cupar Angus).-" After a good deal
of experimenting, I have been amazed to find
how great is the increase in strength which can
be obtained with a crystal'set, when the crystal

economical turn of mind, I should like to use
up the old L.F. transformer, as it appears to
be in good condition. Can I put it across the

L.S. terminals, and use it as an L.F. choke
with its primary and secondary in series, to
form the choke for an L.P. filter circuit ? "

Probably it would work all right in this position,
as far as getting -signals through it goes, but we arc

rather afraid that you would be spoiling the ship
for a ha'porth of tar. As it has already proved
unsatisfactory in front of the last valve, the transformer will hardly be of adequate size to do justice
to the total output from the whole set, and a larger
choke would no doubt give superior results. But

you could try it as suggested, and it it is found that
there is no noticeable loss in reproduction you 'will
have the satisfaction of knowing it is safeguarding
your loud speaker.

(Continued on page 250.)

Get a

adbury
ib.biock

Big

Shillingsworths

of Quality

See the name "Cadbury" on every piece of chocolate
I

II

Cadbury'
Milk Chocolate
Bournville Chocolate
Cadbury's
Mexican Chocolate
I!

11

Owing to the increased production

IMPERIAL
H.F.

CHOKE

facilities afforded by our new Works,
we are now able to offer the Imperial
WatMel H.F. Choke at 51-.
Nothing has been sacrificed in order to
bring about this Teduction. The double
silk covered wire wound in four accurately balanced sections ensures required constant impedance, very low
capaCity and small external field.
Transparent case and ebonite base.
See WATMEL Products at Stalin
1

No.1, NATION AL RADIO I

LZXHIBITION, Sept. T,1 to Oct. 1. _

I

Please note new address

L & P PUSH-PULL SWITCH
Price....

.

.

113

1. Smooth yet positive action.

2. "Dead" Shaft-suitable for H.T. or L.T.
3. Specially designed for Metal or Ebonite
.
panels.
4. Genuine Phosphor -Bronze contacts.

5. Suits all panels up to / inch.
6. Ample propOrtions.

One -hole fixing.

7. Unconditionally Guarinteed.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,

From all good Dealers or direct from :-

Telephone EDGWARE 0323

LONDON & PROVINCIAL RADIO
COMPANY LTD., COLNE, LANCS.

Imperial Works.

High Street. Edgware, Middlesex.

Lams, Yorks, and Cheshire Representative. Mr. J. B
Levee, 23 Hartley Street, Levenshulme, Manchester
Telephone 475 Heatcti Moor.

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE

--
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The Facts about

The Empire

Broadcast
READ WHAT
MR. GERALD MARCUSE SAYS :-

Experimental Wireless Station, 2.N.M.
" Coombe Dingle,"
Queen's Park, Caterham, Surrey.

12111 September, 19?7.

Messrs. Marconi Company, Limited.
Dear Sirs,
Out of thirty valves used in my experimental

British Empire transmissions, twenty-eight
are of your make, and I wish to express my
appreciation of

them.

Results

obtained

during tests have far exceeded my expectations and I would specially like to mention
your L.S.5 types, which are used throughout
the amplifiers, and the M.T.9.F., which
is, indeed, a short-wave transmitting valve

The Efesca Regenerative Aerial Tuner comprises

a coil wound on a cylindrical former having an

par excellence.

inductance equal to a whole range of plug-in

type coils, from No. 3o to No. 300, and by using
a -0003 Variable Condenser in parallel all wave-

lengths are covered from 200 metres to 2,600

metres.

A single unit with the tuning range of a whole
set of coils.
Ask for free blue print of an easily made C f
2 -valve set employing the above. PRICE IEU

NEW TYPE

Reactive

28 out of 30

no more need be said
A particularly useful general purpose valve is
the new Marconi type, 2 -volt DEL 210. A
description of this, and of all Marconi Valves,
will be contained in an amusing but most informative booklet called " Back Chat," to he
published shortly. To get your copy, send off
the coupon below. The Marconi DEL 210
valve has been reduced in
price and is now obtain-

AERIAL TUNER
with

only two tappings
enabling selection of low or

high wave stations by just
changing a plug into alternative tappings.

MiDUOTAP"

able everywhere at

1016

Price 15,- each.

EFESCA JUNIOR

H.T. BATTERY ELIMINATORS for giving
FIT. supply direct from
the electric mains where
direct current is available

Price £1 15 0

Exhibiting at
National R a dio
Exhibition. Stand No.
747, New Hall. Olympia.
Sept. 24th to Oct. 1st
We

are

the

FALK, STADELMANN & CO. LTD.
EFESCA ELECTRICAL WORKS.

83'93, Farringdon Road, London, E.C. 1.
And at Glasgow, Manchester, Birmingham,
Dublin

Newcastle

and Cardiff.

P.W.B.

Id gram!, if unseat -d
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Eckersley.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Continued from; page 254.)

WHAT IS TUNING ?
S.

For the sake of purity, too,

I

should prefer all the amplification to be of the
resistance -capacity coupling type, but if one
transformer or choke is necessary or advisable,
this would suit me, provided resistance capacity was used in the other stages.
"I should prefer the set to be of the enclosed

type with baseboard, and not to include any
of the new shielded grid valves, as I have

E. (Falmouth).-`'` What is meant by

1927

Probably you had the unit connected up the

wrong way round. Most D.C. eliminators of this
type have an unequal distribution of smoothing chokes,
and sometimes all the smoothing is done on one of
the mains, the other having no chokes in series with
it at all. In these cases, if a hum- is experienced
upon connecting tip, it is a good plan to try turning
the whole unit round electrically. All you have to
do is to switch off the light at the main, and then
turn the adaptor in the lamp -socket half -way round
to send the current through the eliminator in the
reverse direction. The polarity of the eliminator's
positive and negative plugs will have to be reversed
to correspond, and you will probably find that the

saying one aerial is ` in tune ' with -.another
aerial ? Why is it necessary to be in tune ? "

'found-one.neutralised stage of the older.type

" In tune " in the wireless sense, means very much
the same as " in tune "- in the -musical sense. ,

valves of this type on hand."

hum has disappeared.

We think you would find the circuit given upon
" P.W. " Blueprint No. 28 just the thing for your
purpose. It lens an H.F. split -primary neutralised
valve, follOwed by an anode bend detector, and three
res.-cap. L.F. valves, the last being provided with
choke filtered output and volume control. Screened
coils are employed, and reaction is applied to the
grid circuit of the detector valve by the well-known
and efficient " Reinartz " ;method (condenser controlled).' The cost of the blue -print is sixpence, and
postage, and it is obtainable from . the " P.W. "

A. G. K. (Sudbury, Suffolk).-" If selenium
is not a very expensive crystal to buy, I should
like to try out some experiments with it. Can
you tell me how much it costs ?

of valve perfectly satisfactory, and I have

If you hang up an aerial and " earth " one end
of it, wireless signals froth innumerable stations flow
along the wirer But many of these currents are
extremely minute ones, and would not work any
kind of electrical apparatus. Suppose, however,
that one station is transmitting fairly near to your
aerial ; then an appreciable H.F. current effect As
obtained and the nearer the station the greater the
-

effect, generally. speaking.

You can assist these Particular wireless currents to

flow in your aerial by " tuning " it, so that from an
electrical- point of view it. becomes a replica of the
transmitting aerial. When this is done the currents
flow backwards and forwards in it, keeping in step
exactly with the currents in the transmitting aerial.
If your 'aerial were not tuned, its maximum response
would be only to currents of its own natural frequency (for every aerial has a natural wavelength of

Technical Queries Department.

HUM WITH H.T. ELIMINATOR.

always had.

doesn't matter if we can't use P' at all."
The terminals marked "P" and "S are both

away I suddenly decided to buy his eliminator

instrument from him, as he found he could
not use it in the new district he was going to.

GOOD FIVE -VALVE SET FOR ALL-ROUND
RESULTS.

gave out a loud hum. This I cannot understand, as my set is practically the same as his
was (he made them both), and, of course, I
expected clear reception like my neighbour

S. M. Y. (Banbuly, Oxon).-" Can you tell

me where I can get how -to -make details of a
good five -valve set ? I want to be able to
receive foreign as well as British stations upon
the loud speaker, and as I want faultless tone
quality, I should prefer to use an anode -

" As I do not understand much about these

things, I have only tried to connect it up
once, as per the enclosed sketch
I do to get it clear ? "

bend detector, as recommended by Captain

SERIES -PARALLEL AERIAL CONNECTIONS.
R. P. 1). W. (Brierley Hill, Worcs).-

I did not trouble to connect it up straight
away, but let ' toy ow'n H.T. battery run
down first, so I have had it standing in a
cupboard for two or ;three months. Last
night I tried to get it going, but I found it

the electric -light mains, and when he went

response in the receiving aerial, maximum current
flows in it, and consequently loudest signals are
obtained from the "in tune" position.

Selenium is not at all expensive, the usual price

being a couple of shillings or so per ounce.

" My youngster has bought a one - valve set
from another boy, mill he gets both British
and foreign stations on it night after night.
The only thing that he can't make out is the
fact that there are three terminals instead of
two for aerial and earth. One is marked ' E,'
and above it is one marked ' S,' above that
being another marked ' P.' He has got the
earth on ' E,' the aerial on ' S,' and nothing at
all on ' P,' se what that is for we' don't know.
His friend told him it was a P.W.' blue-

B. N. B. (Chadwell Heath, Essex).-" My

next-door neighbour always worked his set off

its own, at which it will tend to work.)
Where this wave -length tendency is different from
the 'wave -length being received, .-there is an out -of step lo'Ss, due to the two different tendencies. But
where the receiving aerial is " tutted "-to correspond
with the transmitting aerial, there is a maximum

EXPERIMENTS WITH SELENIUM.

What can

print set, so will you explain what the P' and

S mean ?
" The set is really excellent as it is, so it

aerial terminals, the " S " being Aerial (Series), and
the " P " being Aerial (Parallel).

Briefly, the advantage of having two terminals
instead of one is that with a given aerial coil the
(Continued on page 258.)
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for the price of 1,2

WET AND DRY
PR I MARY BATTERIES
a

(11[1.1==1111.7,^Jr

In

TERMINAL you
have three types of
terminal embodied

in the one.

Force, the public have unfortunately been following a retrograde
step. The Post Office with their unique knowledge of the primary
battery will always install the wet type of Sac Leclanche Battery

=

the EELEX

TREBLE DUTY

WHEN Broadcasting commenced, the only available source of
H.T. supply was the Dry Battery. The Dry Battery had been
developed for aeroplane work during the war. Economy and
efficiency had to be sacrificed.
It is obvious an aeroplane battery must be portable. It is also becoming increasingly obvious that in following the lead of the Air

It

is

the simplest and
most efficient ter-

where conditions permit.
In regard to wireless reception, the results obtained when using the
WET BATTERY for H.T. supply show a wonderful improvement in
strength and quality.
The drawback with dry batteries is the paste electrolyte. This paste

minal system vou

can have.

Enthused over by

interferes with the proper chemical action of the cell. There is
abundance of proof of the increased output of a Wet Sac Cell as

leading

Wireless

E

=

against a Dry Cell of the same size of depolarizer.
The Wet Cell never causes noises. It is in fact as good a source of
High Tension supply as present day knowledge can offer.

Journals, this sygtein is consistently

-

Send for the Illustrated Booklet on

structors in build-

If you state numbe- and type of valve: we advise suitable battery.

all-round _efficiency

POPULAR MODEL NO. 1 SIZE.

portance.
,
For fuller details

used by expert con-

their experimental sets, where
ing

the Standard Wet H.T. Batteries.
90 volts, 60 cells, with brass
caps for soldering -

0'1

Ditto, with Detachable Ter- 0
minals

-

-

-

-

-

-

Trays for above 7

is

/9

and- Particulars of
the complete range

513
ELLEX TRLBL,.. DUTY
TERMINAL, n'ckel finish

VISIT OUR STANDS
Exhibition, Olympia
Nor 16. Radio
Manchester Radio Exhi-

Id.

E X pro ducts, send a post of - E E

2 each card.

See EELEX Products at STAND No. 245, NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION.

No, 74. bition and British Industries Fair, 1928.

THE WET H.T. BATTERY CO.,
12-13, Brownlow Street, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.

of primary im-

==

5116616611666616661111661666616n61116166666661616616161161616166116611661611ifi

EELEX HOUSE,
BUNHILL ROW, E.C.
'Phone Clerketm ell 0232
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OW there is no excuse what ever for buying a cheap
condenser. For T.C.C. Condensers are reduced in price. It

1

costs you less, now, to buy the
finest condensers made-conden-

sers that are guaranteed up to the
hilt. In capacity and in insulation.
Ask for T.C.C. Condensers-in the
green cases. Green for safety!

" Cosmos " A.C. Valves seen for
the first time at the Exhibition are
now available. With them it is
possible to opertte a receiving set

Here are the Reduced Prices :

from the electric light

Mica Condensers.
Capacity MfJs.
0001-'0009 SR type
`0001 0009
'001 -.004
'005
'01
'05

009

..

Prices

Old

2/10
2/4
2/4
3/.
3/6
5/8

New

2/4
2/4
2;4
3/-

3/6
5/6

Capacity Mfds.
.1

'125
'15
'2
'25
'3

Prices

011
9/.
10/9

New
8/-

16/19/6
23,'.

11/6

12/6

9/6

11,-

18/-

21/6

Mansbridge Condensers.
Prices
New
Old
1/8
2/-

Capacity Mfds.
'005-009
'01

.

'25

..

'3
1

2/4
2/6
3/-

.

3/.
V/10

1/9
1/10
2/3
2/3
2/7
2/10

Capacity Mfds.
2

6
8

10

Prices
Old
New

4/8
7/.
9/11/.

13/17/.

21/.

3/10

1 A Non -inductive insulated heater which eliminates
hum.
2 A Special cap and adaptor avoids need for special
wiring.

3 No grid emission-can be operated up to 18o
Volts H.T.

6/6

7/6
9/6
11/6
14/9

18/6

supply

without any aggravating " mains
noises." The exclusive features
of these valves are protected by patents
or patents pending and include :-

4 Shortpath-give unequalled sensitivity.

For full details of " Cosmos" A.C. Valves and
the complete range of the well-known
" Cosmos" Battery Valves see leaflets 4117/3
and 7117/8.
PRICES OF COSMOS VALVES.
IS.
1

2

Volt
Volt

2 Volt
2 Volt
2 Volt
6 Volt
6 Volt
6 Volt
6 Volt

A.C. Supply
Mains

SP.
SP.
SP.
SP.

A

19/B
TVG
16/R

18/RR
45

PRICE.

PURPOSE.

SP. 50/B
DE. 5o
SP. soiR
f AC/G
1 AC/R

General Purpose
Extra High Amplification
High- Amplification

General Purpose
Power Amplification
Bright Filament
Extra High Amplification
Low Consumption
Power Amplification
High Amplification
Power Amplification

Special Adaptor Disc

condense

..

10/6

10/6
10/6
10/6
12/6
5/10/6
10/6
12/6
22/6
22/6

6d.

See them at
the Exhibition

rs

STANDS NOS. 155-156

wa/6 (uvendalale
Advk Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales Farm Rd., N. Acton, 111.3.

TYPE.

D.E..

(%)
9571

4-METRO-VICK SUPPLIES

CO.,)

155, Charing Cross Road,
LONDON, W.C.2.

//
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

7re

ere is a

(Continued from page 250.),

order& Oppodupity

set will tune over more wave -lengths when two

terminals are provided.

nook that will throw a new IF
and startling light on the possibilities
within your grasp --will show you
how you, can prepare for the

You do not say what coils you are using, but

doubtless you will have noticed that when the
condenser is nearly " all out," you are picking up
the shorter wave -length stations, and when- the

A.M.LE E., A.M.I.Mech.E., .A.M.L

Struct.E., A.M.Inst.C.E. A.M.I.A.E.

condenser is nearly " all in " you are receiving stations
of higher wave -lengths.

and any other engineering qualification quickly, and in the privacy

As you might naturally expect, if you could put
still more condenser " in," you would receive still
more stations whose wave -lengths are at present too
high for the set to tune in.
The advantage of the parallel terminal is that you
ran receive on these still higher wave -lengths, even

of your own home. 60 engineering Diploma (A.M.Tech.1.) courses
are described - 64 pages 01

vitally interesting matter to
the ambitious engineer.

The book is FREE

Write for your copy at once,

when using the same coil and same tuning condenser.
To change over to the parallel position in order to get

You should not pay more
than 1/3 for a fixed resistor
when -you get a " Peerless "
for that sum. " Peerless "
is not only the trade name

- it is a complete description. The base is moulded
from first-class insulation
that will not break. The
former is cut from a strong
impregnated material that
atmosphere does not affect.
Each turn of wire is wound

tightly and evenly-it will
not loosen after a while.
Terminals are fitted, but
soldering tags are also pro-

vided in case you wish to

use them. A spring arm
is now supplied tree with
each resistor, so that the
exact resistance for a particular valve can be found
and " fixed."

these higher wave -lengths, all you have to do is to
take the aerial lead off the " S " terminal, and pot it
on the " P " terminal, at the same time joining a short
piece of bare wire from the now vacant S " terminal
to the " E " terminal. (The earth wire .still remains
connected to " E.")
Having done the change -over (it takes but a
moment when you are accustomed to it), you will
find that the wave -lengths over which the set will
-

receive are raised, and you will probably start tuning in
stations Which could not be heard tormerly.

You will find that generally speaking the parallel
position is better for all the high wave -length stations

THE TECHNICAL

QUERY DEPARTMENT

FIXED RESISTOR
Please give description
of valves when ordering.
Be

sure

to

see PEERLESs

PRODUCTS at STAND No. 52,
NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION

From all good dealers or direct.

BEDFORD ELECTRICAL

& RADIO CO., LTD.,
22, Campbell Road, Bedford.
LONDON:

21, Bartlett's Buildings,
Holborn Circus,

GLASGOW

113, St. Vincent Street,
C.2.

stating branch of Eng. or Exam.
NV)I kit interests you.
The Technological Institute of Great

brItain, 209, Thanet House, Strand, London, W.C.2.

AGEN IS REQUIRED
Large German Factory of Wireless Sets and

Accessories requires Agents in various districts
of Great Britain and Ireland. Offers with

references to :-

A. GiuNTHER.

Furtwa gen, Ba en,

GERMANY.

NOTICE !
supplying ANY WIRELESS COMPONENT; including
Valves, Chokes, Coupling Units, H.F. and L.F. Transformers, Batteries, Acetunulators, Headphones, Loud
Speaker Bases, Condensers, Resistances, Frame Aerials,
Holders, Coils, Detectors, Panels, Lightning
Arresters, Potentiometers, Rheostats, Valve Holders,
Voltmeters, Tools, Variorneters, Wavetraps, etc., but
not including 'Complete sets, Transmitting Valves,
Battery Eliminators, Loud Speakers, and similarly
Coil

Is Your Set " Going Good " ?
Perhaps some mysterious noise has
appeared and is spoiling your radio
reception ?-Or one of the batteries
seems to run down much faster than
formerly ?-Or you want a Blue Print ?
Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query
Department is thoroughly equipped to
assist our readers, and offers an unrivalled service.

Full details, including a revised scale of

charges, can be obtained direct from
the Technical Query Dept., " Popular

Wireless," Fleetway House, Farringdon
Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do: On receipt,. of this an
Application Form will be sent to you,
free and post free, immediately. This
application will place you under no
obligation whatever, but having the

form you will know exactly what information we require to have before us
in order to solve your problems.
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such as Dacentry 5 X X (for which a 200 -turn aerial
coil will be required), so we should certainly use the
" P " terminal as well as the " S " terminal.

NEW VALVE FOR OLD SET.
R. T.

(Poole).-"

I

am using one of the

old-fashioned anmle circuits (un-neutralised),
and as my old valve has gone west, I shall have
to buy another. What kind shall I get for this
class of set ? !!
We snould use one of the modem class of B.F.
valves, i.e., one having an amplification factor of
from 15 to 35, and an impedance between 15,000
and 70,000.

costly apparatus, at

naongonV._,J,00Nitlg:ndN,ateon,arlr rtdiutien1

11- ONLY Neer,derr
it with pleasure if we cannot supply. for a total payment
of 1/- the exact make and type of component you care
to choose. Also 1/- net to the Trade.

DIGBY'S CABINETS

WRITE FOR NEW
16 PAGE CATALOGUE
F.

DIGBY,

9, BANBURY ROAD,

SOUTH HACKNEY, LONDON, E.9.
PHONE: GLISSOLD 5458.

To All
Advertisers
PLEASE note that communications concerning advertising in

POPULAR WIRELESS
MODERN WIRELESS
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
must be made to

JOHN H. LILE, LTD.,
4, Ludgate Circus, London. E.C.4
(Ph.:: City 7261.1

and NOT to

the Editoria or Publishing
Offices.
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to HEADP -AMES, LOUDSPEAKERS.

" WEAK AND WONKY " RECEPTION:
C. D. G. (King's Langley, Herts).-" Recep-

tion has always been good ever since the set
was installed two and a half years ago, except
during this last few weeks. More or
suddenly it has grown worse and worse, until
now it is weak and " wonky " altogether. A
friend suggested it might be the valves, and,
sure enough, when his own valves were put in
the set went well. (That was a fortnight ago,
before it was as bad as it is now; though.)
(Continued on page 2604

THAN FORMERS, COILS.

First-class workmanship only This is lust the
difference We are specialists with almost 30 years

experience in every form of intricate and accurate
coil winding, and we guarantee that work entrusted
to us will be returned to you as good as new if not
better This is no idle claim, but the unsolicited
opinon of scores of satisfied clients
THE VARLEY MAGNET COMPANY
(Prop rietors , Oltner Pell Control Ltd.),

BLOOMFIELD ROAD, WOOLWICH, S.E.18.
Telephone;

Woolwich 0088.

,

Popular Wireless, October lsf,
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REDUCED PRICES
I

" VARTA

II

PERSONAL SHOPPERS.

ALL DAY SATURDAY CALLERS' COLUMN

a

11111111

MONOBLOCK ACCUMULATORS

111111111111111

WE ARE OPEN ALL DAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
Shops, if one is Hours 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
closed the other is sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
open.
Sunday morn in a 11.1
2

USE

'WAX:YES.

la Et inr, it airir

NEW REDUCED PRICES

M U L LA R D

MARCONI
EDISWAN

.. 1 0/6
..
.. 12/6 P. ..
..

20/- S.P...

AERIALS. -100 ft. 7/22
Hard drawn, 1/11. Extra
heavy, 212. Phosphor 49
1/6. Electron
Special INDOOR
phosphor, with
separators and

strands,
stocked.
Aerials,
ebonite

rubber rings (12 ft.

a8

1.

s;,rirdL);',3.thrth1,0,0r IL:I./jig:
highest quality, 10 yds.

COSSOR 1 0..72
1. Zrdag. 11 elv3y;, 206.7adnsd
B.T.H. 3d. .yd.
R. & B. Twin Flex
(best),
6106.; 12
1/6; 36 yds. 4/, Ins.
COSMOS yd..
Hooks 2 for 1del. Egg In.
sulato;-s, 2 for lid. Ins.

ATE ST IN STCOCIEK Staples, 4 a ld. Earth Tubes,
THE NEW No. 3

Co Ft WI 0 3E4 Do
S.L.F.

Copper, extra value, 213.
ORMOND, Square
nq Law
916 Climax, 5/- (also at 2/6).

1.L0o0n-.113%* (1/6 ...q`q loss
no
vernier); Friction
'00035, 5/5. Geared. .0005, 15i.;
With 4" Dial. 14343' eigV; ht .00L.)'2n5.
i e

CONDENSER

'00025, 5/0.
6/-.
'00025,'0905,

EASY FIX AERIALS,

with 2 insulators and leadin,

kg.

EBONITE

Stock
sizes, 6 a 6 and 7
With Friction 55-1 Frequency g Friction *1/3; 8 x 6, 1/6; 9 a
4 -in. Dial. O.- ea. extra, Geared,
19;
10
x
8,
2/8;
12
a 6,
0005, 20/-;
.,

.00035,

19/6.

S.L.F., 219; 12 x 8, 3(6; 12 x 9,

LOW LOSS SQUARE LAW. .0005, 12/.. .00035, 111LAW LOW -LOSS
This variable SQ.
0005,- 16/ each
Condenser iE DUAL,
Filament .Rheostats,'.
simply value
mar' 30
Dual,
2/6; 6 ohms o
vellons
ohms,
2/, PotenI cannot be tiometer, 400 ohms, 216
equalled la 0001, Reaction. 41.
Price orquality Air Dielectric,
9/..;

-J

id. per sq. inch

doz.

for 4d. with

(3

N.

- 411

Ornitond Screws. 6 or
Geared Dial, 5/, ld.
4 B.A., 6d. dozen with
nituetds ;
washers 12 a 10.
LOG -MID -LANE
Black Spades,
Condensers
at side, 3dd. pr.
our
VARIABLE screw
with 4 in. TRIOLITE DIAL TryNEW
Ping
and
Socket, Red or
CONDENSERS,
made
on
01 act,. 316. Wander Plugs,
'0005
Ton each 411 1 the Log -Mid -Line principle. Red or Black, 33d. pr.

With VERNIER I/. extra

S.L F

20 VOLT MONOBLOCK 9-

1111111111111111111
A.F.A. ACCUMULATORS LTD.

wait at

3/16th, and dd. sq. inch
for 1 in. Special cheap
Panels for Crystal Sets.t
TERMINALS.
Nickel
W.0. Pillar, 'Phone, 11 -

Neutralising, 41-; Neu -14(1 W,); Brass do., 106.
trodyne. 2/-. Twin doz. (1d. each with N.
'0005
each Gang,
..
.0005,
32'-; and W.); all high quality.
By Post 511.
Triple,40/-. H.F. Choke, Valve -Pins, with nuts, 2 a

.'"

WRITE FOR LIST No. 3,

41.; 14 x 7, 4/6. ALSO
cul"ro SIZE while you

120, TOTTENHAM COURT
ROAD, LONDON, W.1.

11111111111111111111111I11111111

716.

Variable

'Phone
0005 or '0003, with a4 -in.
Post ed. each.Connectors,
Id.
Triolite Dial, the best you
can buy. for the moderate
vice of
Tags 6 a
5/1 1 tree Spade
" WYRAY " 1,6
Id.
mostSolder
and 4 B.A. Rod, la. ,foot.
(Large,
good).
Flush
panel
841. sockets11 tonzden nuts,3,.4.

World's Most
Wonderful Crystal

each.

10. Nickel
Tags, 4 a
2

Nickel

STUPENDOUS BARGAINS
BF SUR' YOU ARE AT RAYM MD'S !
These SPECIAL LINES ARE SOLD to
CALLERS ONLY who are purchasing

Valve

Legs

Nuts, 10.; d. dozen.

and

Sto p

only at lowest prices. Adico
Ckreand)e &liens t 6;e371-(110(1)eys t

i2/11. Thei:la, 60:v.,5/1- i':
loo -v., 10/3.1 (with extra
a -i vd .
ills? . i..}.:v.v.e,..qa
5i..
1.6
their regular wireless supplies at tk ,,,'"' °L.T.
thei:s from
2/6;
Hellesen's,
same time. ALL BRAND NEW.
Adico, 1/8; B.T.11. 21;
Flag, 2). British, l'/6.
YOU CAN ONLY BUY THESE AT RAYMOND'S F L A a it LAMP.. 4.5
WHEN BUYING OTHER GOODS. NOT SOLD AT Adico, 41d., 4/3 .doz.
3 for 1/3.
THESE PRICES ALONE
British, 66., with
resin,
1(11 and 2/3 each. Brand tbsolutelyguaranteed,brand SOLDER,
2d. foot. 1/16 sq. Bus
new Var. Condensers, tow. (Usil Price 5/-.)
Bar, 2 ft. 10. Tinned
100-v.
H.T.
HAT- copper, 16 and 18 gauge,
0003 and -0005 Sq. Law,
vneer); round, 9d. per le -lb. D.C.C.2
Log Mid -Line, S.L.F. good
all brand
(Usual price 4111 & 5/11), and fresh. Usil
price
12/11;
9d.;aug '248 ;Lige,
Litbiae,
3/11 each.
Brand new now 5/11.
100.1 26 gauge, 11d.; 28
D'ble Reading dead beat British . made
VERgauge,
1/-;
30 gauge, 1)2.
VOLTMETERS (Tr-"al NIDE DIALS, with log, MANSERIDGE
CON price, 716).
really extraordinary value.
" Hydra "

ORBYPOST.

ouEsi

H.F.Transformer,Brand

List
price 7/61' DEN....
at2/6;2/11.,
1all
mid.,
2 mid 3/6.
each.
0.1, 119; 25 and -5, 2)3.

price, 10/' and 141-.)
3d. each. No.50Mounted
Coils. All brand new.
(Usually 1/6 each.)
3.F. CHOKES, 2/6 each,

at 10d. quality.Panelswitches, with
Ebonitehandle,worthdouble.
S.P.D.T.,1/-;1).P.D.T..1/03.
6/11, 8/11, to Insulating Tape, 430.
25/,. All listed, at double Copperfoil, 4d. foot (6 in.
wide). 'Grid Bias Clips,
and treble these prices.

3/. each. Split Primary

is RADIO'S'
WARNING
THAT YOU

NEED

HAIM
it simplifies solderin

Ali Hardware and Iron.
monger,

Stores
sell
FLUME in tins, price
8d., 114 and 219.
Another use for FluxiteTools
and
Hardening
Case
Hardening.
Ask
for leaflet on improved
methods.

FLUXITE.

LTD..
(Dept. 324),

Rotherhithe, S.E.16.

FLUXITE

Soldering

Set -

complete

7/6

new, 6 -pin, London or Day. L 0 TY D - SPEAKER SWITCHES on Porcelain,
(Usual price, 10/-.)
CORDS, very
highest D.p.D.T., 1/3; S.P.D.T.,
3/. each. Split Sec.Ditto, Quality, full length. List gad. and 101d. Sound
London, 319 Day. (Usual

.41.1f4_
BEY?.

4'4

price,
each.

263; all

LOUD
SPEAKERS,
various,

Panel
BrkOld..
Shorting' Plug,
HUNDREDS OF OTHER BARGAINS. 6d.
1/. pr.
3d.
PERMANENT
DETECTORS. Red Dia2/-. Lion
PLEASE SEE " WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR," 'In= ( a topper),
t
(

OCTOBER, FOR FULL -PAGE ADVERTISEMENT eqUalled)
f.,. Brownie,
WE STOCK IGRANIC, CLIMAX, EVERREADY MUSSER, 3/-. Enclosed Kay IDLY,
SIEMENW,FORMO, FERRANTI, WEARITE, ORMOND, IAA, 1)- 1/3. Service MicroBENJAMILLOFUS,MULLARD,DUBILIER,LISSEN,LEWCOS, meter, with crystal, 218,
UTILITY, MAGNUM, PETO-SCOTT, PEERLESS, EURNDEPT, 4/6. CRYSTALS. Super EYE, MARCONI, McM/CHAEL, COSMOS, CARBORUNDUM, zit., 1/6; Shaw's sealed
ILL -VARLET, GAMBRELL, BROWN'S, STERLING, AMPLIONS, Yen Pine Hertzite, 8d., 1/-;
Wyray,
1/6.
BEAD IN FACT EVEAYTHING IT IS POSSIBLE TO STOCK. PHONE
CORDS. Good,
LISSEN Valve -Holders, 11.; Fixed Con., 1/-, 1/8; ii-, 1)3, 1/6. L.S. Cords,
Leaks, if.; Switches, 1(6, 2/6; Latest 2 -way Cam 163, 118. 4 -way R.F. and
Vernier, 4/6 ; Rheostats, 2/6; B.B., 1/6; Lissenola, L.T. Leads, 1/9, 2/, Leaver's
13/6; E.F. Transformers, 8/8; 100-v. II.T., 12/11: Stocked. COIL PLUGS.
60-v. 11.T. 17/11; Coils, 60X, 6)4; 250X, 9/9. Starts, Ebonite on Bane, 630.,
minor, major, ail parts. H.F. Choke. 516; L.P. 756. Lotus, 8d. Borne Choke, 1016.
Jones, 1/9. Low Loss,
a, 6dd. Various
PLEASE MARE OUT YOUR LIST FOR ORDERS stocked GEARED COIL
2-way,2/3,2i6,
OVER 20/- IF REQUIRING COMPONENT PARTS STANDS.
2.11
up
3 -way grand
FOR ANY SET, AND WE WILL GIVE YOU A value, 5/11. Back
'
of panel
FIXED INCLUSIVE PRICE.
from 2111. All ebonite.

COME TO

LEICESTER SQ. TUBE
(Important)

Ask for back of Daly's Theatre

This address is opposites

''

K. RAYMOND

2741,28a, LISLE St.
LONDON,
W.0.2.
'Phone : Gerrard 4637.

Popular Wireless, October. 1st, 1927.'
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

STEEL

. LAKER MASTS

(Continued from page 258.)

.

They are made by engineers and
supplied to H.M. Government,
the B.B.C., and to Colonial and
foreign stations throughout the'
world. There are 5o,00p " Laker "
Masts in daily use. By mass
prodtiction we are able to offer a
wonderfully efficient and handsome. Steel mast at the extraordinarily low price of 22/6

But I do not see how it can be the fault of the
valves, as these are all three burning as bright
as ever, in spite of their long service. Had I
better get new ones ? "
The fact that the valves are still " burning bright "

is no indication that they are in good condition.
High Capacity, 60 volts,
weight 13 lbs.

No. 4780.

A/ANY years ago

`'L Was introduced your friend
The first
High Capacity Battery-

A Columbia
Hard was the fight;
Small Batteries
Were its enemies
And yours.
Small Batteries are so cheap-

At first.

But thousands have learned
At vast expense

AlthOugh each filament is still intact, and therefore
glowing, one of them (or more) may have " lost its
emission," in which case it is useless for reception. We

should get the valves tested (failing anyone else, the
makers will probably do this for you), as if the plate
current at normal filament and anode voltages has
fallen off the valve needs replacing.

it, carefully with a very small drill (not more than
Mt), and then use larger and larger drills until the
brass is completely removed.
Do not attempt soldering or sweating the new
terminal if the accumulator has a celluloid case, as

will give you longer and
better service ; they will
positively save you money.

Your dealer stocks them.

FAULTY CONDENSER CONTACT.

G. L. L. (Brooklands, Surrey).-" I couldn't

Actual Maker :

of a spring. You will need to insert a terminal into
the end -piece of the condenser, say l in. away from
the spindle. To it solder one end of a 3 -in. long

strip of copper foil about one -eighth of an inch in
width. The end of this foil has to be wound round
and round the spindle several times, and then neatly
soldered to it. The spring will then coil and uncoil
as the plates are rotated ; but if no " stop " is at
present arranged for this must he fitted, to stop the
spring being strained. When this has been done the
adjustment of the condenser from maximum to

J. R. MORRIS,

contact at both ends of the spring in all positions.

D. J. L. (Petersham).-" I have been using

one of the standard split -primary coils in my
home-made set, and as screening has proved
unnecessary and takes up too much room on
the baseboard I am using the coil in an ordi
nary base, but without the surrounding metal
screen.

" Using the tuning condenser specified, I
find that the wave -band covered by the coil
and condenser is about fifty metres higher
than it should be, and I presume this can be
counteracted by taking off some of the turns
How many turns less will be required ? "
For the ordinary band of wave -lengths it is usual to

provide about' ninety turns upon the secondary

winding.of such a coil, and the effect of the screen
surrounding it is to give an inductance value to the
coil of the equivalent, of about seventy turns of nil screened wire upon the same size of former, etc.
In order, therefore, to cover the same wave -band
with the unscreened, as with the screened coil it
will be necessary to remove approximately twenty
turns of the secondary winding.

LISTENERS

USE & RECOMMEND LIBERTY DETECTOR

WHY ?
TRY ONE AND

GET THE
ANSWER
than a

spindle carrying the moving vanes was
faulty. Can this be remedied ? "If you arc handy enough, with tools it is easy to
make a good contact by using a " pigtail" instead

Lists Free.

500,000

Louder per-

SCREENS ALTER TUNING.

" Layerbilt," 45 volts. 15 lbs.

TRADE SUPPLIED

between the condenser terminal and the

TELL US ABOUT YOUR BATTERY
TROUBLES. Drop a p.c. for Lists.

Pio. 4486.

2d.

DAREX RADIO CO.,
Waldram Rd.. Forest Hill, London. S.E.2:

make out why reception kept coming and

Intili111111B. and vice -versa will simply coil or uncoil
the spring a little, but there will be a positive Soldered

15, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

5/16", R". 7116'

(Complete List of sizes free on oPPlication3

I. MOORE, 32, Church St., Oldbury, Birmingham.

going until I found out that the spring contact

They

1",

Price each: Id. Id. Id. lid. 2d. 2d.

THE "SPAN -SPACE " FOUR
(Bournville).--" Having heard a

A.

No blue print is issued, but the full constructional
details of such a set were given In " P.W:" No. 260,
May 28th issue.

better.

'2

Hole in Bush 6BA, 4BI, 21)A,

BATTERY CHARGING EQUIPMENT.
ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANTS.

Buy Columbias

something

PERFECT
INSOLATION

Two required
lo4r eacb5hole.6

Orders tinder 11-

the risk of fire Is great, and this is a job for an expert..

Quit buying experience

to meet the demand for

t OR MOUNTING ON
METAL OR WOOD.

),111'

sAnadaTis t a gz1

the tight way. First it should be filed quite flat, and
then centre punched neatly with a sharp punch. Drill

but with an additional valve. Is there a "P.W."
blue print of such a set ? "

efficiency; they are built

EBONITE
BUSHES

' Span -space ' receiver working (it was built
from the particulars given in Wireless Constructor'), I should like to make a similar set.

Columbias are high capacity
batteries of exceptional

Oft. STEEL 4-12,6
MAST

be, removed ? "
The brass can be drilled out if you go about it in

C.

They last longer

good reception.

J. &J. LAKER CO .,BECKENHAM,KENT

the old brass out of the lead lug. How can it

That big Batteries

Are cheaper.

complete, as illustrated. Send ii -

extra for part carriage. We pay
the rest. Buy a Laker Mast for

REPAIRING AN ACCUMULATOR.

D.M. (Bermondsey).-" Is it possible to put
a new terminal into an accumulator ? The old'
one has broken off owing to being very badly
sulphated and neglected, but the plates seem
qUite O.K. I have a large new terminal that
will do well enough for the job, but I can't get

are 100 per cent efficient

Manently

Don't experiment-use

7,IBERTI, the 'OXiginal.
Still the best, but be sure

cat's whisker
sometimes.

it's a 1,1131:Itrnt

Every one tested on broad.
casting & fully guaranteed.

From ailealera
D
or post free.

RADFARI1 CO. BENNETT
LONDON,ST..
W.e..

HEADPHONES or LOUDSPEAKIAS

REPAIRED 4/ -

FREF

All work guaranteed.

F. HOEY, 29, Sicilian Avenue, LONDON, W.C.I.
MAKE YOUR OWN HICH-TENSI N ELIMINATORS
AND BATTERY CHARCERS
The
Sensitite " High Tension -Eliminator complete
kit of parts contains Super -power Transformers,
Chokes, variable Wire -Wound Tapped Resistances;
and necessary Condensers, all fully guaranteed,

prices from 16/6. Wiring diagrams and blue prints
free- Write to -day stating. A.C. or D.C. Mains.

THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS CO..
103. Farringdon Road. LONDON.

" VEINGO" I UNER P1147V7P.

See criticism "Popular Wireless," June 11, 1927
COVERS 250-500 and 1000-2000 METRES.
Cuts out your tocal station and gets BOTH 5XX
and 5GB by pushing a small knob. (lets 25
stations easily on one valve. Compact, 2 -bole
fixing, easy reaction_ all on Ebonite. 211 post

free. Particulars' fromV. M. CARTMEL, 45, Linaker Street, SOUTHPORT.

volgogagosslantlimOnlituangINIal

3ZLEleTT
TROMBA l';;;;;; my, a pure and steady

H.T., Supply. Work on Leclanche principle: Made in small and large capaeities. Complete batteries in mahogany
cases with glass covers, ready wired.
from 1416.. All parts supplied. Send Id.
stamp for list, 6d. for sample cell, or 1/ for full range of samples in all capacities.
P.W.," 21/5127.
Recommended in
Note New Address:
TROMBA ELECTRICAL CO..
13, High Road, /Kilburn; N.W.6.
' Phone , Maids Vale 1669.

Popular Wireless, October 1st,

1927.

JHow much can you

The Sign of Expert
Workmanship.
The productions of V.C. Bond
of which this beautiful wireless
cabinet is an example, have
already achieved the renown
they deserve.

This cabinet is only one of a
large range of styles and sizes

made by experts in our
workshops. Individual designs
receive prompt and experienced
attention.
all

SAVE

on Battery Charging?
If you have electric light supply, you can charge
your L.T. or H.T. accumulators at home easily and
economically by means of Burndept Units. Work
out how much you can save-and think of the convenience ! Send for full particulars of the following
and other Burndept battery charging accessories.
The All -Battery ' Eliminator
Eliminates all batteries, and
supplies L.T. at 6 volts. H.T.

at four different voltages up to

Another example of Vee Cee
Bee workmanship is provided
by this

i8o volts, and grid bias up to

3o volts. Costs less than 6d. per
week to run and will operate any

bedroom chair and

trouser press which serves a
double purpose as a piece of

set up to seven or eight valves.
Entirely automatic. For A.C.

furniture and as a silent valet.

only.
cycles.

Write to -day for free illustrated
particulars to

&
SONS,
The Grove. Mare St..

Hackney. London.
'Ehone :

Established 1893.

Clisso1d 0983.

'Crams : " Veg.:ease " Hack. Loalon.

Price

volts,

40/loo

£ 17 7s.

plus 12/6 licence fee.

ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS

V. C. BOND

100/250

ETHOPOWER H.T.
UNIT
Replaces H.T. and grid batteries,

supplying H.T. up to 18o volts,
and automatic grid bias. Will
operate an eight -valve set with-

out ripple or hum. Cost of
operation, 4d. per week at 6d.

per unit. For A.C. only ioo/23o
volts, price
40/300 cycles, including Rectifying Valve, plus 12,15 licence fee.

£9 17s. 6d.

TUNE IN

THE BALKITE
TRICKLE
CHARGER

EVERY STATION
and cut out all interference with a
" Pyramid " Slow Motion Straight
Line Frequency Condenser
No backlash.
Geared 25 to 1.
Liquid -like movement.

Will charge a 2-, 4- or
6 -volt accumulator at
a cost of about 3d. per
week. Charges when
the set is switched off,

A thorough engineering job with a really
first-class finish.

It

is only due to our

enormous sales that we can offer

this condenser direct to the public 916
at the amazingly low price of

ensuring a full accumu-

Post Free or C.O.D.
Two Sizes only : '0003 and '0005.

lator at all times. No

We guarantee to refund

J. H.

valves or moving parts

-nothing to

your money without question if you are not satisfied.
BURROWS, CORNBROOK PLACE,

renew.
For A.C. only. Too/25o
volts, 40/300 cycles.
Price
..
3s.

CHESTER ROAD, MANCHESTER.

ANDB00I
3o

A fully illustrated and well
compiled work on the construction and uses of Formo
Components, including Blue

Prints of two Sets, etc.
Special Test Reports, etc.,
by J. H. REYNER and H. J.
BARTON CHAPPLE.
Crown Works, Cricklewood, N.W .2
'Phone: Hampstead 1787.

Manchester: Mr. J. B. Levee,
22, Hartley Street, Levenshuline
'Phone: Heaton Moor 475.
See STAND Si. National Radio
Exhibition, OLYMPIA.

SEPT. 24th to OCT. 1st.

IF vou have D.C. Electric light supply, you can charge both
and H.T. accumulators by means of the Burndept
L.T. and H.T. Accumulator Charger, price £3
See these accessories and the complete
Burndept range for 1927-1928 at the
National Radio Exhibition, Olympia.
Write for your copy of the latest

STAND
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catalogue.

BURNDEPT
BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.3.
Call at the London Showrooms, Bedford St., Strand, W.C.2,

and ask for a demonstration.
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TRANSFORMER LOSSES.

THE
OUTSTANDING

FEATURE of

the EXHIBITION
LAMPLUGH PANEL
PLATE TUNER UNIT

(Continued front page 238.)

Now, when the magnetic flow changes its

-direction, in the core, a sort of magnetic
friction or inertia is set up, and a dissipation

of energy is the result. In other words,

BECAUSE

the magnetic current in- the iron Ore tends
lagging tendency that the term.". hysteresis"

Daimon 11.T. Batteries have
the lowest internal resistance
of any battery of equal size.

hysteros, meaning " later."

give the quietest working

to lag, and it

is

in consequence of this

has been coined from, the Greek word

THEY

background,

[Regd. Design

This Unit is half a Receiver and consists of a richly engraved metal panel
in black and gold or black and silVer,
on which are mounted coils covering
the broadcast wavelength with a
specially. calibrated diar..(250-2,000
metres), an: S.L.T. Slow Motion Condenser and :a switch for changing from
low to high: wavelengths. No ebonite

using cores made from special irons, notably

stalloy, which possess a highPermeability
and a low reluctance to magnetism, which
means to say, that such iron cores allow the
magnetic force to flow freely through them.

Apart from current losses due to faulty
construction of a transformer, such as inefficient connections and so forth, the losses

and any

are all unavoidable. to a certain extent.
But they cans be, and are reduced to an

amateur can, with the. minimum of

trouble, construct a super -efficient

.

losses due to magnetic friction within
the transformer core are, in good transformers, minimised .so far as possible by

panel is required, and this Unit can
be mounted to any form of cabinet.
Simple and full diagrams and lay -outs
for tuilding two' or three take sets
supplied with each Unit,
Simplicity - is a feature,

set with the appearance of the high Class factory production.

Price complete, as illustrated, 35 -

last

longest.

Have the greatest recuper-

atiVe rower
AND
they are made by the oldest
battery manufacturers in
'Europe.
Use them and improve your
reception.
60 volts - - - 10/6 each
100
- 17/6
Grid Bias 9 volts 1/10

Only 3 per cent Loss.

Prov, Pat.]

1927.

All good dealers or direct :
S. D. H. MANUFETURINC C)

Colindale Avenue,London,N.W.9

which are set up in all transformers, good
or bad, are summarised in the table shown
at Fig. 7. As we have seen, these losses
absolute minimum in any good transformer,

so much so that only about three per cent
of the input current to the transformer is
absorbed in those directions.
Summing up, therefore, the efficiency of

a transformer is established by the ratio

between the useful energy delivered at the
secondary terminals of the transformer to
energy supplied at the primary terminals.
Generally <tpeaking, transformers which are
so constructed as to have ample proportions

ADJUSTABLE
CENTRE

are more efficient than transformers which
are diminutive in construction.
_

ow "THE WIRELESS COMPETITOR."
la The most competitive and comPrehensive
us13 list of Wireless Components yet published.
:Al Wholesale prices to traders only.-Dept. P.W.,

u.1- THE PERSEUS RADIO, Burton - on - Trent.

The Transformer to Trust.

For a transformer which has massive
at any rate, ample proportions has

D-XELLENT !

DX,COILS

or,

CAGE COIL FORMER
The centre -plate of the Fortner is adjustable so that Primaries can be wound:on
one side and Secondaries on the other,
of various sizes. Actual winding size,
21^ by 21^. Overall size, 31 by 21".

Price 4i -each.

1112211P-

nearly always good strong windings of as
low resistance as possible, and its core will
also be built on lines which will reduce the

eddy current and hysteresis losses to a
minimum. Such transformers, as a general

rule, are the .ones to be the most trusted,
although, of course, there exist much
smaller transformers which for their own
special work are productive of good results.

In the above columns we have not considered. the various factors .in transformer
tAM,

tl

-,

II

VA

Ro

11A6110111141111
SPIT411/fh

and the purpose of this article has been to

" VARO-Fpi " RRE03 rA I

RADIO

A. LAMPLUGH LTD..
King's Road, Tyseley,

BIRMINGHAM.
Pielributors for 'London sea
Southern
Counties - Empire
Electric Co., 303, Euston Road,

as we have seen, to the very lowest minimum,

SELF -CHARGING. SILENT, ECONOMICAL.

Jars (Waxed)

.,-..._

.

-

STAND 117

Zincs

Sacs

2/ x Id sq.
(New type)
1/- dog. 1/6 doz.
1/3 doz.
Sample doz. (15 volts) 3/6, post 9(l. Sample
Bargain List Free. Amplifiers, 1 Ed.
valve, 19/, 2 -valve, 30t-. 2 -valve, All Station Set, Al. Approval willingly.

P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

STOCKWELL. LONDON. (.-....m..

Post

Iree

&6

:

Lontronpp
Wort7;6h
i
44,

JKI

IPIJ

...

..

(
,..."-

Greater Volume Range and Shock -proof. Pioneers of

this rare combination of Crystals. 1 or 2 -hole fixing.
For Crystal and all Reflex Circuits. Fully 171/9
guaranteed (Hon. Price only)

S. LYONS, 119, Clarkenwall Road, E.C.1.

EVERYTHING RADirrON

show for interest's sake just ho'w such small

losses are created in transformers of even
the highest reputation.

'

leuidon.

D X COILS, LTD., London, E.8
THEI TA Y L EX
AA/
et
H.T. Batteries
Solve all H.T. troubles.

design which may lead to or eliminate
That subject is a specialised
one in itself, and therefore it cannot be

Thls .new -model' is bnilt on aluminium
base carrying special spring slider.
Very compact, and can be placed 'near
valve -holders, -thereby- reducing wiring,
1 te. each.
6, 35, or 30 ohms.
.LIG

S.

1/-

distortion.

dealt with here. Excessive current loss in
transformers leads, of course, to distortion ;
but, on the other hand, distortion can arise
through other causes.
-Current loss in transformers leads to
weakened signals, faulty amplification, and
other effects- for which very frequently the
transformer itself remains totally unsuspected. However, in any transformer
of reputable make, such losses, are reduced,

831

From

S2/1-tj:_.)r

WIL=2,2)

" All that's best in Radio "

TERtio
WOOLLDRI LIGE

1111

RAIRIO CO, LItyliTECI.;;:li.
VP LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER SR LONDON.W.C.--.PLEASE MENTION "POPULAR WIRELESS"
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued front page 241.)
Metal Crystal.

-

Probably everyone has, at some time

or other, seen large single crystals of wellknown crystalline substances such as alum

or sugar, but it is not commonly known
that metals will take on 'a crystalline forma-

tion under appropriate circumstances and
that by special precautions single crystals
of metal may be produced of quite large
size,

sometimes more than an inch in

length.
In some interesting experiments recently
conducted upon the making of single metal

crystals, iron is melted in a crucible and is
kept a few degrees above the melting point
by means of electric heating.: coils. By a
suitable mechanism a piece of wire is dipped
into the molten metal and slowly withdrawn
at the rate of 10 millimetres (about 0.4 inch)

per minute.

A thick rod of the metal is

drawn up, and this solidifies, forming a single
crystal. In this way single metal crystals

from 1 to 2 feet long and about

inch in
diameter have been produced.. This scheme
has been evolved by a well-known German
physicist, Czochralski.
1 think I mentioned in these Notes some

time ago that single metal crystals have
very special electrical properties, their

electrical conductivity, for example, being
quite different from that of the metal in the
ordinary state, in which it consists of a vast
aggregation of tiny crystals all jumbled up

BREAK STEP/"

together.

-else thelyridge might be ittrecluci

Sound Waves.

In a recent gunnery test, carried out by
. the British Air Ministry, some of the vagaries

TT JUST shows you how serious vibration

of sound waves were investigated by an

I can be. Soldiers marching across a
bridge are given the order to break step.
If they kept in step their marching would

observer at Birmingham who was able, by
special apparatus, to receive the sound
waves from Shoeburyness, where the gun
was located.

create a regular vibration

Probably many readers of these Notes

heard the broadcast, from Daventry, of the
times at which the gun was discharged and,
no doubt, many made observations on the
reception of the sound.
Some important observations were made

(as a result of these experiments) upon
the variation in transmission due to wind
pressure.

Thew five features areJAMIN Valve Holder; :
.1 Valve sockets and

or inefficiently sprung valve -holders, so that the
rhythmical street vibration reaches the delicate

exc,usive to BENsprings are made in

one Dieu with no joints
or rivets to work loose

and cause faulty con-

Silver Soldering.

I suppose the majority of experimenters
are quite au fait with ordinary soft soldering,
as this enters so largely into wireless experimental work. But in special cases it is desir-

able to employ hard soldering, or silver
soldering, as it is sometimes called, mere
particularly where the joint requires to be
specially strong, or where it has to withstand

a teroperattire which would melt ordinary
soft solder.
Silver soldering is quite simple, much
simpler than is commonly supposed. The

surfaces to be soldered should be thoroughly

cleaned by filing, sandpapering, or otherwise. The flux to be used is ordinary borax
and the solder is pure silver, or so-called
silver solder, which can be obtained from
any working jeweller. The borax should be
mixed with a small quantity of water so as
to make a fairly stiff paste. The parts to

be joined together should be liberally
treated with borax paste and then a blow-

pipe or other suitable torch (which does not
(Continued on next page.)

that might

wreck the bridge!
Yet there are still thousands of radio men
who mount their valves in old-fashioned

nections.
2 Valves are free to float
in every direction.
3 Valves can be inserted
and removed easily and
safely.

4 Valve legs cannot psssibly foul the baseboard.

5 Both

terminals and

soldering tags are

Provided.

BENJAMIN
BATTERY SWITCH
For sheer

simplicity,

filaments.

And then they wonder that their

valves have short lives!
Only BENJAMIN anti-microbhonic Valve -holders will
effectively prevent every quiver of vibration, every shock
from reaching the vital filament. Bring your set up-to-date,
make your reception purer and treble the life of your valves
by fitting BENJAMIN anti-microphonic Valve -holders in
every stage.

BEV Mfg

usefulne=s and relia-

Anti-Microphonic

yet been equalled.

VALVE HOLDERS

bility the BENJAMIN
Battery Switch has not

Nothing to get out of

order. Nothing to
break.

Measur.2s only

ir top to bottom. The
metal parts ate nickelprated, of course, and

2/1"

Price 1/ -

each
THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD.

soldering tags are built
in. It's off when its in.

Brantwood Works, Tariff Road, Tottenham, N.17.
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TO

- CLEAR
oe

AT

---

SPARTA'SPEAKERS

-ICE*

A Z10 Tester for 55/ -

taken to prevent the borax from spitting
and Jumping off the part. Presently the

Anode Converters, 400 volts,
£4 10s.
Charging Valve
Bargains, B.T.H., Cossor,

borax will puff up, and when the parts to be

EACH

etc., A.C. to D.C. 5o milli amps at 200 volts to 1,200
Volts, cost 35/-, Sale 8/6,
. guaranteed. Switches. 25o
volt Tumblers, 6d. 8 -way
I.ucas for Phone or Speaker

joined are at about cherry red heat, the

;List Price)
52-15-0

silver solder should be applied to the joint.
It is not a bad plan to snip off two or three
very small bits from the solder and place

BRAND NEW "JUNIOR" LOUDSPEAKERS

in Maker's Original Packing

DIX-01NTEMEnrER
still leads the way

deposit carbon) should be applied, care being

211-

44LP.

V THE FAMOUS

(Continued front previous page.)

Circuits, 3/6. 8.K. Amplifier
Micro. Units 2,000 ohms,
13/-. Buttons, 1/-. Western
Electric Loud Speakers, 15/-,
Violinas, 251-,
Sullivan
Headphones, 3/,
Single

them in position before commencing the
After a little practice it will be '

Cztscs.

heating.

"BLOCK"

found quite easy to make the solder " run."
After the job has cooled 'somewhat, water
may be applied in order to remove the hard
" scale " which will have formed.

TYPE

FULLER-SPARTA
6 volt. BATTERIES

Phone, 1/6. Rubber Ear Pads, 4d. per pair,
Gramo. Pick-ups, 21/,
Gyroscopes, 15/-.
Mains Smoothing Chokes, 1/-, 2 rnfd. Con-

possible where the parts to be joined are in
a confined space, or'where there is anything
inflammable in the immediate vicinity.

densers, 2/6 . Remote Relays,10/-.
Pear Pushes, 6d.
Sterling 1 -Valve Amplifiers,
22/6. 2-V. T.B. Amplifiers, 32/6. Inert Fuller,
if cells, 1/-. Thermo A.C. Meters 250 m/a,
15/-. 4 -range B21 Testers, A.C. or D.C. 200

ARE BRAND BeW AND

Transmission Without Aerials.

Horseshoe Magnets for Coil

MAUDE RUBBER Co. i td. 58, PRAED SIRE ET.W.

What is believed to be the longest twoway communication without transmitting

45 -amp.
60 -amp.

Silver soldering, of course, is hardly '

.. 18/9

..

110 -amp. ..

25 '17,'6

BOTH THESE PAM-AIN:I
GUARANTEED. FOR 12 MONTHS. SENT ON 7 DAYS'
API RGVAL AGAINST CASH.

aerials was accomplished between the Naval
Research Laboratory, N K F, in WaShing-

STAND

,-ZAMPA
246
COMPONENTS
Entirely

ton, D.C. and the Naval Research Station
4 X E, Florida, on 13,940 kilocycles. The
two stations started communication using
transmitting aerials, but after communica-

components-Aerial Tuners,
Tapped H.E. Chokes, Variable Eliminator Resistances,
new range

of

tion was established the transmitting aerials
were disconnected and- the transmission was
effected only from the coils. So far as is
known, this is the first two-way communication carried on over a distance of approximately 900 miles without transmitting aerials.

Home Constructors, 3 -foot Cone, Multi -Switches. Eliminator Transformers, etc. Catalogue post free on request

Mie Wireless CO., Market Street, Wellingborough.

IDAIREX A

SAVE
VALVES

and
Batteries.

5 NO.

Accidental Damage avoided

DARPA RADIO CO.,

request.

The accumulators employed are, of course.
fairly large. Those at 5 Ni 0 have been in
use for five years, and the acid in them has
never once been changed. There is a fair
amount of sediment in them, but the plates
seem to be in excellent condition.

Waldron) Rd., Forest Hill, London, S.F.:V.
Aiiiimminesimosati.ii TRADE SUPPLIED

A.P. 4 -ELECTRODE VALVES

Work on less than half the usual MT.
In one year the saving on three H.T.
batteries will have paid for the
valve. They really give increased

selectivity and purity.
Write to -day for full data and X-ray
photographs, including H.T.-less
valves and screened grid valves.

ANELOY PRODUCTS
36, iiindmans Read, E. Dulwich, London, S E 22

- TRANSFORMERS REPAIRED -

sonic of my readers with experience of the
short life of the average small cell somewhat
envious, but it should be remembered that

Al! L.F. Transformers 4.-, Headphon:s 4

Loudspeakers 4 -, post free. Maximum efficiency attained.
Every repair is accon-pmed w'th a Circe months'
euaranice. Don't discard if burnt out. Trade invited.
REPAIRS, 115 LINKS RD., TOOTING, LONDON, S W 17

The LORIOSTAT

2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 valves perand independently
A multiple unit superseding
1.

fectly

controlled by one unit.

the fixed Resistor can be used'

5, 15 or 30 ohms. in any circuit to control
any num
i
4 way7., downrightber efficiencyve ruse a
2 way 3'9WaY 2/5 way
LORIOSTAT in your set.
3
5,6
6
10/3

of valFor

.

19a, Lorrimore Buildings,
A. W. STAPLETON, Lorrimore
St., Walworth, S.E.17

RELIABILITY

S.L.F. CONDENSER
With ebonite ends

and 4" Trolite Dial.
'0003 5/6
'0005 5/9

!

Vernier Dial 1/6 extra.
Post Free.
J H TAYLOR & C9 saulidteorNForwee
4. RADIO NOOSE

MACAuLAY ST

HUDDERSFIELD.

" Good for another five years," stated
one of the engineers, and that is also my
own impression. I expect this will make

2rilite Enquiries
Solicited,

such accumulators are not of the robust
construction of those used in power work
and, moreover, seldom receive the same
expert care and regular charging

Outside again in the rain I hurriedly
examined-from the ground l-the aerial
which is suspended from the inevitable
chimneys, took one or two hasty photographs. and said good-bye to 5 N 0 and

have a vague fear that when they hear of the

latter, inveterate 5 N 0 programme grumblers will exclaim with cruel satisfaction :
" And we are not surprised ! "

-purchasing wireless apparatus by pm

a.

Sales Co.

-EASY PAYMENTS
LOUD -SPEAKERS, HEADPHONES,
H.T.ACCUMULATORS. AnythingWireless
Send a list of the parts you are requiring, and we
will send you a quotation on monthly payments

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET
hone Museum 1414
at. Portland St.,,=1!-111O111111116
WA .
A
Here is a free

our generous
All

payments

II9

=

City Rd ' 9

.London, E C 1

L-.7.--

with the wonderful ETON primary H.T.
Battery. This offer is only for a limited
period so write off for it TO -DAY to the
ETON GLASS BATTERY CO.,

YOU 46, St.

Mary's Road, Leyton, E.10.

HEADPHONES REPAIRED

Rewound and re -magnetised 4/- per pair.

Loud
Transformers rewound Si All most guaranteed and tested before delivers.

Speakers repaired 41each.

Write for Trade Prices. 'Phone: Clerk. 1795
MASON & CO., 44, East Rd., City Rd., N.1.
CATWHISKERS & CRYSTALS ABOLISHED
Everlasting

vso

EFTIEXCETDO

hco

DETECTOR.
eed

Indefinitely.

=2`

Pat. Ao. 2 651a
Fixed Perman'e7n7D"eterctor and Stabilising (Init.

No

Batteries required with Crystal Circuits. Indispensable for Reflex Circuits. Serum all dealers, 2/6, or
post free from Patentees, 2'S.
A. W. GRIFFIN & CO., Manufacturers, REDDITCH
otematigurt

COMPLETE SETS, LOUD SPEAKERS,
COMPONENTS, Etc.
Send list of requirements, and
best monthly terms will
be quoted by
return.

Best

British Batteries.
60-v.
lei-v. 1 5/, Post
THE P.E.P. COMPANY,
51, GREAT TOWER STREET, LONDOILE.C.I.

PLEASE be sure to

S

mention " POPULAR
WIRELESS " when
communicating with

S

S
S

S
S

Advertisers. THANKS!

.....,..-

Listen -in
minimmliiiiiiiiiiiimminilmil without any financial worry-now! 99919999199199999999fitiTigi°9 i\i'''9

S
S
O

S
S

S
O

ACCUMULATORS'
ON EASY PAYMENTS (

High -Tension Accumulators built up frcth 20 -volt
sections (15( -each). Example: 60 -volt H.T. 45/ CASH, or 12/6 DOWN and 6 monthly payments
of 6/-. Carriage Paid. Satisfaction or menu
back.

deferred,whether on Sets,. Compononts or Accessories.

m to all Battery users

shouldn't be missed: Just send a
1?)d.stamptotheaddressbelowand receive
FREE which
by return a valuable 2Opp. booklet dealing

O

..,

instalment system.

/1.117PV3C.
218, 'UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.4.

the only two things concerning' it which will

,,, iliiiiiiiiiiiiiIiiiiiiiimiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiminn sTARTimiiiiiiiiitimiiiipmffiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiir,,,
.

1..10(Crr

The Newcastle station has left me with
no outstanding impression, and probably

,.;,

New Times taking advantage of

edition of illus. catalogue. It will save £4.

such of its staff who were on hand.

remain for any length of time in my
memory are that its studio building was
once a maternity hospital and that its
transmitter is housed in a stable. And I

Large Steel
Speakers, 3/6.

Bargain Sale of Transmitters ' and Receivers,
to 6 Valves, nosy on. Send sd. for our Sept,

Booklet
for

(Continued from page 216.)
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in/a, 4 amps. 6 v., 120 V., 40,',

Write for Lists to

---
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DEPT. 11, COVENTIlf
DIRECT SUPPLIES LTD., 2,
Warwick Row, COVENTRY

Any Wireless. Goods sun,

plied on easy payments.
B/R

it
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New Mullard Valves

that make 1/10th

Ampere Extravagant
Mullard Valves were the first to

consume 1/10th ampere! Now they
are the first to cut that current down

by another quarter.

The new series of Mullard P.M. Valves
give you 331 per cent more for your
L.T. outlay. This is only one advantage of Mullard Research.

The merits of the wonderful Mullard

P.M. Filament have increased year

after year, the huge emission, the long
life, the great toughness, the improved

results, each has been carried stage
by stage beyond all equal.

Every Mullard year is a year of
advance. Demand Mullard P.M.

Valves and secure the finest

valves that have ever
produced.

been

Mullard

THE MASTER. -VALVE
THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO., LTD., MULLARD HOUSE, DENMARK STREET, LONDON, W.C.

October let, 1927.
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Voltage Amplification -Frequency Curve

backed by the authoritative seal of the

NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY.

ACLOSE inspection of this curve-drawn to a
logarithmic scale-reveals the fact that it was taken

with a D.E.R. valve, which is neither a modern val ve
nor the most suitable . for -the purpose ; this, however,
was done to make a comparison with the best of other
transformers which were suitable for this valve. ,Even
tinder these unfavourable conditions the curve

is

practically a straight line between 100 and 6,000 cycles.
When used as balanced auto -coupling following high -

impedance valves of the resistance capacity type; it-

25/ -

- enables almoSt straight line amplification to be obtained,
previously only obtained by choke or resistance caPacitv
Coupling, and carrying with it the added a&vantage of
very much higher amplification.
The effective- inductance of this transformer at 50

cycles is 122 henries, and at Soo cycles, 123 henries.
(All data relating
checked

by

the

to

this Transformer has

been

National Physical Laboratory.)
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Kingsway House, 103, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
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